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Abstract
Seaports are essential players in world economic growth, and many cities grew up alongside ports,
gaining economic benefits from the flow of goods. However, a weakening of the ties between ports
and their cities has been identified over recent decades. The cities near the ports are not receiving
many benefits anymore; they are exposed to the negative impacts of the ports' industrial activities
like air pollution. A moored ship needs to produce electrical power by auxiliary diesel engines
which use fossil fuel, thus emitting air pollution and adversely impacting the environment at ports.
Implementing Onshore Power Supply(OPS) helps limit these emissions effectively, ultimately
reducing negative impacts. However, besides the environmental benefits, there are still challenges
in implementing onshore power supply in ports. These barriers could differ from one port to
another.
Some Italian ports have plans to improve air quality and reduce ship emission pollution. In this
respect, some of them intend to provide berthed ships with electricity through onshore power
supply facilities. In this research, a group of northwest Italian ports are selected as a case study to
analyse and assess the benefits of the avoided emissions due to OPS solutions implementation. It
aims to quantify the reduction in social costs because of avoided ships' emissions at ports thanks
to the use of Onshore Power Supply facilities. To fulfil this study's objectives, qualitative and
quantitative methods combine to merge and interpret the information into the conclusion finally.
This research can encourage the regional authorities to contribute to funding onshore power supply
projects in the regions addressed in this study.
Regulating the OPS for shore and ship sides is complex and involves different players. Therefore,
within this research, a desktop analysis of OPS-related regulations at three International, European,
and Italian national levels is conducted. The analysis of the national regulatory framework shows
a good level of maturity and readiness; in particular, Italy has already transposed the EU Directive
2014/94/EU on Alternative Fuels Infrastructure. The regulatory analysis is followed by a technical
chapter on OPS general infrastructure and equipment elements. It helps port authorities and
administrations in being familiar with different OPS solutions and paves the way for a harmonized
technical approach to addressing the OPS interface. In addition, the technical review supports the
hypothesis developed in this study, proposing OPS solutions for some Italian ports.
Supported with appropriate surveys and desktop analysis, the adding value of the research is the
introduction of a method for quantifying the social-economic benefits because of using OPS in
ports. In addition, the findings for the case-study ports in northwest Italy are accessible and usable.
This thesis goes beyond the research limits about OPS installation in ports that traditionally
consider only the economic benefits of selling electricity to ships. The innovation in calculating
the externality cost reduction and considering it as a part of the benefits can be used in any future
cost-benefit analysis for OPS port projects. This research introduces a new perspective on the
onshore power supply solution for ports from an environmental point of view.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Research problem statement
Seaports are essential players in world economic growth, with a critical role in the global maritime
industry. Historically, many cities grew up alongside ports, gaining economic benefits from the
flow of goods and migrating people seeking work and improved financial circumstances. Port
Cities are some of the most economically strong and competitive cities globally. However, a
weakening of the ties between ports and their cities has been identified over recent decades. The
relations between cities and their ports have been weakened because the cities near the ports are
not receiving benefits; in contrast, they are exposed to the most harmful impacts of the ports'
activities like air pollution, noise pollution, and traffic congestion. These externalities are left to
the urban areas of the cities near their ports (Carpenter, 2020). See Table 1.
Table 1 Impacts on ports due to ship and maritime transport activities

Source: (Apollonia, Biagio, Emiliano, & Marleen, 2010)
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During the last two decades, ports and their urban areas have increasingly faced environmental
challenges. Ports can have significant environmental impacts due to the types of activities,
resulting in negative externalities, mainly air and water pollutions that mirror the destructive linear
economy models at port cities (Karimpour, Ballini, & Olcer, 2020).
Continual globalisation based on trade liberalisation, with its increasing cargo transport, has
resulted in a significant increase in pressures on port infrastructure and city resources, which should
be addressed sustainably. Figure 1 shows that the relationship between ports and cities has
experienced many changes. It could be the expansion of a port, or its city, or both of them, and in
many cases, a separation resulting from the industrial transformation in past decades. It resulted in
a retreat away from the waterfront into hinterland areas and/or a wider port region (Carpenter &
Lozano, 2020). The negative impacts of day-night ports’ activities on their cities are bigger if the
port size and traffic are more significant than the city size (see Figure 1).

Figure 1 Typologies of City-Port relationship
Source: (Carpenter & Lozano, 2020)
Ports are also characterised by the geographical concentration of energy demand/supply activities
because of their proximity to power generation facilities and metropolitan regions. In the last
decades, the need to better understand and monitor energy-related activities near or within the port
15

has become more apparent due to the growing relevance of energy trades, public environmental
awareness, and a more significant industry focus on energy efficiency. The uptake in the port sector
of innovative technologies, such as onshore power supply, and the increasing development of
renewable energy installations in port areas, also calls for more attention to energy matters within
port management (Acciaro, Ghiara, & Cusano, 2014).
A moored ship does not need driving power; however, an uninterrupted electrical power supply
ensures that essential operations are not hampered. This electrical power is generated by auxiliary
diesel engines that maintain a continuous power supply for such operations. The operation of these
diesel-based generators pollutes the surrounding environment, in terms of carbon emissions and
sound pollution, by creating low-frequency humming noise. This humming noise disturbs the
ambience and the people working on the deck and the port. Moreover, prolonged exposure to these
noises may lead to loss or complete deterioration of hearing abilities.
Furthermore, the carbon content emitted by these generators degrades the quality of the
surrounding air while adversely affecting the shipping company’s target for carbon reduction.
Also, a human's intake of this polluted air can cause lung damage and other pollution-related
problems. The incorporation of shore power reduces such distress to the surrounding environment.
According to the International Chamber of Shipping, 90% of the world trade is carried out by
marine vessels. These vessels use fossil fuel for power generation, thus emitting CO2, which
significantly contributes to global climate change and acidification. Besides CO2, ships release a
handful of other pollutants, such as SOx and NOx, that adversely impact the environment. The
implementation of shore power helps in effectively limiting these pollutions, ultimately reducing
negative impacts.
According to Ballini in 2015, in addition to CO2, the primary polluting emissions from ships
consist of:
-

Nitrogen Oxides (NOx)
Sulfur Oxides (SOx)
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC), in particular hydrocarbons
atmospheric Particulate Matter (coarse particulate matter, PM10, PM2.5)
Carbon Monoxide (CO) (Ballini & Bozzo, 2015)

According to a study by Toscano and Murena from the University of Naples published in 2019,
ports represent a source of atmospheric pollutants that can significantly jeopardise the air quality
of port cities. NOx, SOx, PM and VOCs (Volatile Organic Compounds) are emitted by ships during
manoeuvring in ports at arrival or departure and during hotelling when moored at wharves. Several
methods exist to estimate emissions based on ships’ activity and engine parameters
(D.Toscano&F.Murena, 2019). However, there is still significant uncertainty in these calculations.
This is a severe limitation to developing practical plans to mitigate air pollution in port cities. With
the growth of maritime traffic, the attention toward the effect of ships on the environment is rising.
The impact of ship emissions on air quality has different aspects. It can be studied on a global or
16

local scale. The effect on the worldwide scale depends mainly on emissions during navigation
between ports, while the local effects depend primarily on emissions in ports or their proximity.
Emissions of some species like SO2, CO2, and metals are directly proportional to the Specific Fuel
Consumption(SFC) and fuel composition, regardless of the type of engine or its operation regime
(abatement techniques not accounted for). Others, like NOX, VOC, CO and PM, are dependent on
the combustion regime and thus on the type of engine, its power setting and physical properties of
the fuel. CO2 is a greenhouse gas, which presents an environmental risk on a global scale but no
specific local risk. Emissions of CO2 contribute significantly to the worldwide warming effect,
while emissions of NOx, SOx, PM, and VOCs mainly impact the human health of port cities. Air
quality is one of the highest priorities on the current environmental and political agenda. In port
cities, the impacts of air pollutants such as CO, NOx, SOx, Particulate Matters(PM), and Volatile
Organic Compounds (VOCs) have raised many concerns from the people living in urban areas near
ports.
Many European ports are within or near densely populated urban areas where air pollution is often
critically affected, such as Antwerp, Rotterdam, and Hamburg, that collectively handle the world’s
12% cargo goods. More than 120 European city ports transport cargo from ships involved in
international voyages (Wikipedia, 2022). In addition, being central nodes linking and bringing
together international transport chains, European ports are often part of critical geographical areas
for air quality considerations. Although port-related emissions contribute to air quality problems
in the ports and surrounding areas, they can negatively affect ports' images of ports vis-à-vis their
residential zones and put severe pressure on port development ambitions (Deloitte, 2021). Air
quality is often at the heart of the political and societal debate about economic development plans
and port development projects. The emissions of air pollutants by port operations are therefore of
high priority to European port authorities.
The European Sea Ports Organisation (ESPO) has released its annual environmental report,
including European ports' top 10 environmental priorities. Air quality has been the top priority of
the European ports from 2013 to 2020 (see Table 2). Ranked top in the list, there has been an
increasing interest in local communities concerning air quality for citizens near port areas. EU
ports have tried to reduce ship emissions, and among all solutions, the Onshore Power Supply
(OPS) and LNG have been the most used. In developing alternative fuels infrastructure, 24% of
EU ports (out of 90 ports) provide Onshore Power Supply (Cold Ironing) for ships at berth, and
30% have LNG refuelling points by the end of 2020, according to a report from ESPO (ESPO,
2020).
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Table 2 Top ten environmental priorities of the European ports over the years

Source: (ESPO, 2020), (ESPO, 2021)
The majority of European ports are geographically located near their cities. In this respect, the
ports introduce a high amount of emissions to their cities with negative consequences on the health
of people living around these ports. The European Union officially set air quality standards to
protect health in the EU Ambient Air Quality Directives within the European scope (See Table 3).
Air pollution has a consistently high profile in public concern and is often the target of regulatory
control. The European Commission has prioritised implementing and enforcing the European airrelated legislation, especially the comprehensive Directive 2008/50/EC on ambient air quality and
cleaner air for Europe. Some Member States are brought to the European Court of Justice – or are
already convicted for violating air quality levels.
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Table 3 Air quality standards for the protection of health

Source: (European Environmental Agency, 2018)

An example of pollutant emissions in Italian northwest ports areas
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is a pollutant with a principal secondary component produced by the
oxidation of nitrogen monoxide (NO) in the atmosphere. However, it is also emitted directly from
anthropogenic sources (combustion in the transport sector such as ships, industrial plants,
electricity production plants, etc.) or natural (soils, volcanoes and storms). NO2 emission has
adverse effects on human health and contributes to photochemical smog phenomena(formation of
secondary pollutants such as tropospheric ozone), eutrophication of the seas, and acid rains.
For nitrogen dioxide in Italy, the Italian Legislative Decree 155/2010 establishes a limit value for
the protection of human health hourly (200 µg / m³ of average concentration per hour not to be
exceeded more than 18 times in a year) and an annual limit (40 µg/m³). See Table 3 and Figure 2.
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Figure 2 NO2 annual limit value exceeded in Italian urban areas,2016
Source: (ISPRA, 2017)
The data available for 2016 relate to 102 urban areas. Data relating to individual urban areas are
expressed as a number of hours with an hourly concentration higher than 200 µg/m³ and an annual
average (µg/m³). The thematic map illustrates the situation of urban areas concerning the annual
limit value of Legislative Decree 155/2010. It shows the red condition of Genova and La Spezia
port cities for the concentration of NO2 above allowable limits (Official Gazette, 2010).
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1.2 Research objectives and question
Many Italian ports have plans to improve air quality and reduce noise pollution in their port and
neighbouring areas. In this respect, some intend to provide electricity to the port grid to replace the
fuel consumption in port cranes, port vehicles, and berthed ships in ports. The last one is called
Onshore Power Supply(OPS), which builds the systems necessary for the electrical supply into
ships from the national electricity grid. As mentioned in the previous section, the negative
externalities of the berthed ships' pollution emissions on the local people have driven some ports
in northwest Italy to take serious steps to invest and implement Onshore Power Supply solutions
for some of their terminals.
In this respect, this research aims to quantify the reduction in social costs (mainly health costs) due
to the already installed Onshore Power Supply facilities in some Italian ports of this research as a
case study. It may motivate the health systems of regions to contribute to funding Onshore Power
Supply projects in ports by allocating a part of their annual budget.
In addition, this research investigates and explores a hypothesis for the techno-economic potential
(feasibility) of Onshore Power Supply facilities in some other port terminals in northwest Italy. It
intends to assess the emissions reductions from berthed ships to cut the social costs (mainly health
costs) on the people living in the urban areas near the targeted ports. For this purpose, the main
question is:
How much does the use of Onshore Power Supply in the northwest Italian ports of this case study
improve air quality and reduce health costs?
To address this main question, the below sub-questions are to be paid attention to in detail.
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

What are the emissions pollutions from berthed ships in the targeted Italian ports, and how
much is the quantity of their annual emissions?
What are the externality costs of these emissions in the targeted Italian ports?
What have been the challenges and drivers for utilising the Onshore Power Supply in Italian
ports?
Is it feasible and viable to develop the plan of using more OPS facilities in other northwest
Italian ports as a hypothesis?
How much can Onshore Power Supply help reduce the pollution emissions from berthed
ships in the targeted ports of this study?
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1.3 Research methodology
A wide range of technologies has been used to apply OPS solutions to answer the ports' demands
with different sizes and profiles. Furthermore, various methods are used to explain the Onshore
Power Supply solution from economic, environmental, and societal perspectives for ports. One of
the methods is to focus on OPS applications in a specific port or terminal. A case study primarily
is defined as an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth. The
advantage is that being small-scale research and not solely dependent on published works, it looks
at the whole situation but focuses on the inter-relations.
For the case of this research, the focus is on several ports in northwest Italy as case studies. In
general, case studies are methods of research methodology where different cases are considered
initially, and then proper ones for the research are selected. For this research, the case studies (
ports already equipped with OPS and the ports with proposals of OPS installation by the author)
help develop the research topic for Italian ports. This research aims to understand the avoided
emissions from berthed ships in a group of Italian ports due to the use of Onshore Power Supply
facilities. For this purpose, the needed data and information on OPS solutions are obtained from
literature reviews and interviews. The below flow chart diagram gives an overall view of the
methodology used in this research to quantify the external costs’ reduction in Italian case study
ports, in the case of using OnshorePower Supply solution for emission reduction from berthed
ships.

Figure 3 Flow chart diagram for the methodology of this research
To fulfil this research's objectives and to answer the research question, a combination of the
qualitative and quantitative methods is used (see Figure 4 in line with Figure 3). The basic premise
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of a mixed methodology is that such integration allows a more complete and synergistic utilisation
of data than separate quantitative and qualitative data collection and analysis. There are advantages
of using a mixed-method: comparing quantitative and qualitative data, reflecting participants’
points of view, and fostering scholarly interaction (Wisdom & Creswell, 2013). However, there
are limitations like increasing the complexity of evaluations. Mixed methods studies are complex
to plan and conduct. Combining qualitative and quantitative data during analysis is often
challenging for many researchers.

Figure 4 Qualitative and Quantitative data collection and analysis for this research

Both qualitative and quantitative approaches have been applied to quantify the socio-economic
benefits of OPS installations for the targeted ports. The central part of the qualitative methodology
will be through interviews with some port authorities. Interviews were carried out in a semi-open
structured way to give flexibility to the interviewees. In this regard, there were fewer
predetermined questions, and it is more likely to develop as a “guided conversation” according to
the willingness of the port interviewees. There have been more possibilities to discover and take
advantage of unexpected revealed information.
This research has two data sources: primary and secondary data. The primary data are the ones
collected through interviews and questionnaires. It requires physically collecting the data by
meeting persons, interviews, email communications, and online meetings. The explicit information
collected for the research is primary data, while the secondary data is the information collected by
others rather than the author. The secondary data and information are mainly extracted from
credited European publications, peer-reviewed journal articles, books, port authorities reports, OPS
solution providers documents, and ports' OPS reports. Some of them are references for many other
academic studies and scientific research.
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1.4 Research scope and challenges
The environmental effects of ships berthed in ports include air pollution, water pollution, acoustic
pollution, soil pollution, and oil pollution. Only air pollution is considered for this study, and the
rest are excluded. The externality costs of ships in ports are broader than just the air pollution.
However, this study does not consider other externalities such as noise pollution, vibration
pollution, water pollution, etc. The focus is quantifying air pollution emissions from berthed ships
at targeted Italian ports. Therefore in this research, the ship emissions of SO2 (Sulphur Dioxide),
NOx (Oxides of Nitrogen), VOCs (Volatile Organic Compounds), PM(Particulate Matters), and
CO2 (Carbon Dioxide) are considered, and any other pollutants are not regarded.
Moreover, it should be noted that the air pollution costs concept is not very precise as the spread
of emissions and also their effects on human health and the environment are not fully
recognised/measured yet. For this research in chapter 6, the air pollution external costs and climate
change external costs are only considered. The full explanation of the details of each of these costs
is included in that chapter. In short, the effects of air pollution from PM2.5, PM10, SOx, and NOx
emissions result in economic, environmental, and societal (mainly health) costs. In addition, the
effects of climate change from GHG emissions (mainly CO2) from berthed ships are also
considered.
Chapter 4 focuses on the port side, even though the Onshore Power Supply solutions often
comprise the entire chain from the incoming substation. They include all technical requirements
like transformers, cables, connecters, sockets (and, in case, frequency converters) to match the grid
voltage and frequency to the ship’s demanding voltage and frequency. Therefore, the ships’
onboard installation or the retrofitting are not considered within the scope of this research.
In chapter 5, this research develops a hypothesis of OPS installation for some northwest Italian
ports. The initial assumption is that the proposed facilities can be feasible regarding the OPS
installations in other Italian port terminals already in service. The assumption is explained and
justified in the related section within chapter 5. However, it should be noted that for the hypothesis
of installing OPS in the suggested ports, the followings are not considered: utility grid aspects,
system-specific details, operational aspects, and cost/ financial valuation of projects.
In chapter 6, the selected emissions from berthed ships are listed. However, it is to be noted that
for the calculations of external costs: NOx emissions are mainly referred to as NO2, SOx emissions
are mainly referred to as SO2, and PM emissions are mainly referred to as PM10 & PM2.5, and
finally, GHG emissions are primarily referred to CO2. According to the EU Handbook on External
Costs of Transport 2019(with 2021 update), these are the main components in exhaust gas
emissions from diesel engines.
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2. Literature review on Onshore Power Supply
2.1 Onshore Power Supply drivers, environmental benefits, and challenges
Among the various interventions such as scrubber, LNG, biofuel, etc., to reduce ship emissions in
ports, Onshore Power Supply (OPS) technology has dramatically gained attention. With this
technology, ships are to shut down their onboard diesel generators entirely and connect to the
onshore electric power supply to receive electricity from ports.
Onshore Power Supply provides electricity to ships berthed alongside in port. When at berth, ships
shut down their main engines used for propulsion. Vessels connecting to onshore power can also
turn off their auxiliary engines, which are used to generate the power needed for accommodation
and other electrical needs for crew and passengers and cargo systems. OPS is also known as ‘cold
ironing’, a historical term referring to when ships with coal-fired engines would cool down at berth.
Cold ironing is also known as ‘Onshore Power Supply‘, shore power’, ‘shoreside electricity’,
‘alternative maritime power’, and several other terms. Shore power is especially applicable to ships
operating on dedicated routes and vessels that consume large amounts of power and emit high air
pollutants when berthed. Typical vessel types include ferries, cruise ships, LNG carriers, tankers
and container ships.
The OPS solutions to small vessels such as most leisure craft and small fishing vessels are
relatively straightforward and increasingly common in the EU and worldwide. These types of
vessels need low voltage and low capacity. Bigger vessels have higher power demands and will
need high-voltage connections with either Onshore Power Supply or onboard transformers to
transform voltage. In contrast, cruise ships, which are giant sizes, typically have substantial
electrical loads and frequency conversion requirements. See Table 4.

Table 4 Typical Power Requirements of Different Vessel Types
Source: (ABB, 2017)

Most vessels operate at a different frequency than the EU grids. Off-grid solutions are also possible,
with power being generated on-site or locally. On-site renewable power generation could also be
used to create zero-emission fuels such as hydrogen, which could be delivered directly to a vessel
or effectively used as storage and then delivered by barge as clean electricity. See Table 5.
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Table 5 Typical OPS system specs for the different power requirements
Source: (GloMEEP Project, 2022)
Shore power is especially applicable to ships operating on dedicated routes and vessels that
consume large amounts of energy and emit high air pollutants when berthed. Typical vessel types
include ferries, cruise ships, LNG carriers, tankers and container ships. Despite being all different
forms of electricity supply to ships, OPS, SBC and SPB present very different technological
options and stages of maturity. Whilst OPS operation has already gained decades of experience,
particularly with Low-Voltage supply, Shore-side Battery Charging/Battery Swapping or Power
Banks are still a developing technological option, recently favoured by the increase in the adoption
of electric/hybrid options for powering ships. Below, some selected highlights are presented for
each technology,
Ports with different operating profiles require energy and operational solutions to assure
meaningful services. The energy solutions for the ports, such as OPS, should ensure optimum
utilization rates and respond to the expected load demand and energy utilization from ships
connecting to Onshore Power Supply.
Different Onshore supply electricity configurations are shown in Figure 8 to illustrate an overview
of the existing OPS technology and outline applicable generic concepts of operation for each OPS
configuration. These identified OPS solution configurations may demand different technical
standards and regulatory instruments. Despite the classical OPS arrangements are currently the
reference for the connection of ships at berth to electrical energy supply (either at HV or LV), a
diversity of options are under development for the future of shoreside electricity services in the
ports’ grids, particularly integrated with the electrification of a more number of service provider
infrastructure and mobile equipment.
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Figure 5 Diagram of various OPS technology configurations
Source: Adopted and reproduced from an EMSA Guideline on OPS
Regarding the various OPS technology configurations existing in the OPS market (as illustrated in
Figure 5), there are frequently asked questions from port authorities to find the appropriate OPS
solution for their terminals, some of them are listed below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Which of the current OPS opportunities/possible configurations suits my port
terminals?
How does the D.C. distribution grid develop in the future as an enabler for microgrid
integration?
Which are the best opportunities for Electrical Energy Storage in ports as it growing
dramatically, and more specifically, in the context of Shore-Side Electricity?
As more energy storage elements are connected within the port area in recent years,
how relevant are bidirectional current flows in Onshore Power Supply may be?

Environmental benefits and challenges
The volume of global trade has been rising steadily in the past few years, with nearly 90 % being
moved by sea; consequently, ports are increasingly under pressure to reduce the emissions from
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diesel and other contaminants that pollute the air. The ships continue to air pollution emissions
even when they are berthed. Due to mainly ship emission pollutions in berth, the Air quality has
been the top environmental priority of the European Ports in recent years according to the surveys
of the ESPO organisation from more than 250 EU Ports. There is growing pressure from ‘green’
campaigners, port cities, states, and the international community on governments and ports to
reduce ship emissions. As a result, a considerable number of research work and studies were carried
out by key industry players, more importantly, marine diesel engine manufacturing companies, to
cut down pollutants emanating from the engines they build to the barest minimum. These research
and technological advances resulted in several solutions to reduce the ships' emissions, as
demonstrated in the figure below.

Figure 6 Solutions to reduce ships emissions
Source: (European Commission, 2020), (MAN Energy Solution, 2022), (Zhang, 2019)
It should be noted that the ultimate source of electricity may be fossil fuel which effectively moves
emissions elsewhere. Shore power also eliminates vibrations and noise from auxiliary engines at
berth, measured at 90-120 decibel in proximity and improves maintenance conditions for the ships’
engineers.15 Emissions during manoeuvring, which can be significant, are not affected. Shore
power is not the only zero-emission berth solution. Some hybrid batteries charge during a voyage,
allowing for emissions-free vessels' operation when they are at berth, for example, while other
options are being developed. Ships can shut down their engines while berthed and plug into an
onshore power source. By OPS application, the ship’s power load is transferred to the shoreside
power supply without disruption to onboard services, so emissions to the local surroundings are
eliminated. However, despite all development in Onshore Power Supply technological solutions,
its related regulatory framework, and standardisation for the ships, there are still some minor
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doubts that Onshore Power Supply suffers a lack of regulation, standards, and certifications at
some points.
Onshore power electricity connections can effectively reduce pollutant emissions and noise from
ships in port, thus providing environmental and health benefits. As a result, the crew onboard is
exposed to less noise and emissions on deck, the engine room environment is quiet at all port calls,
and stevedores are exposed to fewer emissions from the ship. Onshore power supply has an
additional advantage over other emissions abatement technologies in that it reduces both noise and
vibration in port areas (ABB, 2021). Onshore power is the provision of electricity to ships berthed
alongside in port. Vessels connecting to shore power can also turn off their auxiliary engines, which
are used to generate the power needed for accommodation and other electrical needs for crew and
passengers, as well as cargo systems. Shore power is often sourced from the grid but could be from
an off-grid source, such as a wind turbine, LNG, or renewable barge. Shore power is also known
as ‘cold ironing’, a historical term referring to when ships with coal-fired engines would cool at
berth. Cold ironing is also known as ‘onshore power supply, ‘shoreside electricity’, ‘alternative
maritime power’, and several other terms. Certain types of vessels will have other power demands
whilst at berth.
Containerships or other ships with refrigerated cargo, for instance, need to power cargo units, and
tankers will have safety systems such as inert gas scrubbers that also need power. Cruise ships will
have large hotel loads at berth due to the number of passengers and crew on board. Providing shore
power to small vessels such as most leisure craft and small fishing vessels is relatively
straightforward and increasingly common in Europe. These types of vessels need low voltage and
low capacity. Bigger ships have higher power demands and need high-voltage connections with
either shoreside or onboard transformers to transform voltage, cruise ships typically have
particularly large electrical loads and frequency conversion requirements. Certain vessels will have
other power demands whilst at berth (See Table 5). Containerships or other vessels with
refrigerated cargo, for instance, need to power cargo units, and tankers will have safety systems
such as inert gas scrubbers that also need power. Cruise ships will have large hotel loads at berth
due to the number of passengers and crew on board.
The provision of shore power to small vessels such as most leisure craft and small fishing vessels
is relatively straightforward and increasingly common in the EU.
The source for land-based power can be grid power from an electric utility company and possibly
an external remote generator. These generators may be powered by diesel or renewable energy
sources such as wind or solar. Shore power saves the consumption of fuel that would otherwise be
used to power vessels while in port and eliminates the air pollution associated with the consumption
of that fuel. A port city may have anti-idling laws that require ships to use shore power. The use of
shore power may facilitate the ship's engines and generators and reduce noise (ABNewsWIire,
2022).
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Apart from achieving a much better working environment onboard and in the port, the
environmental benefits from the onshore power supply for ships are the great driving force. Studies
show that society is the big winner. This means OPS can help ports demonstrate they are local
environmental leaders and responsible citizens whose activities benefit local communities. It helps
counter any perceptions of the port as a “dirty neighbour” and can provide a platform for the port
to intensify its environmental activities and cooperation with the local communities. Putting
environmental interests at the heart of port activities affirms a port’s place at the heart of its
community – a “win-win” scenario for all concerned (WPSP, 2021).

Figure 7 Environmental, societal, and economics of the Onshore Power Supply
Source: Adapted and produced from (ABB, 2017)
In this respect, OPS utilisation is targeted to minimise the environmental impact of ports
considering increasing goods and passenger traffic and ever more stringent emissions regulations;
ship and port owners and operators are seeking ways to improve energy efficiency and productivity
and sustainability of port operations. Ships can shut down their engines while berthed and plug
into an onshore power source. The ship’s power load is transferred to the shoreside power supply
without disrupting onboard services, eliminating emissions to the local surroundings. According
to a study by Entec, shore power can result in on-site emissions reductions of 97% for NOx and
89% for Particulate Matters. It should be noted that the ultimate source of electricity may be fossil
fuel which effectively moves emissions elsewhere. Shore power also eliminates vibrations and
noise from auxiliary engines at berth and improves maintenance conditions for the ships’ engineers
during manoeuvring, which can be significant, and are not affected. Shore power is not the only
zero-emission berth solution (Entec, 2005). See Figure 6 and Figure 7.
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OPS drivers
In addition, comprehensive connectivity and sustainable operations with shore-to-ship power and
smart port solutions have recently been the focus of attention. Onshore power is essential to
integrate with port electrification, renewables, e-mobility, grid automation, and energy storage
within the bigger picture of a smart electrified port concept. See Figure 8.

Figure 8 Onshore Power Supply is a component of the future Electrified Smart Ports
Source: (ABB, 2017)
However, despite all benefits, some factors influence the actual emission reduction by Onshore
Power Supply. Although OPS will significantly reduce emissions in most situations, the precise
percentage will vary depending on the auxiliary engines' emission factors and the remote power
supply.
o The reduction will be slightly influenced by the emission factors of the auxiliary engines
or main generators, the type of fuel used (HFO/MGO) and the age of the engines on board.
The younger the engine, the lower its emissions will be.
o The actual emission reduction will also depend on the emission factors of the power plants
feeding the local or national grid. Power sourced from wind turbines and hydropower plants
cause no pollutant emissions (World Port Sustainable Programme, 2021).
Therefore, Onshore Power Supply represents an effective measure locally, as it cancels, or at least
drastically reduces, emissions in the port, moving them to the places where electricity is produced.
A systemic aspect is linked to the mix of energy sources used to produce electricity. Onshore Power
Supply has been implemented in some ports such as Los Angeles, Antwerp, Genoa, Gothenburg,
and Oslo, as a measure to reduce emissions and noise from ships. The concept of Onshore Power
Supply aims at providing ships with electrical power from the shoreside to meet their hoteling
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demands while at berth, enabling them to shut off their auxiliary engines. However, the induced
emissions from ships to shore operations depend on the electricity mix for the national grid supply.
In Italy, the data from the Italian Energy Services Manager indicates the forecast mix for 2019
shown in
Table 6. It is observed that 41% of the electricity comes from renewable sources (in the order
hydraulic, solar, biomass, wind, geothermal, 42% from natural gas) and that less than 0.5% of the
electricity is produced using petroleum-derived fuels (naphtha). That is why it makes sense for
countries like Italy to invest more in OPS facilities in ports. On the ship side, 100% of the electricity
produced by ships for their consumption comes from the combustion of fuel oil, albeit with a low
sulphur content (in jargon, diesel oil with a low sulphur content during mooring).

Table 6 Composition of national mix used to produce electricity fed to Italian electricity system
Primary sources used
Year 2019 %
Renewables
41,51 %
Coal
8,52 %
Natural Gas
42,86 %
Petroleum Products
0,51 %
Nuclear
3,50 %
Other Sources
3,10 %
Source: (Enel, 2020)
Ports in North America and Europe have been leading in using shore-to-ship electrical power
supplies (see Figure 9). As the following table illustrates, the absence of relevant standards and
differences in electrical layouts of grids and ships have resulted in differences in several aspects.
The power of the installations in the various ports depends on the power requirements of the ships'
calling. Several ports are currently implementing Onshore Power Supply, thus extending the scope
of its application. The highest number of OPS facilities, apart from the level of voltages, are in the
north of Europe, particularly in Norway.
Some ports like Genova, Livorno, and Ancona have already equipped some terminals with OPS
solution facilities in Italy. They paved the way for other ports to utilize this technology solution.
For some other Italian ports, feasibility studies are in progress. See Figure 9.
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Figure 9 Map of high voltage OPS facilities- worldwide 2019
Source: Adopted from different sources and reports of port authorities

Challenges in the use of Onshore Power Supply
Despite all benefits that attract the attention to OPS as a technological solution for emission
reductions in ports, there are challenges and obstacles to installing and implementing this
technology. According to most reports, the main challenge in using an onshore power supply is the
high installation cost at both ports and on the ship. Other challenges exist, such as operation safety
while vessels are connected and disconnected from shore power. Nonetheless, stakeholders
interested in installing an onshore power supply must bear in mind some challenges during the
process. A significant barrier can arise from Onshore Power Supply infrastructure at marine
terminals. These terminals need extra electrical capacity, conduits, and the ‘plug’ infrastructure, to
accept power cables from a vessel. For example, a large container ship may need up to 1,600
kilowatts of power while at berth, but this power can vary significantly. This fact raises the cost,
as port electrical infrastructure for onshore power supply is more expensive than a conventional
terminal. On the other hand, providing incentives to ports to invest in this technology, such as using
emission reduction credits, is a possible solution to the problem (Sfety4Sea, 2019).
In addition, ship owners state that it costs more to have both diesel and electric capabilities for
their ships. There are safety and operational concerns about the cumbersome ship-to-shore cable
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connections. And worse of all, they are unwilling to foot the electricity bills, which can run into
thousands of Euros per ship.
Another obstacle could be the lack of a global standard for a specific voltage and frequency for all
ships, leading to technical issues, as many ships do not have the same voltage and frequency
requirements. Frequency is one of the main technical challenges as different parts of the world
use different electrical frequencies. In addition, onboard frequencies also differ. See Figure 33.
It will thus depend on the local situation whether a frequency converter and/or an onboard
transformer are needed. As stated earlier, these two items will affect the overall costs of an OPS
system. One of the mentioned challenges is the difficulties in cost-effectiveness analysis since each
ship and terminal is unique and site-specific. Despite a fast expansion in installation and use of
OPS solutions in Europe and North America, OPS has not been adopted in most developing
countries' ports, and emissions from port operations are causing health-related issues to the
surrounding communities. IMO has been implementing the EU-funded GMN project, which aims
to build capacity for developing states to improve energy efficiency in the maritime sector and
mitigate the adverse effects of climate change.
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2.2 Market review and SWOT analysis
Between January 2016 and April 2020, the companies operating in the shore power market focused
on product launches/new projects as a critical strategy to increase their market share and regional
presence. Partnerships and collaborations were the second most-followed strategy by the leading
industry players to achieve growth in the shore power market.

Table 7 Important developments in the OnShore Power market between 2016–2020

Source: Adapted and reproduced from companies' websites and press releases
The outbreak of COVID19 slowed down the market growth to a certain extent in 2020. However,
factors driving the development of the shore power market include the growing implementation of
shore power systems for reducing low-frequency noise levels and carbon and greenhouse gas
emissions at ports, the increasing number of cruise liners in the shipping industry, and the rising
retrofits systems for shore power.
Key players in the shore power market are Schneider Electric, Siemens, Cavotec, Wärtsilä, and
ESL Power, who together controlled almost 65% of the shoreside solution market in 2019. The
other dominant players are Cochran marine, Vinci Energies, Igus, Danfoss, SmartPlug, Blueday,
and Preen (Markets and Markets, 2020). These companies have comparable strengths in terms of
customer bases, diversified product portfolios, technological capabilities, and diversified regional
presence. These players cumulatively hold a significant percentage of the total market share. The
existing players have constantly been adopting organic and inorganic growth strategies to mitigate
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any decline in their market shares. See Table 7. Partnerships, collaborations, contracts, and
agreements are the most widely adopted strategies to ensure market dominance.
According to the Shore power market - global forecast to 2025 book, key manufacturers of onshore
power technology are ABB, Siemens, Schneider Electric, Wartsila, and Cavotec. The global shore
power market has been segmented into shoreside and shipside. In addition, new installations and
retrofitting of the existing entities (ships and ports) also play a significant role in the growth of this
market. In Figure 10, as shown for 2019, North America and Europe are leading in implementing
shoreside electrical power for vessels in ports.

Figure 10 North America and Europe have dominated the Onshore Power market in 2019
Source: Government publications, literature, Shore power market- global forecast to 2025 book
(Note: In Figure 10, CAGR maens compound annual growth rate, and the assumption for the shore power in Europe
= Shore power installation in Sweden+ Shore power installation in Germany + Shore power installation in the UK +
Shore power installation in Russia + Shore power installation in the Netherlands + Shore power installation in
Norway + Shore power installation in Rest of Europe.)

According to the data and information reviewed in the literature, the up to 30 MVA segment
accounted for the largest share of the shore power market in 2019. This is due to the increased
installation of low output shore power systems at ports because of their low capital cost and ease
of installation.
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Figure 11 Up to 30 MVA Onshore power market, power output and forecast period
Source: Secondary literature and markets analysis

Europe Onshore Power Supply market and the impact of Covid19
Europe accounted for 30.4% of the global shore power market in 2019. The market in this region
has been further segmented into Sweden, Germany, the UK, Russia, the Netherlands, Norway, and
the rest of Europe. Europe is a hub of economically strong countries that comply with stringent
environmental laws. Apart from the oil and gas sector, tourism and leisure activities provide
lucrative opportunities for the shipping industry to grow. The European shipbuilding industry
constructs complex naval vessels such as cruise ships, ferries, mega yachts, submarines, and
dredgers (offshore vessels) to meet all such demands. It holds a strong position in the international
market. Also, the marine equipment industry in Europe offers a wide range of products/ship
components that include propulsion systems, diesel engines, environmental safety systems, cargo
handling systems, and related electronic products. The growth of the shipbuilding industry in
Europe is one of the most significant factors contributing to the increasing demand for shore power
systems in this region. Similarly, increasing investments in the defence sector and restructuring
efforts undertaken by ship manufacturing companies are additional factors driving the growth of
the shore power market in Europe (Markets and Markets, 2020).
European countries such as Italy, France, and Spain have been affected most due to the outbreak
of COVID-19. As a result, the tourism sector is completely closed. Also, cargo and other shipping
activities are being operated at nearly 60% or less capacity. This has negatively impacted the shore
power market. See Table 8.
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Table 8 Scenario analysis for European onshore power market, 2018–2025 (USD Million)
Source: Annual company reports, and the book “Shore Power Market - Global forecast to 2025”

The outbreak of COVID19 has also impacted the growth of the global shore power market across
all major regions is considered in the study. Major countries affected by the COVID-19 outbreak
include China, the US, the UK, and Italy, among others worldwide. The outbreak of COVID-19
has negatively impacted the overall shipping industry. The cruise liner industry is among the worsthit sectors. Though post-COVID operations for this industry look promising, according to the
Cruise Lines International Association (CLIA), its operation had shrunk by nearly 90% of its total
capacity in 2020. The World Trade Organization (WTO) anticipates world trade was reduced by
almost 13 to 32% by the end of 2020. As nearly all countries worldwide have implemented strict
lockdown, the oil demand has decreased dramatically. Due to the demand-supply mismatch, the
cure prices crashed during April. However, numerous countries started importing crude in large
volumes to take advantage of crashed prices. It increased demand for massive crude carriers
(VLCCs) and ultra-large crude carriers (ULCCs) in the global oil & gas shipping market.

SWOT analysis
Ships can be modified to reduce pollution, but to totally eliminate local engine emissions, shore
power is the best option (Ship Technology, 2022). However, like all other emission-reduction
technologies, the use of onshore power has its strengths, weaknesses, opportunity, and threats.
These factors have been a subject of discussion, dominating the various arguments on its adoption
as a cost-effective means of reducing shipboard emissions. For port authorities and ship owners,
investing in shore-based power supply facilities is generally driven by environmental regulations
from the municipal or national level. However, with the competition between different ports and
shipping lines, Onshore Power Supply is recognised as a tool to improve the sustainability profile.
There are available alternative fuels and abatement technologies to reduce ship emissions, and
choosing one necessitates an analysis including the positives and negatives. In this regard, SWOT
analysis assists in understanding and assessing the strengths, weaknesses, threats, and opportunities
of using Onshore Power Supply for port authorities and ship owners. (See Table 9). SWOT analysis
aims to help decision-makers such as port authorities understand if the OPS solution is the best
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option.SWOT analysis works best when diverse stakeholders' voices for OPS implementation are
free to provide realistic points and perspectives. SWOT analysis in Table 9 paid attention to
considering the views of all players, such as port authorities, shipping lines, electricity suppliers
and distributors, terminal operators, classification societies, terminal operators, port grid operators,
and onshore Power Supply manufacturers.
Based on the market review and desktop analysis, the illustrated SWOT analysis helps the different
OPS stakeholders take advantage of the opportunities identified and how to use the strengths to
overcome the threats identified in implementing the OPS technology solutions.
Table 9 SWOT analysis in the implementation of Onshore Power Supply in ports

Source: By author based on the literature review

From the above analysis, the objective for port authorities should be to maximise their strengths to
take advantage of the opportunities of using OPS. Using onshore power presents social benefits by
reducing emissions and noise and may also economically benefit the ship owners in cases where
incentives are given by the ports (Arduino, Carrillo, & Ferrari, 2011). With ISO standards on
HVSC and LVSC systems, ports can adapt these to ensure that ships trading worldwide can utilise
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the technology without facing challenges for variations in the equipment needed to receive shore
power onboard ships. Rapid technological advancement can also improve the highlighted strengths
of using the technology.
On the negative side, the use of onshore power supply presents several threats and weaknesses,
which can be minimised by exploring the available opportunities from the external environment to
reduce the operational costs when using onshore power instead of producing electrical power
onboard. The anticipated growth in battery-hybrid or fully battery-powered ships is likely to
increase the demand for shore power as these could be used to charge such systems while ships are
at berth (Environmental Protection Agency, 2017).
Growing air pollution from port operations, the increasing number of cruise passengers, rising
government initiatives (to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from ports), and supportive shore
power regulations are the main drivers in the growth of OPS use for both shore and ship sides
(Markets and Markets, 2020). The shipping industry is adopting shore power solutions to address
the main problem of berthed ships at ports, i.e. to minimise emissions. Connecting the marine
vessels with shore power during their port stays reduces emissions and low-frequency humming
noises. According to the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD),
incorporating shore power with marine vessels reduces NOx and CO2 emissions by 50–60%.
Reduced emissions and government initiatives drive the demand for shore power at ports.
According to the Cruise Lines International Association (CLIA), the number of people travelling
by cruise liners has increased considerably—nearly 6% (see Figure 12). Moreover, the
governments of various countries, especially the developed regions, are taking the initiative to
address climate change and global warming issues and plan to reduce CO2 emissions from docked
ships. For instance, according to Clean Energy Wire, the German government announced in
February 2020, promoting the EU’s maritime strategy and including shore power from the second
half of 2020. According to the EU, all European countries have targeted to install shore power
solutions at shoreside and shipside by 2025 (Cruise Lines International Association, 2016).
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Figure 12 Global increasing passenger capacity of the cruise industry
Source: (Cruise Lines International Association, 2016)

However, the primary restraint is far from others the High CAPEX investments. The installation
of new or retrofit shore power solutions at the existing and upcoming ships and ports requires
electricity infrastructure development. Though this infrastructure enhancement is expected to limit
carbon emissions considerably, the installation is a capital-intensive task. Installing shore power
equipment demands proper integration of various shore power components, such as switchgear,
frequency converter, transformer, and cable & accessories. This integration of elements requires a
skilled workforce as this involves a connection to the local grid using underground cables, thus
increasing the cost associated with this procedure (Markets and Markets, 2020).
There are opportunities with the utilisation of Onshore Power Supply. The most significant
opportunities are: Retrofitting older ships and ports with shore power technology and Integrating
shore power with offshore renewables. Shore power systems have been installed since 1980—only
for small ships, such as pleasure, craft ferries and other small boats back then. Integrating shore
power technology with under-construction ports and vessels has become mandatory in Germany
and China. However, with the increased adoption of this shore power technology, retrofitting it
with existing ports and ships is an excellent opportunity for this market. Shore power systems in
the recent past have witnessed constant development in technology. For example, Wärtsilä
developed a wireless charging system to easily transfer power from shore to ship, replacing the
traditional cable connection method in the shore power system. Many developed countries like the
US, Norway, Canada, Finland, Sweden, and Italy, replace their installed shore power solutions
with updated technologies. The retrofit shore power market is expected to benefit from government
initiatives and developments of wireless shore power soon (Environmental Protection Agency,
2017).
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Since the phenomenon of shore power came into existence for curbing greenhouse gas emissions,
integrating these systems with offshore wind and solar plants and other renewable sources will
further enable reducing carbon emissions. This primary emphasis on other renewable generation
sources can be an excellent opportunity if integrated successfully with shore power.
On the other side of the opportunities, there are challenges in applying OPS solutions. The main
two challenges can be addressed: low fuel costs and minimal returns, Operational difficulties, and
technical challenges. The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) defines shore
power as only becoming economically attractive when bunker fuel costs are high relative to local
electricity prices. Moreover, though installing shoreside equipment is also a challenging task,
installing such equipment on the shipside is much more difficult because heavy machinery must
be installed in a relatively small space on board. In addition, after installation, the increased weight
of a ship increases its fuel consumption, along with a decreased loading capacity for safety
purposes (Environmental Protection Agency, 2017).
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3. Onshore Power Supply - Regulatory and technical
standards
Despite all development in Onshore Power Supply technological solutions, there are still some
minor doubts that Onshore Power Supply suffers a lack of regulation, standards, and certifications
at some points. Figure 13 presents a diagram to give an overall view of the regulating Onshore
Power Supply, considering the general regulatory framework, interconnectivity, and
interoperability. As illustrated, regulating the OPS for shore and ship sides is complex and involves
different players.

Figure 13 Overall regulatory framework for Onshore Power Supply projects
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Source: EMSA Guidelines on shore-side electricity for port authorities and administrations
The complexity of standards and regulatory framework for OPS solutions, illustrated in Figure 13,
indicates created problems in applying the OPS. One of the global barriers to OPS technologies
application is the lack of operating standards for the shipboard power receiving system. Different
stakeholders and actors affect the OPS operation for a berthed ship, as illustrated in Figure 14.

Figure 14 Stakeholders environment for ShoreSide Electricity facilities in ports
Source: EMSA Guidelines on shore-side electricity for port authorities and administrations

More focus has been on standardising ports OPS facilities (IEC/IEEE IEC/ISO/IEEE 80005described in the next sections). Unfortunately, there are no unified operation standards for the
shipboard power receiving system for the ship side. It adds the potential risk for ships connecting
to the OPS at the port and hinders clean port development. It may result in problems with the
compatibility of ships and shore-based systems.
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The other obstacle is Inconsistent testing standards in many literature and reports. In the inspection
of the onshore power supply system, whereas for the shipboard power receiving system, the ship
and port side refer to the specifications of the classification society. Each classification society's
inspection system is based on ships' conditions and includes different inspection requirements.
Therefore, although the ships have gone through the test, the inconsistency between shipboard
power receiving equipment and shore-based power supply system may still exist, leading to
unsuccessful operations when ships are connected to the OPS at ports (Li & Du, 2020).
The other problem remained in the operation of the OPS in ports. The inconsistency in the
production and construction standards of the shipboard power receiving systems and onshore
power supply systems, as well as the unavoidable differences in the power system of international
sailing ships, together with no requirement that the ship needs to undergo a compatibility
assessment before using the OPS may result in the ship to encounter problems when using the
OPS. For example, insufficient capacity of shore power supply system, mismatch of ship-shore
communication protocol, inconsistent operation of power supply and receiving system and shipshore interactive equipment, different frequency and phase sequence of ships and shore power
systems etc., can easily cause electricity accidents to vessels and ports.
Figure 14 shows overall stakeholders that may be involved in the operation of Onshore Power
supply facilities in ports. However, it should be taken into consideration that the stakeholders
mainly involved may go beyond the main ones mentioned below:
- classification societies
- safety consultants
- the competent environmental authority
- municipality
- safety consultants
- int standardisation bodies
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3.1 International requirements for OPS facilities in ports
Technical Standards (IEC/ISO/IEEE)
Different electrical technologies and equipment in the maritime and port industry are ruled under
different standards, mainly developed by the following standardisation bodies:
-

International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). It is an international standard non-for-profit
membership organisation that prepares and publishes international standards for all electrical,
electronic and related technologies – collectively known as "electrotechnology” – And brings
together more than 170 countries. It coordinates the work of 20,000 experts globally.1 Its
mission is to use IEC International Standards and Conformity Assessment Systems worldwide
to ensure the safety, efficiency, reliability and interoperability of electrical, electronic and
information technologies, enhance international trade, facilitate broad electricity access, and
enable a more sustainable development world. The problems of the maritime sector are the
subject of the work "Electrical installations of ships and mobile and fixed offshore units",
which in recent years has produced, in addition to the standards on on-board systems and
equipment, a series of fundamental standards for the development of OPS in ports.

-

International Organization for Standardization (ISO). It is an independent, non-governmental
international organisation with a membership of 167 national standards bodies. Its members
bring together experts to share knowledge and develop voluntary, consensus-based, marketrelevant International Standards that support innovation and provide solutions to global
challenges.

-

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE). It is the largest technical
professional organisation (over 400,000 members in more than 160 countries) dedicated to,
inter alia, standardisation and development in technical areas.

These three entities have developed standards and regulations within the shore to ship power
supply scope. It should be noted that certain types of vessels will have other power demands whilst
at berth. Containerships or other ships with refrigerated cargo, for instance, need to power cargo
units, and tankers will have safety systems such as inert gas scrubbers that also need power. Cruise
ships will have large hotel loads at berth due to the number of passengers and crew on board
(Kumar, Kumpulainen, & Kauhaniemi, 2019).
As shown in Figure 15, the typical circuit breakers, protective relays, control and communication
cables are in between these two networks to interface the onshore and onboard systems. Moreover,
shoreside transformer in between onshore and onboard supply is used to transform high voltage
power supply with the smaller number of cables compared with low voltage power supply for the

1

https://www.iec.ch/about-us
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same amount of power required at onboard for the vessels and provide galvanic isolation for the
connected ship from another ship or consumer.

Figure 15 Connection of ship power network to the shore supply
Source: Adapted from (Kumar, Kumpulainen, & Kauhaniemi, 2019)

However, it is not easy to connect a ship to shoreside electricity, as explained above. Today, let's
think of going on a trip around the world, which ships usually do. An adapter should allow us to
connect our electrical appliances to the sockets we find in various countries. Even among the
countries of the European Union, which have been pursuing a comprehensive standardization
process for years, sockets and plugs are different and incompatible (see Figure 16). Suppose an
adapter for small low voltage powers is easily achievable and low cost. In that case, making an
adapter for the powers and voltages involved in Onshore Power Supply is technically impossible.
Hence the absolute need for global standardization of the connection system for ships on the quay.
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Figure 16 Standards for domestic sockets/plugs in different countries
Source: Reproduced from various sources
The standardization developed beyond IEC scopes and is listed below:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

▪

IEC 80005-1 Utility connections in port - Part 1: High Voltage Shore Connection (HVSC)
Systems - General requirements
IEC 80005-2 Utility connections in port - Part 2: High and low voltage shore connection
systems - Data communication for monitoring and control
IEC 80005-3 Utility connections in port - Part 3: Low Voltage Shore Connection (LVSC)
Systems - General requirements
EC 62613-1 Plugs, socket-outlets and ship couplers for high-voltage shore connection 380
systems (HVSC systems) - Part 1: General Requirements
IEC 62613-2 Plugs, socket-outlets and ship couplers for high-voltage shore connection
systems (HVSC-systems) - Part 2: Dimensional compatibility and interchangeability
requirements for accessories to be used by various types of ships
IEC 60309-5 Plugs, socket-outlets and couplers for industrial purposes - Part 5:
Dimensional compatibility and interchangeability requirements for plugs, socket-outlets,
ship connectors and ship inlets for low-voltage shore connection systems (LVSC)
IEC 62613 addresses the needs of plugs, socket-outlets and ship couplers (ship connectors
and inlets), of the IEC/ISO/IEEE 80005-1: 2016, therein referred to as “accessories”. This
standard specifies requirements for compliant ships to connect to compliant, high voltage
power systems through a compatible shore-to-ship connection.
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▪
▪

IEC 60092-101:2018 – Electrical installations in ships. Part 101: Definitions and general
requirements.
IEC 60092-503:2007 – Electrical installations in ships - Part 503: Special features - AC
supply systems with voltages in the range of above 1 kV up to and including 15 kV.

Since August 2012, an international standard for the plug is used when connecting a ship. The
various implementations worldwide have proven the technology's viability from a technical
perspective. Leading manufacturers have covered the frequency conversion issue (50hHz versus
60Hz) for several years, and a global standard provides worldwide guidance on safety and
compatibility (standardised plugs and cables). Most components used in OPS installations are
standardized and widely used in various electrical types of equipment in other industries. Thereby,
there is no technical barrier to developing OPS in the maritime industry. Out of all the above
standards, three are described below, as they are considered the primary technical references in
standardizations of installations and connections.
IEC/ISO/IEEE 80005-1:2019 – Utility Connections in Port. Part 1: High Voltage Shore
Connection (HVSC) systems. That is for general requirements. This part of IEC 80005 describes
high voltage shore connection (HVSC) systems on board the ship and onshore to supply the ship
with electrical power. HVSC systems are expected to have practicable applications for ships
requiring 1 MW or more or with HV main supply. This standard does not cover Low-voltage shore
connection systems. This standard applies to the design, installation, and testing of HVSC systems
and addresses HV shore distribution systems: shore-to-ship connection and interface equipment,
transformers/reactors, semiconductor/rotating converters, ship distribution systems; and control,
monitoring, interlocking and power management systems (IEC/IEEE, 2019).
This High Voltage Shore Connection standard was validated in 2012 to cover most European ship
traffic (Roro, Ferry, containers, tankers, LNG and cruise ships) to the port OPS facility. The plug
is for high-voltage connection systems (HVSC), and the standard applies to the design, installation
and testing of HVSC systems and addresses, among other things, shore-to-ship connection and
interface equipment. It does not apply to the electrical power supply during docking periods, e.g.
dry docking and other service maintenance and repair.
IEC/ISO/IEEE 80005-2:2016 – Utility Connections in Port. Part 2: High and Low Voltage Shore
Connection systems. It contains Data communication for monitoring and control. This part of
IEC/IEEE 80005 describes the data interfaces of shore and ships and step-by-step procedures for
low and high voltage shore connection systems communication for non-emergency functions,
where required. This standard specifies the interface descriptions, addresses and data type. This
standard also specifies communication requirements on cruise ships in annex A. Application of
this standard relates to annexes of IEC/ISO/IEEE 80005-1. This standard does not specify
communication for emergency functions described in IEC/ISO/IEEE 80005-1. Standard 80005-2
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regulates the communication between ship and shore. This standard allows the onshore part of SSE
to be remote-controlled from the ship (IEC/IEEE, 2016).
IEC/ISO/IEEE 80005-3:2016 – Utility Connections in Port. Part 3: Low Voltage Shore Connection
(LVSC) systems. The standard 80005-3 regulates Low Voltage shore-side electricity. This publicly
available specification describes low voltage shore connection (LVSC) systems, on board the ship
and onshore, to supply the ship with electrical power from shore. This PAS applies to the design,
installation and testing of LVSC systems and addresses: LV shore distribution systems, shore-toship connection and interface equipment, transformers/reactors, semiconductor /rotating
converters, ship distribution systems, and control, monitoring, interlocking and power management
systems. It is expected that LVSC systems will have practicable applications for ships requiring up
to 1 MVA. Low-voltage shore connection systems not exceeding 250 A, with a maximum of 125
A per cable and not exceeding 300 V to earth, are not covered by this PAS. High-voltage shore
connection systems are covered by IEC/ISO/IEEE 80005-1 (IEEE, 2014).

International Maritime Organisation(IMO) - OPS Guidelines with a focus on the
ship side
Shipping is a truly international industry, and it can only operate effectively if the regulations and
standards are themselves agreed upon, adopted and implemented on a global basis. IMO is the
forum at which this process takes place. IMO – the International Maritime Organization – is the
United Nations specialized agency setting global regulations for international shipping safety,
security, and environmental performance. Its primary role is to create a regulatory framework for
the shipping industry that is fair, effective, universally adopted,and universally implemented (IMO,
2021).
The IMO consists of an Assembly, a Council, five main Committees, and some Sub-Committees
that support the work of the main committees. Among all, the IMO’s Ship Systems and Equipment
(SSE) Group has developed Interim Guidelines on Safe Operation of On-Shore Power Supply
(OPS) service for ships to provide standardised regulatory measures regulating the continuous
growth of OPS operations (IMO, 2020). The prepared guideline document covers ship- and shoreside installations and do not apply to the electrical power supply during dry-docking and other outof-service maintenance and repair. However, there are issues to be revisited: IEC/IEEE DIS
80005-3 aspects on low voltage, and Semi-automatic and fully automatic OPS processes. Technical
design, installation and testing requirements are mentioned: IEC/IEEE 80005-1:2019: Utility
connections in port – Part 1: High Voltage Shore Connection (HVSC) Systems – General
requirements or other equivalent standards.
The structure of IMO Interim OPS Guidelines (with focus on the ship side) is as per the below
in short:
1) General: Application, terms and definitions, and communication
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2) Verification and testing: Tests on the first port of calls and repeated calls
3) Operation: Personal protective equipment (national legislation for shore /Safety
Management System for ship); high-voltage and low-voltage operational procedures;
disconnection
4) Safety precautions before maintenance: “Lock out/tag out" and equipment grounding
procedures
5) Documentation: OPS procedures in Safety Management System, plans, diagrams and
instructions
6) Personnel, training and familiarization: Minimum competency requirements for the person
in charge (PIC)

Figure 17 IMO history for approval of OPS Guidelines
Source: By author from IMO presentations
According to the Maritime Safety Division in IMO´s Maritime Safety Division, there will be two
next steps by IMO: first, the addition of IEC 62613-1:2019: plugs, socket-outlets and ship couplers
for high-voltage shore connection (HVSC) systems – Part 1: General requirements, and second,
removal of constructional requirements and some editorial changes as illustrated in Figure 17. The
IMO Guidelines are more focused on the ship-side and described in revised chapter II-1:
Construction - subdivision and stability, machinery and electrical installations of the International
Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS). The revisions explicitly address II-1/13 and II1/13-1 and other related regulations for new ships (IMO, 2020). In this context, IMO also has
considered the following points to develop its OPS Guidelines for ships:
•

commenting on the Correspondence Group report regarding the general requirements in
the draft guidelines concerning the development of a series of standards ISO/IEC/IEEE
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80005, and, in particular, raising concerns over compliance with "other recognized
standards" instead of international standards; and
•

informing on developing the IEC/IEEE 80005 series regarding utility connections in port,
referenced in the draft guidelines.

•

the development of guidelines and consideration of the necessity of the SOLAS Convention
amendments should be continued through a drafting group at this session;

•

although the development of such guidelines was considered appropriate, caution should
be taken considering the lack of global implementation, practicality, interoperability and
cost-effectiveness, taking into account that any measures could require substantial
investment;

•

it was premature to task a drafting group for further developing the draft guidelines and,
therefore, the work should continue to be progressed through a correspondence group;

•

standardization and operational aspects should not be mixed to avoid duplication with
existing international standards and, therefore, only operational aspects should be under
focus instead of developing technical requirements;

•

it was premature at this stage to request the Sub-Committee on Human Element, Training
and Watchkeeping (HTW) to consider the necessity of any training requirements; however,
certification and competency as per the International Convention on Standards of Training,
Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers (STCW) 2Convention should be considered
at a later stage.

Considering the power supply coming from land, the standards should apply corresponding ones
of the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), such as a definition of high voltage hence
the IEC standards being already covered in onshore operations. Furthermore, as for the
International Transport Workers' Federation (ITF), the role of operational personnel and training
and qualification-related matters are of interest: who are involved in the operation; how to qualify
that personnel; and the importance of familiarising all persons onboard (ITF, 2020).
Regarding OPS Guidelines of IMO, the HTW sub-committee was invited to consider the training
and certification matters during OPS operations to finalise the Interim document. Additionally,
information on ship and port facility security levels is imperative for the master to consider whether
to use the onshore electrical power supply service or the ship’s own. The SOLAS convention
Chapter XI-2 and the International Ship and Port Facility (ISPS) Code already require such
communication forms as security declarations.

2

The 1978 STCW Convention was the first to establish basic requirements on training, certification and
watchkeeping for seafarers on an international level.
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Verification and Certification of Onshore Power Supply facilities
For a long time, there was no international framework for the verification and certification of
Onshore Power Supply in place. It was because only a few vessels were equipped to use OPS
technology, and the systems in use differed in their technical solutions, voltages, power, and
frequency. Therefore, ships with OPS equipment on board could not be connected to all the
terminals equipped with OPS. To date, international standards represent the technical agreement
between Authorities and companies.
For Onshore Power Supply technology, the “inconsistent testing standards and certification” has
been one of the main problems. In the inspection of the shore-based power supply system, the
IEC/IEEE IEC/ISO/IEEE 80005-1:2019: Utility connections in port–Part 1: High Voltage Shore
Connection (HVSC) Systems– General requirements are commonly referred to internationally,
whereas, for shipboard power receiving system, the ship and port side relates to the specifications
of the classification society in each county. In this respect, ship classification societies ensure
technical standards for ships' safe construction and operation worldwide (Lloyd’sRegister, 2019).
Each classification society's inspection system is formulated based on ships' conditions and
includes different inspection requirements. Therefore, although the ship has gone through the test,
the inconsistency between shipboard power receiving equipment and the shore-based power supply
system may still exist, leading to unsuccessful operation when the vessel is connected to the OPS
at port (Li & Du, 2020).
Table 10 OPS Shoreside and Shipside Verification/Certification

Source: Adapted and reproduced from different sources like EMSA, ABS, DNV-GL
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The International Association of Classification Societies (IACS) has recently reviewed the IMO's
OPS Guidelines and drafted interim guidelines for design, manufacturing, and commissioning the
OPS technology. As in many other maritime fields, classifications societies have recently taken
steps to supervise installations and operations of both shore and ship side OPS facilities, followed
by certifications (See in Table 10).

DNV-GL is an IACS member that has made efforts to standardise the verification and certification
of OPS installations. However, regarding the different types of OPS technology solutions currently
existing in the market, as shown in Table 9, some solutions of shore to ship power supply still
suffer from a lack of governance and standardization (DNV-GL, 2019).
Table 11 OPS governance: standardization, interoperability/interconnectivity

(For different types of OPS: HVSC, LVSC, LVSC-IW, SBC-AC,and SBC-DC, refer to Figure 5)
Source: Reproduced from EMSA paper, ABS Society, IEC/IEEE documents.
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3.2 European Policy analysis of the OPS implementation in ports
Overview of the current European context
Almost 91% of European ports are located near urban areas. Port managing bodies are missiondriven entities, and the relationship with the local community is a top priority. In addition, many
European port cities have set their own even more ambitious emissions reduction targets than those
existing at the national level. Ports are already working together with the cities to achieve the
objectives of the Paris Agreement (ESPO, 2020). A review of the EU policies related to the OPS
is carried out as per below to have a clear view of the current EU regulatory framework (legislative
drivers) on OPS implementation,
In December 2019, the European Commission (EC) presented its communication on the European
Green Deal (European Commission, 2019), the new growth strategy of the EU, aiming to set
Europe on the path of transformation to a climate-neutral, fair and prosperous society, with a
modern, resource-efficient and competitive economy. The communication stresses the need to
accelerate the shift to sustainable and smart mobility, as transport accounts for a quarter of the
EU’s greenhouse gas emissions and still growing, being maritime transport responsible for 4% of
the GHG emissions in the EU, as shown in Figure 18. To achieve climate neutrality, a 90%
reduction in transport emissions is needed by 2050 (European Council, 2021).

Figure 18 The GHG emissions per the mode of transport in the EU
Source: (European Council, 2021)
It is also stated that “The EU should ramp up the production and deployment of sustainable
alternative transport fuels in parallel. […] The Commission will also review the Alternative Fuels
Infrastructure Directive and the TENT Regulation to accelerate the deployment of zero- and lowemission vehicles and vessels”. Therefore, the use of alternative fuels such as green electricity in
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the transport sector is one of the critical issues to be addressed to decrease emissions of the
transport sector in the EU. Since then, the EC has been working intensively on some strategies to
reach the European Green Pact's goal of climate neutrality by 2050. The most relevant ones for
maritime transport and ports are:
-

The 2030 Climate target plan in which the EC proposed cutting EU GHG emissions by at
least 55% in 2030 to become climate neutral in 2050. This plan states that the use of sustainable
alternative fuels needs to increase (EuropeanCommission, 2020).

-

Sustainable and Smart Mobility Strategy lays the foundation for how the EU transport
system can achieve its green and digital transformation and become more resilient to future
crises and outlines the planned steps to transform the EU transport system
(EuropeanCommission, 2021). The mobility strategy includes many references to stress the
relevance of alternative fuels in the transport sector.

-

Fit for 55 package. In July 2021, the EC proposed the Fit for 55 package, a set of legislative
proposals to meet the targets set in the European Green Deal, 2030 Climate Target Plan and
the Sustainable and Smart Mobility Strategy and reach the objective of reducing net greenhouse
gas emissions by at least 55% by 2030 (EuropeanUnion, 2021). This package covers a wide
range of policy areas, including energy efficiency, renewables, land use, energy taxation, effort
sharing and emissions trading. Furthermore, forthcoming EU regulations related to Fit for 55
affect the maritime and port sectors. Particular emphasis is given to the initiatives that will
influence the implementation of OPS installations.

-

Efficient & Green Mobility package. In December 2021, the Commission adopted a second
package of proposals to support a transition to cleaner, greener transport following the
Commission’s Sustainable and Smart Mobility publication in December 2020. It is composed
of four proposals that will modernise the EU's transport system, among which the revision of
the TEN-T Regulation is included (European Commission, 2021). The Proposal states that
“the problems addressed by the revision are insufficient and/or incomplete TEN-T
infrastructure standards and a lack of integration of standards for alternative fuels
infrastructure on the TEN-T with negative impacts on climate and environment”. Additional
information on the revision of the TEN-T Regulation is included in the following section
(EUR-Lex, 2021).
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EU regulations and recommendations affecting OPS implementation
Around 40% of all goods shipped to and from European ports are energy-related, and European
ports are crucial nodes in Europe’s energy supply network (ESPO, 2020). Despite the economic
importance, shipping has high negative impacts, in particular on the air quality of the European
city ports. A few European Directives directly name and address the use of OPS technology for
decarbonization of port and maritime industries in Member States. However, some other Directives
indirectly address the OPS solutions.
Directive 2014/94/EU on Alternative Fuels Infrastructure (the AFID) aims to facilitate
alternative fuels in the transport sector by mandating infrastructure for specific fuels. In particular,
the 2014 Directive obliges Member States to ensure an appropriate number of LNG refuelling
points (fixed or mobile) in TEN-T core ports by the end of 2025. It also requires Member States to
ensure that there is Onshore Power Supply (OPS) priority in TEN-T core ports by the end of 2025,
except in circumstances where there is no demand. The costs would be disproportionate to the
environmental benefits (ESPO, 2020). In addition to the above mentioned European legislative,
some other European Directives directly (or indirectly) address the use of Onshore Power Supply
in the ports of the Member State.
Revision of the Alternative Fuels Infrastructure Regulation. About its implementation, the
Commission published a report in March 2021 that set out the results, as of the end of 2019,
regarding the evaluation of the actions undertaken by the Member States implementing this
directive. On 14 July 2020, the EC published a proposal to create a new Regulation for the
deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure, which will repeal Directive 2014/94/EU
(EuropeanCommission, 2021). For waterborne transport, this initiative delivers on the clear
requirement of the European Green Deal to oblige docked ships to use shore-side electricity. It is
fully complementary to Fuel EU maritime initiative by ensuring that sufficient shore-side
electricity supply is installed in ports to provide electricity while passenger ships (including ro-ro
passenger ships, high-speed passenger craft and cruise ships) and container vessels are at berth and
accommodating the demand for decarbonised gases (EUR-Lex, 2021). The FuelEU maritime
initiative contributes to overcoming the current “chicken-and-egg” issue, which means that the low
demand for ship operators to connect to the electric grid while at berth has made it less attractive
for ports to invest in OPS. The low introduction of Onshore Power Supply in ports risks disturbing
the level playing between ports, particularly for early investors, as not OPS equipped vessels could
shift their traffic. Therefore, minimum requirements must be set for maritime ports across the TENT network (EUR-LEX, 2021). The following lines include the specific articles of the new proposal
directly affecting the implementation of OPS in EU ports:
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-

-

-

Article 9 Targets for shore-side electricity supply in maritime ports set out provisions for the
Member States to ensure a minimum shore-side electricity supply for certain seagoing ships
and inland waterway vessels.
Article 13 National policy frameworks reformulate Member States’ national policy
frameworks. It also includes new provisions on formulating a strategy for deploying alternative
fuels in other modes of transport together with key sectoral and regional/local stakeholders.
Article 19 Common technical specifications determine provisions for a standard technical
specification, complementing the existing technical specifications with a set of new areas for
which the Commission can adopt new delegated acts. Concerning OPS, Article 19 states that
the installations for maritime transport and inland navigation, deployed or renewed and state
that:
o OPS for seagoing ships, including the design, installation, and testing of the systems,
shall comply with the IEC/IEEE 80005-1:2019 standard's technical specifications for
high-voltage and low-voltage shore connections, respectively.
o Technical specifications for shore-side battery recharging points for maritime vessels,
featuring interconnectivity and system interoperability for vessels.
o Technical specifications for port-to-grid communication interface in automated OPS
and battery recharging systems for maritime vessels.
o If feasible, technical specifications for battery swapping and recharging at onshore
stations for inland navigation vessels.

FuelEU Maritime
The new FuelEU Maritime proposal to promote sustainable maritime fuels will create new
requirements for ships, regardless of their flag, arriving at (or departing from) EU ports by
imposing a maximum limit on the GHG emission, becoming more stringent over time. The
proposed regulation introduces increasingly strict limits on the carbon intensity of the energy used
by vessels from 2025, which should oblige them to use alternative fuels. It applies to commercial
vessels of 5,000 gross tons and above, regardless of the flag (fishing ships are exempted). It covers
all energy used on board when the vessel is at an EU port, all energy used on voyages between EU
ports, and 50% of the energy used on voyages departing from or arriving at an EU port. From
January 2030, container ships and passenger ships at EU ports will also have to connect to an
onshore power supply and use it for all energy needs while at berth, with some exceptions
(European Parliament, 2021), as indicated in Article 5 of the Proposal. Article 5 Additional zeroemission requirements of energy used at berth
1. From 1 January 2030, a ship at berth in a port of call under the jurisdiction of a Member State
shall connect to an onshore power supply and use it for all energy needs while at berth.
2. Paragraph 1 shall apply to:
a) containerships;
b) passenger ships.
3. Paragraph 1 shall not apply to ships:
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a) that are at berth for less than two hours, calculated based on the hour of departure and
arrival monitored under Article 14;
b) that use zero-emission technologies, as specified in Appendix III
c) that have to make an unscheduled port call for reasons of safety or saving life at sea;
d) that are unable to connect to onshore power supply due to unavailable connection points
in a port;
e) that are unable to connect to the onshore power supply because the shore installation at
the port is not compatible with the on-board on-shore power equipment;
f) For a limited period, this requires the use of on-board energy generation under
emergencies representing an immediate risk to life, the ship, the environment, or other
reasons of force majeure.
Revision to the EU Emission Trading Scheme.
The EU Emission Trading Scheme (ETS) is a "cap and trade" system in which a limit (the cap) is
set on the right to emit certain pollutants (such as GHG and mainly CO2) in a geographical area,
and companies can trade emission allowances within that area. The EU ETS paves the way to
invest in environmentally friendly technology that is economically beneficial for industry and
airlines. The EU Commission published a proposed Directive to amend the EU Emissions Trading
System (ETS) to affect maritime transport (DNV, 2021). The proposal would extend the EU ETS
to cover CO2 emissions from ships, specifically from large ships above 5,000 GT (Gross Tonnage).
The extension applies to all emissions from intra-EU voyages and to 50% of emissions from extraEU voyages and all emissions occurring when ships are at berth at an EU port. The same rules as
for the other sectors would apply to maritime emissions. The requirement to surrender allowances
would be gradually phased in during 2023-2025(20% of verified emissions for 2023, 45% for 2024,
70 % for 2025, and 100% from 2026 onward). Non-compliance is fined and may eventually lead
to a ban from EU waters (European Parliament, 2022).
Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2018/674 supplementing Directive 2014/94/EU.
It regards recharging points for L-category motor vehicles and shoreside electricity supply for
inland waterway vessels. Article 2: The shore-side electricity supply for inland waterway vessels
shall comply with standard EN 15869-2 ‘Inland navigation vessels — Electrical shore connection,
three phases current 400 V, up to 63 A, 50 Hz — Part 2: Onshore unit, safety requirements’.
EU DIRECTIVE 2003/96/EC.
Directive 2003/96/EC covers energy products and electricity taxation. According to this directive,
member states can cut tax rates on electricity provided to vessels at berths in ports. Sweden,
Denmark and Germany have already obtained the necessary authorizations to implement reduced
tax rates. The directive is currently under revision, intending to include additional articles to
exempt from taxation, for a limited period (in years) electricity produced onshore and directly
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provided to vessels while at berth in a port as an incentive for the widespread adoption of shoreside electricity (European Union, 2003).

EN 15869-1:2019 Inland navigation vessels.
Electrical shore connection, three-phase current 400 V, 50 Hz, up to 125 A - Part 1: General
requirements. This document applies to the supply of inland navigation vessels in ports and
moorings for commercial inland navigation. This document specifies general requirements and
contains information on the billing procedure. For the supply of small craft and houseboats in
marinas and similar installations, the requirements of HD 60364-7-709 apply. For electrical shore
connections with a current rating of more than 125 A, which are suitable for passenger ships with
hotel operation, EN 16840 applies. The HD 60364 series and HD 384 series generally apply to
low-voltage systems onshore (iTeh Standard, 2019).
EU Directive 2005/33/EC on the sulphur content of marine fuels.
The European Parliament and Council issued the Directive 2005/33/EC on 22 July 2005, amending
Directive 1999/32/EC. The primary purpose of the Directive is to achieve acceptable levels of air
quality in coastal areas by reducing emissions from shipping, such as sulphur dioxide and
particulate matter. The Directive regulates the sulphur content of heavy fuel oil and marine fuels
to achieve this goal. It encourages the Member States to promote trials and new emission abatement
technologies. Among other regulations, Member States are required to control the sulphur content
of marine fuels used by inland waterway vessels and ships in the berth in Community ports
(2005/33/EC, Art 4b), allowing only a “maximum limit of 0.1 % sulphur by weight for marine
fuels” (2005/33/EC, Art. 4b) from 1 January 2010 onward. The Directive encourages land-based
electricity supply insofar as ships that switch off all engines and use shore-side electricity while at
berth in ports are exempt from this sulphur restriction (ECOFYS, 2015) (Winkel, Weddige,
Johnsen, Hoen, & Papaefthymiou, 2015). Furthermore, the fuel requirements set by the Directive
do not have to be met during trials of new emission abatement technologies (2005/33/EC, Art. 4c.

Commission Recommendation 2006/339/EC on promoting shoreside electricity for use by
ships at berth in Community ports.
The European Commission issued the Recommendation “on the promotion of shoreside Electricity
for use by ships at berth in Community ports” (2006/339/EC) on 8 May 2006. This non-binding
recommendation aims to encourage European Member State governments to engage in activities
that promote shore-side electricity and ultimately improve port air quality beyond existing
international regulations set by the IMO. All Member States are encouraged to “require, incentivise
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or facilitate the ships’use of land-based electricity while in port” (2006/339/EC, 1) to improve air
quality, and noise nuisance, particularly in ports where pollution limit values are exceeded or
public concern is expressed. The European Commission encourages the Member States to consider
economic incentives to operators to implement ShoreSide Electricity, taking advantage of the
possibilities in Community legislation (ECOFYS, 2015). The Member States should actively work
within the IMO to further develop and harmonise international standards on electrical connections.
They are urged to promote awareness among the main actors, from local authorities to port
authorities, etc., and industry and encourage authorities and industry to exchange knowledge on
practical implementation.
Furthermore, the Member States are requested to report to the Commission on their actions to
reduce the emissions in the ports caused by ships. Concrete time limits or other specifications do
not define this request. An Annex provides technical, environmental and economic information on
shore-side electricity, especially cost-benefit, and draws preliminary conclusions (EuropeanUnion,
2006).

Commission Communication(2007) 575 and Proposal for a Council Directive amending
Directive 2003/96/EC (2011).
The Communication, issued by the European Commission on 10 October 2007, proposes an
Integrated Maritime Policy for the European Union to promote the protection and sustainable use
of the Union’s maritime resources. The Communication’s primary purpose is to define a set of
tools and five action areas for a future mainstreaming of EU maritime governance. The first action
area, “Maximising the Sustainable Use of the Oceans and Seas” (COM(2007) 575, 4.1.),
acknowledges the role of European seaports in determining the quality of their surrounding urban
and natural environments (ECOFYS, 2015). In this context, the Commission states that it will
“make proposals to reduce the levels of air pollution from ships in ports”, mainly through
encouraging land-based electricity supply for ships in berth, “by removing tax disadvantages for
shore-side electricity” (COM(2007) 575, 4.1.). The respective revision of the Energy Tax
Directive (2003/96) necessary to facilitate this exemption from energy taxes for onshore power
was tackled in 2011 “Proposal for a Council Directive amending Directive 2003/96/EC
restructuring the Community framework for the taxation of energy products and electricity”.
Among others, the purpose of the proposed Directive is to provide a framework for CO2 taxation
and complement the ETS's carbon price signal. Specifically, the proposal recommends adding a
new exemption from energy taxation to Article 14 (2003/96/EC) for shore-side electricity
provided to ships while at berth for eight years. The exemption is the first incentive for developing
and applying this relatively new technology (ECOFYS, 2015). Furthermore, after the first eight
years, the proposal suggests elaborating a more comprehensive framework for developing common
technical standards for on-shore power supply systems and their adoption within the International
Organization for Standardization.
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The low voltage directive (LVD) 2014/35/EU.
This Directive ensures that electrical equipment within certain voltage limits provides a high level
of protection for European citizens and benefits fully from the single market. It has been applicable
since 20 April 2016. The low voltage directive covers health and safety risks on electrical
equipment operating with an input or output voltage of between 50 and 1000 V for alternating
current and between 75 and 1500 V for direct current. It applies to a wide range of electrical
equipment for both consumer and professional usage, such as household appliances, cables, power
supply units, laser equipment, and certain components, e.g. fuses (European Electrical and
Electronic Engineering Industries, 2014).
Regulation(EU)2020/852 on establishing a framework to facilitate sustainable investment.
Appropriate technical screening criteria should be set for the transport sector, including mobile
assets. Those screening criteria should consider that the transport sector, including international
shipping, contributes close to 26 % of total greenhouse gas emissions in the Union. As stated in
the Action Plan on Financing Sustainable Growth, the transport sector represents about 30 % of
the additional annual investment needed for sustainable development in the Union, for example,
increasing electrification or supporting the transition to cleaner modes of transport by promoting
modal shift and better traffic management (EUR-Lex, 2020).
EU Directive 2008/50/EC on ambient air quality and cleaner air for Europe.
On 21 May 2008, the European Parliament and Council adopted the Directive 2008/50/EC. The
Directive aims to reduce air pollution levels and harmful impacts, particularly on sensitive
populations and the environment. Article 24 requires Member States to draw up short-term action
plans for zones where pollution levels are at the risk of exceeding the thresholds specified in Annex
VII. The action plans reduce pollution, including pollution from ships at berth (EuropeanUnion,
2015).
To conclude this section, the table below lists the above-mentioned European regulations,
directives, and policies that directly or indirectly affect the OPS implementation in Europe.

Overview of the current European context
The 2030 Climate target plan
Sustainable and Smart Mobility Strategy
Efficient & Green Mobility package
Fit for 55 package

EU regulations and recommendations affecting OPS implementation
Directive 2014/94/EU on Alternative Fuels Infrastructure (the AFID)
Revision of the Alternative Fuels Infrastructure Regulation
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FuelEU Maritime
Revision to the EU Emission Trading Scheme
Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2018/674 supplementing Directive 2014/94/EU.
Directive 2003/96/EC covers energy products and electricity taxation
EN 15869-1:2019 Inland navigation vessels
EU Directive 2005/33/EC on the sulphur content of marine fuels
Commission Recommendation 2006/339/EC on promoting shoreside electricity for ships at
berth in Community ports.
Commission Communication(2007)575 and Proposal for a Council Directive amending
Directive 2003/96/EC (2011)
The low voltage directive (LVD) 2014/35/EU
Regulation(EU)2020/852 on establishing a framework to facilitate sustainable investment
EU Directive 2008/50/EC on ambient air quality and cleaner air for Europe
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3.3 National Italian regulatory framework for OPS in ports
Italy was the first country in the Mediterranean region to install an onshore power facility for cruise
ships at the Port of Civitavecchia in 2008. The six major Italian ports are offering shore power
facilities to date. Italy is looking forward to deploying more environment-friendly technologies
such as onshore power to cut down emissions and noise pollution. Forty-one Italian ports plan to
invest heavily to elect docking terminals and roll out an efficient fleet of vessels (Tariq, 2021).
To better understand the current status of national Italian regulations, a survey has been conducted
to help develop the chapter “Case studies of OPS implementation in northwest Italian Ports” in
the following two methods:
3.3.1

Desktop analysis of national Italian regulations related to OPS

3.3.2

Online questionnaire on OPS among Italian ports

3.3.1 Desktop analysis of the national Italian regulations related to OPS
The current Italian regulatory framework for the installation/operation of OPS facilities in the ports
seems to be at a good level of maturity and readiness compared to the regulatory frameworks
related to OPS in the other European Member States. In particular, Italy has already transposed the
EU Directive 2014/94/EU on Alternative Fuels Infrastructure (AFID) in its national legislation for
incentivizing Onshore Power Supply (OPS) facilities with a priority in TEN-T core ports by the
end of 2025 in compliance with the overall EU Strategy for the decarbonisation of the shipping
sector.
This section is a desktop analysis of the rules and regulations at the national level in Italy. The
national Italian regulations affect directly or indirectly the OPS implementation in Italian ports.
However, it should be noted and emphasised that some of below mentioned regulations and
legislations are Indirectly related to OPS, not necessarily addressing it directly. These regulations
are collected, reviewed, and categorised in three below groups for better analysis:
•

Legislation related to the power supply and electricity sector regulation

•

Legislation related to the environmental impact and noise pollution.

•

Legislation related to the safety measures and occupational risks prevention
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Legislation related to the power supply and electricity sector regulation.
The Republic of Italy has fully endorsed and is committed to the EC’s framework for achieving
carbon neutrality by 2050. In December 2019, Italy published its « Integrated National Plan for
Energy and Climate » (INPEC), with which it established national targets for 2030 on energy
efficiency, renewable energy, and for reduction of CO2 emissions. Italy has recognised the need
to transform its energy and transport infrastructure and sustainable investment in existing buildings
and industry. The need for significant funds is inevitable; this is why Italy launched its first Italian
Sovereign Green Bond (SGB) in 2021 to help provide further momentum in a market that private
firms have mainly fostered (MinistryOfEconomicDevelopment, 2019).
In 2020, the Plan for the Sustainable Energy Transition of Suitable Ares (PSETSA) has been
adopted by the country. It established a framework for plain hydrocarbon exploration and research
and production activities. The aim consists of improving their environmental, social, and economic
sustainability. The supply will be controlled to comply with Security Regulation No 2017/1938
(EuropeanParliament, 2022).
Legislative decree of MISE - September 10, 2010: Guidelines for the authorisation of
infrastructures powered by renewable energies.The authority to produce electricity from renewable
sources is part of the general discipline of electricity production. In compliance with public service
obligations, it is a free activity according to Article 1 of Legislative Decree No 79 of 1999. This
activity is accessed on equal terms, without discrimination in its exercise terms, conditions, and
terms (Ministero dello Sviluppo Economico, 2013).
o Under Community and national legislation, public procedures of a concessionary nature may
not be called for the production of electricity, which is an economic activity not reserved for
public entities and not subject to a private regime. It does not affect the competitive procedures
for granting water derivation concessions and for the use of geothermal fluids.
o The administrative procedures and technical criteria outlined in these guidelines apply to the
procedures for the construction and operation of onshore plants for the production of electricity
from renewable energy sources on land, for the interventions of modification, strengthening,
total or partial renovation and reactivation of the same plants as well as for the related works
and infrastructures necessary for the construction and operation of such plants.
The National Strategic framework for the development of the alternative fuels market in the
transport sector and the creation of associated infrastructure (L.Dc No 257, December 16,
2016) involves the promotion of alternative fuels (electricity, natural gas, and hydrogen) and the
establishment of charging stations that can satisfy the country’s needs (Library of Congress, 2017).
Communication COM (2002) 595 of the Italian Commission, which expressly « invites port
authorities to consider the possibility of […] encouraging or facilitating the use by ships of
electricity produced on land ». One of the Program's goals is to achieve air quality levels that do
not result in unacceptable impacts and risks to human health and the environment. Currently,
emissions of air pollutants from marine vessels result in such impacts and risks. Another goal of
the Program is to stabilise atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases at a level that does not
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cause unnatural alterations to the Earth's climate. The primary greenhouse gas considered in this
strategy is carbon dioxide (Commission Of The European Communities, 2002).
Legislative Decree No 324/1997 and Law No 239/04: Tax credits when purchasing vehicles
powered by LPG or methane or electric vehicles; or installing plants powered by methane or LPG
(SenateoftheItalianRepublic, 2004).
Ministerial Decree of June 23, 2016: incentives for electricity produced by renewable sources
other than photovoltaic.
Article 1 (149) to (151) of Law No 208/2015: incentives for energy produced by plants powered
by sustainable biomass, biogas and bioliquids.
Communication favourably received by the European Parliament with Resolution A5-400 / 2003
of 10.11.2003, which - as part of a Union strategy to reduce atmospheric emissions from seagoing
ships - considers it necessary to improve and expand the measures recommended by the
Commission.
Recommendation 2006/339 / EC of the EU Commission, expressly aimed at "promoting the use
of electricity supplied by terrestrial electricity networks for ships moored in Community ports",
with which the Member States are invited to "consider the possibility to install electricity supply
systems from land networks for ships moored in ports ", and to" raise awareness among port
authorities (...) about the supply of electricity from land networks ".
Memo of the EU Commission of 23.05.2013, which expressly encourages the adoption of shoreto-ship electrical power systems in ports belonging to the cross-border transport network (so-called
"TEN-T").
Parliament Directive 2014/94/EU provides partially different, of the "construction of an
infrastructure for alternative fuels", and of the "supply of electricity for transport" - that "the
Member States shall ensure that the need for electricity supply along the coasts for inland waterway
vessels and seagoing ships in seaports and inland ports is assessed in their national strategic
frameworks. Such electricity supply along the coasts is installed, by December 31 2025, as a
priority in the ports of the TEN-T core network and in other ports, unless there is no demand and
the costs are out of proportion to the benefits including the environmental benefits ".
Legislative Decree 257/2016 implemented the aforementioned Directive, introducing the socalled "National Strategic Framework" aimed at reducing dependence on oil and reducing
environmental impact in the transport sector (see spec. Articles 1 and 3), Framework called to
evaluate, among other things, "the need to electricity supply to the mooring infrastructures in
seaports and inland ports ”against the provision, similar to that contained in art.4, par.5, Dir.
2014/94 /EU, for which the supply of electricity along the coasts “is installed, by December 31,
2025, as a priority in the ports of the central network of the TEN-T, and in the other ports, except
in cases to which there is no demand and the costs are disproportionate to the benefits, including
environmental benefits "(art. 4, co. 7, Legislative Decree 257/2016).
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National Strategic Plan for Port and Logistics adopted with D.P.C.M. of 26.08.2015, which
expressly refers to the electrification of quays as a suitable measure to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions and favour the improvement of environmental performance.
Guidelines approved by the Italian Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport in March 2017
for the drafting of the port system regulatory plans, where onshore power supply is also indicated
as a tool aimed at achieving energy-environmental improvement objectives.
In October 2021, the European Commission published a Proposal for a Council implementing
decision authorising Italy to apply a reduced rate of taxation to electricity directly supplied to
vessels, other than private pleasure craft, at berth in a port; under Article 19 of Directive
2003/96/EC.
A national plan on cold ironing (onshore power supply) is expected to be soon published. The
company, which manages the national electricity grid, has conducted numerous studies on more
than 35 Italian ports and has concluded that the development interventions completed in recent
years make it possible to meet the energy needs required for the electrification of the ports. Mims
decided to allocate 2.8 billion resources for infrastructural interventions in the port area. €326
million have been reserved for interventions in southern regions and €349 million for those in the
central-northern areas. An essential share of the funds awarded will be used to build new electrical
systems at the ports: for example, Palermo (€32 million) and Termini Imerese (€6 million). In
Porto Torres, the resources will be used to create an electricity supply system for parked ships
(€12.7 million) and Santa Teresa di Gallura (€500.000). Furthermore, Ravenna will build a onshore
power supply station to serve the cruise terminal in Porto Corsini. At the same time, La Spezia
collected €12.5 million to construct onshore power supply infrastructures on the docks at the
service of the merchant sector (ItaliaDomani, 2021).
Italian ports authorised by EU Commission for reduced taxation on electricity supply
In October 2021, the European Commission published a Proposal for a Council Implementing
decision authorising Italy to apply a reduced rate of taxation to electricity directly supplied to
vessels, other than private pleasure craft, at berth in a port 3[under Article 19 of Directive
2003/96/EC]. See Figure 19.
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Figure 19 Proposal to authorise Italy for reduced taxation on electricity supplied to vessels
Source: (EUR-Lex, 2021)
Italy asked to be authorised to apply a reduced rate for shore-side electricity supply to vessels at
berth in a port equipped with electrical installations with a rated installed capacity of more than 35
kW, for six years. The objective of this proposal is to grant that authorisation through a derogation
valid, as requested, for six years from 18 October. By letter dated 14 September 2020, the Italian
authorities informed the Commission of their intention to apply the measure. Additional
information was provided on 12 May 2021.
Italy is seeking an authorisation to apply a reduced tax rate of EUR 0.50/MWh, equal to the
minimum rate of taxation for electricity for business use as laid down in the Directive, to the shoreside supply of electricity to vessels at berth in a port equipped with electrical installations with a
rated installed capacity of more than 35 kW.
This proposal concerns an authorisation for an individual Member State upon its own request and
does not require an impact assessment. The information provided by Italy suggests that the measure
will have no impact on tax revenues in the short term. As mentioned above, the Italian authorities
could not estimate the number of beneficiaries. The tax rate for shore-side electricity will still be
above the minimum level of taxation set in Directive 2003/96/EC. Italy expects the measure to
positively impact its environmental goals, particularly in reducing emissions and improving local
air quality in port cities (CounciloftheEuropeanUnion, 2020).
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Article 1:Italy is authorised to apply a reduced rate of taxation to electricity directly supplied to
vessels, other than private pleasure craft, at berth in a port (“shore-side electricity”), provided that
the minimum levels of taxation referred to in Article 10 of Directive 2003/96/EC are respected.
Article 2:This Decision shall apply from 18 October 2021 until 17 October 2027. However, should
the Council, acting based on Article 113 or any other relevant provision of the Treaty on the
Functioning of the European Union, provide general rules on tax advantages for shore-side
electricity. This Decision shall cease to apply on which those general rules become applicable.

Legislation related to the environmental impact and noise pollution.
D.L. n.77 of March 31 2021 (decree on acceleration and streamlining of procedures) converted
with amendments by LAW no. 108 of July 29, 2021: For this decree and its implementation, the
national interest in the prompt and punctual implementation of the interventions included in the
plans referred to in paragraph.1 is of paramount importance, in full compliance with the standards
and priorities of the European Union in terms of climate and environment. The provisions
contained in this decree, as directly implementing the obligations assumed in the execution of
Regulation (EU) 2021/241, are adopted in the exercise of exclusive legislative competence in the
field of relations between the State and the European Union referred to in Article 117, second
paragraph, letter a) of the Constitution and define, according to art.117, second paragraph, letter
m) of the Constitution, the exclusive competence of the State, essential levels of services
concerning civil and social rights that must be guaranteed throughout the national territory
(GazzettaUfficiale, 2021).
National Strategy for Sustainable Development (SNSvS) was approved on December 22, 2017.
It points out the vision and development for the future, focusing on sustainability. The four core
principles are integration, transformation, universality, and inclusion. It is split into five areas:
people, planet, prosperity, peace and partnership. Furthermore, it lays the basis for a new circular
economic model characterised by low CO2 emissions and a fight against climate change (OECD,
2021).
The action plan for environmental sustainability of consumption in the public administrative
sector (PAN GPP) developed three environmental objectives: reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions, reduction in hazardous chemicals, and recycling and reuse of materials (Ministry of the
Environment and the Protection of Natural Resources, 2007).
Legislative Decree 152/2006 (Environmental Code):
o This legislative decree regulates, in implementation of Law no. 308 of December 15, 2004, the
following matters:
a)
procedures for Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA), Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) and Integrated Environmental Authorisation (IPPC);
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b)

defence of the soil and the fight against desertification, the protection of water from
pollution and the management of water resources;
c)
waste management and reclamation of contaminated sites;
d)
protection of air and reduction of emissions into the atmosphere;
e)
protection of compensation for environmental damage.
o Its primary objective is to promote the quality of human life, to be achieved by safeguarding
and improving environmental conditions and the prudent and rational use of natural resources.
o All public and private bodies must guarantee the protection of the environment, natural
ecosystems and cultural heritage through adequate action that is informed by the principles of
precaution, preventive action, correction as a priority at the source of the damage caused to the
environment, as well as by the "polluter pays" principle that regulates the community policy in
environmental matters.
o Any human activity legally relevant under this Code shall comply with the principle of
sustainable development to ensure that the satisfaction of the needs of present generations
cannot compromise the quality of life and possibilities of future generations (FAO, 2020).
Legislative Decree no. 155/2010 (Implementation of Directive 2008/50/EC on ambient air
quality and cleaner air for Europe):
This decree implements directive 2008/50/EC and replaces the implementing provisions of
directive 2004/107/EC, establishing a unitary regulatory framework for the assessment and
management of ambient air quality aimed at:
- identify ambient air quality objectives aimed at avoiding, preventing or reducing harmful
effects on human health and the environment as a whole;
- assessing ambient air quality based on standard methods and criteria throughout the national
territory;
- obtain information on ambient air quality as a basis for identifying measures to be taken to
combat pollution and the harmful effects of pollution on human health and the environment
and for monitoring long-term trends, and improvements due to measurements taken;
- maintain ambient air quality where it is good and improve it in other cases;
- providing the public with information on ambient air quality;
- to achieve better cooperation among the States of the European Union on air pollution
(Official Gazette, 2010).
This decree establishes:
- the limit values for concentrations in ambient air of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, benzene,
carbon monoxide, lead and PM10;
- Critical levels for concentrations of sulphur dioxide and oxides of nitrogen in ambient air;
- alert thresholds for concentrations of sulphur dioxide and nitrogen dioxide in ambient air;
- the limit value, target value, exposure concentration obligation, and national exposure
reduction target for ambient air concentrations of PM2.5;
- target values for ambient air concentrations of arsenic, cadmium, nickel, and benzopyrene.
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This decree also establishes the target values, long-term objectives, alert thresholds and
information thresholds for ozone. This decree is based on the following principles:
a) the air quality assessment and management system shall everywhere comply with high and
homogeneous quality standards to ensure a uniform approach throughout the national
territory and to ensure that the same pollution situations are assessed and managed
similarly;
b) the system for acquiring, transmitting and making available data and information relating
to the assessment of ambient air quality shall be organised in such a way as to meet the
needs of all the administrations concerned and of the public for timely information and
shall be based on the measurement and other assessment techniques and procedures serving
these purposes in an efficient, effective and economical manner;
c) the zoning of the entire national territory is the prerequisite on which the assessment of
ambient air quality is organised;
d) The zoning of the territory shall require the prior identification of agglomerations and the
subsequent identification of other zones.;
e) The ambient air quality assessment shall be based on a measurement network and an
assessment programme.;
f) the assessment of ambient air quality conducted using specified fixed sampling sites, and
specified assessment techniques shall be considered adequate to represent air quality within
the entire reference zone;

Legislation related to the safety measures and occupational risks prevention.
D.Lgs. 81/2008 (Testo unico per la sicurezza):
The purpose of the law was to establish rules, procedures, and preventive measures to make
workplaces, whatever they may be, safer. The objective is to avoid or minimise workers' exposure
to risks related to the work activity to prevent injuries or accidents or, worse, contracting an
occupational disease. To summarise, "occupational safety is making all those who work carry out
their work safely, without exposing them to the risk of accidents or occupational diseases". The
fundamental text on safety regulation at work is the Consolidated Act on health and safety (Italian
Government, 2016).
D.P.R. 302/1956:
The rules for preventing accidents at work contained in this decree are supplementary to the general
regulations issued by the Decree of the President of the Republic on April 27, 1955, n. 547.
Companies that provide for the manufacture, handling, recovery, storage, distribution, transport or
use of explosives must apply the rules of this title. The individual operations for the manufacture
and handling of explosives must generally be carried out in separate and isolated laboratories
concerning their dangerousness (PresidentialDecree, 1956). Workers who carry out operations
presenting specific risks must be protected by means and equipment designed to safeguard their
physical integrity, and in particular:
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a) by defending individual workplaces and workers with safety screens and by adopting
devices designed to reduce danger;
b) by adopting devices of known effectiveness that allow work to be carried out at a safe
distance;
c) by carrying out blind or remote working, controlled from safety positions, in the case of
more dangerous work such as milling explosives, disassembly and cutting of bullets,
mechanical drilling and grinding.

Ministerial Decree of January 17, 2018, on the "Update of the Technical Standards for
Construction:
Within the scope of application of Legislative Decree April 18 2016, no. 50, for public works or
public utility works in progress, for public works contracts already entrusted, as well as for final
or executive projects already assigned before the date of entry into force of the technical standards
for construction, it is possible to continue to apply the previous technical standards for construction
until the completion of works and static testing of the same. Regarding the second and third cases
of the previous period, this option can be exercised if the delivery of the works takes place within
five years from the date of entry into force of the technical standards for construction. Concerning
the third case mentioned above, this option can only be exercised in the case of projects drawn up
following the technical standards referred to in the Ministerial Decree on January 14 2008.
Law of February 22, 2001, nr. 36: Framework law on protection from exposure to electric,
magnetic and electromagnetic fields
This law aims to cover installations, systems and equipment for civil, military and police purposes,
which may involve the exposure of workers and the general public to electric, magnetic and
electromagnetic fields with frequencies between 0 Hz and 300 GHz. In particular, this law applies
to power lines and radioelectric installations, including mobile telephone, radar and broadcasting
installations (Law22, 2001). The purpose of the law is to dictate the principles aimed at:
a) ensure the protection of the health of workers, female workers and the population from the
effects of exposure to certain levels of electric, magnetic and electromagnetic fields according
to and per Article 32 of the Constitution;
b) to promote scientific research for the assessment of long-term effects and to activate
preventive measures
c) ensure the environment and landscape protection and promote technological innovation and
remediation actions.
To summarise the different regulations and policies mentioned in the above section, the table below
lists the Italian regulations directly or indirectly affecting the OPS implementation in Italian ports.
Table 12 Italian regulations directly or indirectly affect the OPS implementation
Legislation related to the power supply and electricity sector regulation
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Integrated National Plan for Energy and Climate » (INPEC).
Plan for the Sustainable Energy Transition of Suitable Ares (PSETSA).
Legislative decree of MISE : Guidelines for the authorisation of infrastructures powered by
renewable energies.
The National Strategic framework for developing the alternative fuels market in the transport
sector and creating associated infrastructure.
Communication COM (2002) 595 of the Italian Commission, which expressly « invites port
authorities to consider the possibility of […] encouraging or facilitating the use by ships of
electricity produced on land ».
Legislative Decree No 324/1997 and Law No 239/04: Tax credits when purchasing vehicles
powered by LPG, methane or electric vehicles; or installing plants powered by methane or LPG.
Ministerial Decree of June 23, 2016: incentives for electricity produced by renewable sources
other than photovoltaic.
Article 1 (149) to (151) of Law No 208/2015: incentives for energy produced by plants powered
by sustainable biomass, biogas and bioliquids.
Resolution A5-400 / 2003 of 10.11.2003, which - as part of a Union strategy to reduce
atmospheric emissions from seagoing ships - considers it necessary to improve and expand the
measures recommended by the Commission.
Recommendation 2006/339 / EC of the EU Commission, expressly aimed at "promoting the use
of electricity supplied by terrestrial electricity networks for ships moored in Community ports".
Memo of the EU Commission of 23.05.2013, which expressly encourages the adoption of cold
ironing systems in ports belonging to the cross-border transport network (so-called "TEN-T").
Parliament Directive 2014/94/EU provides partially different the "construction of an
infrastructure for alternative fuels" and the "supply of electricity for transport".
Legislative Decree 257/2016 implemented the aforementioned Directive, introducing the socalled "National Strategic Framework" to reduce dependence on oil and environmental impact
in the transport sector.
National Strategic Plan for Port and Logistics adopted with D.P.C.M. of 26.08.2015, which
expressly refers to the electrification of cold-ironing quays as a suitable measure.
EU Commission authorises Italian ports for reduced taxation on electricity supply.
Legislation related to the environmental impact and noise pollution
D.L. n.77 of March 31, 2021, decree on acceleration and streamlining of procedures) converted
with amendments by LAW no. 108 of July 29 2021, in full compliance with the standards and
priorities of the European Union in terms of climate and environment.
National Strategy for Sustainable Development (SNSvS).
The action plan for environmental sustainability of consumption in the public administrative
sector (PAN GPP).
Legislative Decree 152/2006 (Environmental Code): to promote the quality of human life, to be
achieved by safeguarding and improving environmental conditions and the prudent and rational
use of natural resources, considering a)procedures for Strategic Environmental Assessment
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(SEA), Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and Integrated Environmental Authorisation
(IPPC).
Legislation related to the safety measures and occupational risks prevention
D.Lgs. 81/2008 (Testo unico per la sicurezza): is to avoid or minimise workers' exposure to risks
related to the work activity to prevent injuries or accidents or, worse, contracting an occupational
disease.
D.P.R. 302/1956:The rules for preventing accidents at work contained in this decree are
supplementary to the general regulations issued by the Decree of the President of the Republic
on April 27, 1955, n. 547.
Ministerial Decree of January 17, 2018, on the "Update of the Technical Standards for
Construction.
Law of February 22, 2001, nr. 36: Framework law on protection from exposure to electric,
magnetic and electromagnetic fields.
To conclude the above desktop analysis, the current Italian regulatory framework for the
installation/operation of OPS facilities in the ports seems to be at a good level of maturity and
readiness compared to the regulatory frameworks related to OPS in the other European Member
States. In particular, Italy has already transposed the EU Directive 2014/94/EU on Alternative
Fuels Infrastructure (AFID) in its national legislation for incentivizing Onshore Power Supply
(OPS) facilities with a priority in TEN-T core ports by the end of 2025 in compliance with the
overall EU Strategy for the decarbonisation of the shipping sector.
At the national legislation level, Italy also has regulations referring to contracts and concessions of
contracting authorities and contracting entities regarding the acquisition of services, supplies, and
works concerning the contracts awarded for port infrastructure development, including OPS
facilities. As for the national regulations for power supply and electricity distribution issues, Italy
has issued the « Integrated National Plan for Energy and Climate » (INPEC) in full compliance
with the EU legislative framework for alternative fuels infrastructure. It establishes national targets
for 2030 on energy efficiency and renewable energy for facilitating the radical transformation of
its energy and transport infrastructure. Italy also has the Recommendation 2006/339 / EC of the
EU Commission in its national legislation, which promotes the use of electricity supplied by
terrestrial electricity networks for ships moored. It speeded up the adoption of Onshore Power
Supply systems in ports, where it has been indicated as a tool to achieve energy-environmental
improvement objectives. Moreover, as concerns to the national regulations related to security,
safety measures, and occupational risk prevention, the Italian Member State has already legislated
many legal acts that can be used for port infrastructure development, including OPS facilities.
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Figure 20 Overview of the OPS Regulatory framework in Italy, based on desktop analysis
-

Complexity Level: by including National, Regional & Local Regulations,
Maturity Level: by covering all regulation aspects,
Articulacy Level: ease of understanding and level of clarity,
Readiness Level: concerning regulations that have not been issued and are planned to be legislated.

Furthermore, the above desktop analysis shows that the regulatory framework's adequate maturity
and readiness level related to OPS development in Italian Ports is proven, also reflected in Figure
20. Italy has adopted a National Strategic framework for developing the alternative fuels market
in the transport sector and creating associated infrastructure for promoting electricity production
via renewable energy sources. Additionally, Italy has legislated incentives for electricity produced
by renewable sources other than photovoltaic and is enabled to apply a reduced rate of taxation to
electricity directly supplied to vessels. From a short-term perspective, Italy will adopt a national
plan on OPS to boost shore-side electricity infrastructure development in Italian ports. As for the
national legislative framework related to industrial installations, harmonised EN ISO standards4
must be followed for all the processes of ports' infrastructure development.

4

EN standards are usually ISO or IEC standards that the European Commission has harmonised.
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3.3.2 Online survey on OPS among Italian ports
In the scope of this research to help develop the chapter “Case studies of OPS implementation
in northwest Italian Ports”, a survey was prepared in the form of an online questionnaire and
distributed among almost twenty Italian ports. The questionnaires were sent to about twenty
Italian ports, and ten responses were received. They were completed between May and June 2021.
It is worth mentioning that Ports of Genoa cooperated throughout the whole study by providing
lots of needed data and information. However, the questionnaire was not delivered online to the
person in charge at the Port of Genova. The survey was conducted to collect information and data
to use OPS facilities in Italian ports at the Italian national level. It is intended to help to develop
the hypotheses of this research. Below is the name of participating ports, followed by some
descriptions of the conducted survey.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Port of Trieste
Ports of Venice and Chioggia
Port of Monfalcone
Port of La Spezia
Port of Ravenna
Port of Livorno
Port of Ancona
Port of Ortona
Port of Pesaro
Port of Bari and Brindisi.

The survey was an online questionnaire including 28 semi-open questions to collect and
evaluate information at the Italian level for effective implementation of OPS infrastructure in
the ports. This survey has been designed and divided into five main parts with specific
objectives to collect information from several Italian Port Authorities and Terminals that
have/plan/study possible OPS solutions in their ports/terminals. The parts are the following:
A. General information - Static information to know the type of port or terminal under study.
Elements such as type of traffic, governance model, the profile of the person filling in the
form, etc., serve to classify ports based on their characteristics.
B. Technical aspects related to OPS - The aim is to understand how OPS solutions will be
proposed at the port. It collects statistical data on supply points, key characteristics and
technical aspects related to potential demand, average vessel turnaround times, technological
solutions identified, etc. It also includes an Excel file to collect data from ports/terminals
about OPS facilities' characteristics.
C. Specific regulatory and administrative aspects - It collects the associated regulatory elements
at the EU /national level and administrative procedures, the port dues and fees schemes and
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possible rebates, and the constraints and barriers at the regulatory level that sway the
adoption of this solution.
D. Other aspects (such as financing, building facilities and resources) - Collecting factors such
as financing or incentives schemes, barriers at the construction level and training needs and
profiles
E. Additional information - Further information that the survey wants to add to the
questionnaire.
Below are the responses of these ten ports to the survey questions, accompanied by the graphs
to analyse better. The full responses to the online survey are attached in the Appendix I at the
end of this paper.
A - GENERAL INFORMATION
1. Type of port in European TEN-T Corridors (Multiple choice):
Trieste and Monfalcone
Ports of Venice & Chioggia
Port of Monfalcone
La Spezia
Port of Ravenna
Livorno
Ancona
Ortona
Pesaro

Core port; Comprehensive port
Core port
Comprehensive port
Core port
Core port
Core port
Core port
Other
Other

Type of port in EuropeanTEN-T Corridors (Multiple choice)
Other

Core port;Comprehensive port

Core port

Comprehensive port
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

2. Type of traffic (Multiple choice):
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Trieste and
Monfalcone

Container traffic;Dry bulk traffic;General Cargo traffic;Petroleum traffic;Ro-Ro
traffic;Cruise traffic;Yatchs/pleasure boats

Ports of Venice &
Chioggia

Container traffic;Dry bulk traffic;General Cargo traffic;Petroleum traffic;Ro-Ro
traffic;Ro-Pax/Passenger traffic;Cruise traffic;Fishing traffic;Yatchs/pleasure
boats;Drydock /Shipyard facilities

Port of Monfalcone

General Cargo traffic

La Spezia

Container traffic;General Cargo traffic;Other liquid traffic;Cruise traffic; Yatchs
/pleasure boats;Drydock /Shipyard facilities

Port of Ravenna

Container traffic;Dry bulk traffic;General Cargo traffic;Petroleum traffic;Other
liquid traffic;Ro-Ro traffic;Cruise traffic;Fishing traffic;Yatchs/pleasure boats

Livorno

Ancona

Container traffic;Dry bulk traffic;General Cargo traffic;Petroleum traffic;Other
liquid traffic;Ro-Ro traffic;Ro-Pax/Passenger traffic;Cruise traffic;Fishing
traffic ;Yatchs/pleasure boats;Drydock /Shipyard facilities
Container traffic;Dry bulk traffic;General Cargo traffic;Petroleum traffic;Ro-Ro
traffic;Ro-Pax/Passenger traffic;Cruise traffic;Fishing traffic;Yatchs/pleasure
boats ;Drydock /Shipyard facilities

Ortona

Dry bulk traffic;General Cargo traffic;Petroleum traffic;Cruise traffic

Pesaro

Ro-Pax/Passenger traffic;Cruise traffic;Drydock /Shipyard facilities

Bari e Brindisi

Container traffic;Dry bulk traffic;General Cargo traffic;Petroleum traffic;Other
liquid traffic;Ro-Ro traffic;Ro-Pax/Passenger traffic;Cruise traffic;Fishing
traffic ; Yatchs/pleasure boats;Drydock /Shipyard facilities

3. Number of ship calls per year:
Trieste and Monfalcone
Ports of Venice & Chioggia
Port of Monfalcone
La Spezia
Port of Ravenna
Livorno
Ancona
Ortona
Pesaro
Bari e Brindisi

1,001 - 2,500
2,501 - 5,000
500 - 1,000
500 - 1,000
2,501 - 5,000
5,001 - 7,500
1,001 - 2,500
Less than 500
Less than 500
2,501 - 5,000

4. Number of terminals:
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6 -10
> 20
1-5
1-5
> 20
11- 20
> 20
1-5
1-5
> 20

Trieste and Monfalcone
Ports of Venice & Chioggia
Port of Monfalcone
La Spezia
Port of Ravenna
Livorno
Ancona
Ortona
Pesaro
Bari e Brindisi
5. Type of Port ownership:
Port ownership:
10
8
6
4
2
0
Others

State

6. Port governance model:
Port governance model

Public Service port

Landlord port

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

B - TECHNICAL ASPECT RELATED TO OPS
7. Please select the maturity level of OPS implementation in your port/terminal (multiple choice):
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Trieste and Monfalcone
Ports of
Venice&Chioggia
Port of Monfalcone
La Spezia
Port of Ravenna
Livorno

Planned
Ambition (included in strategic plan but with specific plans not defined yet)
Planned
Ambition (included in strategic plan but with specific plans not defined
yet);Planned;Engineering studies completed
Planned

Ortona

Availability in some terminals
Ambition (included in strategic plan but with specific plans not defined
yet);Engineering studies completed
Ambition (included in strategic plan but with specific plans not defined yet)

Pesaro

Ambition (included in strategic plan but with specific plans not defined yet)

Bari e Brindisi

Engineering studies completed

Ancona

8. If you plan to install OPS facility/ies in your port/terminal, please select in which type(s) of the
terminal(s) will you invest (multiple choice):
Trieste and Monfalcone
Ports of Venice & Chioggia
Port of Monfalcone
La Spezia
Port of Ravenna
Livorno
Ancona
Ortona
Pesaro
Bari e Brindisi

Container terminal;General Cargo terminal;Ro-Ro;Cruise terminal
Container terminal;Ro-Ro;Ro-Pax/passenger terminal;Cruise
terminal;Yachts/pleasure boats
General Cargo terminal
Container terminal;Cruise terminal
Ro-Ro;Cruise terminal
Ro-Pax/passenger terminal;Cruise terminal
Ro-Ro;Ro-Pax/passenger terminal;Tugboats/pilots
Dry bulk terminal;General Cargo terminal;Cruise terminal
Ro-Pax/passenger terminal
Ro-Ro;Ro-Pax/passenger terminal;Cruise terminal

9. If you already have OPS facility/ies in your port/terminal, please indicate on which type(s) of
terminal(s) the solution/s has/have been implemented (multiple choice):
Ports of Venice &
Chioggia
Livorno
Ancona

Yachts/pleasure boats
Ro-Pax/passenger terminal;Cruise terminal
Dry-dock /Shipyard facilities

10. If you have OPS installed in your port/terminal or you plan or are in the process of installing OPS
in your port (regardless of power) Could you please breakdown the status of OPS:
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Port Terminal Type

Number of
Terminals
where OPS is
available

Number of
Vessels that
can be supplied
simultaneously

Number of
Terminals
that OPS will
be available
in the future

Number of
Vessels that
will be
supplied
simultaneously

Yachts /Boats/Tug/Pilots

0

0

1

5

Ro-Pax/Passenger/RoRo/ Cruise

0

0

2

4

Container Terminal

0

0

2

5

Cruise

0

0

1

3

Ro-Pax/Passenger Cruise

1

1

0

0

General Cargo Terminal

0

0

1

1

General Cargo Terminal

0

0

1

1

Cruise

0

0

1

2

Ro-Pax/Passenger Cruise

0

0

2

2

Yachts /Boats/Tug/Pilots

5

5

2

10

Cruise

0

0

2

6

Ro-Ro

0

0

1

4

Port

Ancona
Bari (And
Brindisi)
La Spezia
La Spezia
Livorno
Monfalcone
Nogaro
Ravenna
Trieste
Venice
Venice
Venice

11. If you already have OPS facility/ies in your port/terminal, please indicate the characteristics of
the different OPS points:

Port

Venice
Venice
Venice
Venice
Venice

OPS point

Main type of
traffic in the
facility

OPS point
Nº1
OPS point
Nº2
OPS point
Nº3
OPS point
Nº4
OPS point
Nº5

Yachts
/Boats/Tug/Pilots
Yachts
/Boats/Tug/Pilots
Yachts
/Boats/Tug/Pilots
Yachts
/Boats/Tug/Pilots
Yachts
/Boats/Tug/Pilots

Type of
OPS
Interface
OPS LV
OPS LV
OPS LV
OPS LV
OPS LV

Power
(in kW)
less than 100
kW
less than 100
kW
less than 100
kW
less than 100
kW
less than 100
kW

Voltage
(in V)

Frequency
(in Hz)

standard
followed

400V

50 Hz

others

400V

50 Hz

others

400V

50 Hz

others

400V

50 Hz

others

400V

50 Hz

others

12. If you already have OPS facility/ies in your port/terminal, is the electricity provided for OPS
completely renewable?
Trieste and Monfalcone

Unknown
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Ports of Venice &
Chioggia
Livorno
Bari e Brindisi

No
Unknown
We have planned the OPS and after installation, the energy will be
partially renewable

13. Please indicate the main technical/operational/financial difficulties you face/d in planning and
implementing OPS solutions in your port/terminal (e.g. cost of installation, implementation decision,
cost of energy, service operator selection, regulation of the service, etc.):
Trieste and Monfalcone
Ports of Venice &
Chioggia
La Spezia
Livorno
Bari e Brindisi

No difficulties in the planning phase
Cost of installation, implementation decision, electrical power supply and
choice of the terminal to be equipped with ops
Main difficulties that we met during the planning were the lack of vessels
requiring this kind of supply & regulation of the service that will be
provided in terms of economic costs
n.a.
cost of installation and regulation/authorization

14. If you already have OPS facility/ies at your port/terminal, please indicate the estimated emission
reduction achieved (for example in terms of CO2 emissions reduced) through the implementation of
these facilities (compared to the same scenario without the implementation):
Ports of Venice &
Chioggia
Livorno

N.A
N.A

15. If you already have OPS facility/ies in your port/terminal, please indicate whether this installation
is part of the general port energy grid or if it is separated from it:
Ports of Venice & Chioggia
Livorno

It is integrated into the general port energy grid
It is integrated into the general port energy grid

16. If you already have OPS facility/ies at your port/terminal, please indicate whether the port had to
upgrade and/or invest in the electricity grid to meet the expected demand:
Livorno

No

17. If you plan to install OPS facility/ies in your port/terminal, please indicate whether the port will
have to upgrade and/or invest in the electricity grid to meet the expected demand:
Trieste and Monfalcone
Ports of Venice & Chioggia
Port of Monfalcone

Yes
Yes
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La Spezia
Port of Ravenna
Livorno
Ancona
Ortona
Pesaro
Bari e Brindisi

Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

18. If you already have OPS facility/ies in your port/terminal, please provide the following
information:

Port terminal
type

number of
annual calls in
the terminal
with OPS
(2019)

average ship
size in GT
[gross tonnage]
demanding OPS
service

average
berthing hours
of ship at the
port/terminal
with OPS

No of annual
OPS
services
provided to
ships (2019)

Livorno

Ro-pax
/passenger

52

30

12

Not
available

Venice

Yachts /boats
/tug/pilots

Not available

Not defined

24

Not
available

Port

info
additional

11
months

C – SPECIFIC REGULATORY AND ADMINISTRATIVE ASPECTS
19. Please select what, in your opinion, are the main barriers at the regulatory level that may affect
the adoption of OPS solutions in ports:
Trieste and Monfalcone
Ports of Venice &
Chioggia
Port of Monfalcone
La Spezia
Port of Ravenna
Livorno
Ancona
Ortona
Pesaro
Bari e Brindisi

EU level
National level
National level
National level
Unknown
Regional level
National level
National level
National level
Adding to regulatory level barriers, there are also authorization barriers at
the local and regional level
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Please select what, in your opinion, are the main barriers at regulatory level
that may affect the adoption of OPS solutions in ports:
Unknown
Regional level
National level
EU level
Adding to regolatory level barriers there are also
authorization barriers at local and regional level
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

20. Please indicate if there is any mechanism to support emissions reduction in your port/terminal for
OPS (tax exemptions, clean maritime fund, maritime or port mechanism, rebates, environmental
agreements, ESI, etc.):
Trieste and Monfalcone
Ports of Venice & Chioggia
Port of Monfalcone
La Spezia
Port of Ravenna
Livorno
Ancona
Ortona
Pesaro
Bari e Brindisi

No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
This mechanism will be evaluated inside the DPEASP review

Please indicate if there is any mechanism to support emissions reduction in your
port/terminal for OPS (tax exemptions, clean maritime fund, maritime or port
mechanism, rebates, environmental agreements, ESI, etc.):
Yes
These mechanism will be evaluated inside DPEASP review
No
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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21. If you already have OPS facility/ies in your port/terminal, please select who is managing the
OPS service:
Ports of Venice & Chioggia
Livorno

Energy company
Port Authority

22. If you plan to install OPS facility/ies in your port/terminal, please indicate who will be managing
the OPS service:
Trieste and Monfalcone
Ports of Venice & Chioggia
Port of Monfalcone
La Spezia
Port of Ravenna
Livorno
Ancona
Ortona
Pesaro
Bari e Brindisi

Unknown
Unknown
Terminal operator
Port Authority
Unknown
Port Authority
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
probably a private subject

If you plan to install OPS facility/ies in your port/terminal, please indicate who
will be managing the OPS service:
Unknown

Terminal operator

probably a private subject

Port Authority
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

23. Please indicate whether an Environmental Impact Assessment is required to build an OPS facility
at your port/terminal:
Trieste and Monfalcone
Ports of Venice & Chioggia
Port of Monfalcone
La Spezia
Port of Ravenna
Livorno

Yes
No
Unknown
No
Yes
Yes
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Ancona
Ortona
Pesaro
Bari e Brindisi

No
Yes
Yes
No

Please indicate whether an Environmental Impact Assessment is required to build
an OPS facility at your port/terminal:
6
5
4

3
2
1
0
No

Unknown

Yes

D – OTHER ASPECTS
24. If you already have OPS facility/ies in your port/terminal, please select what were the sources of
funding used to carry out the investment/s (multiple choice):
Ports of Venice &
Chioggia
Livorno

European Commission
National government;Regional government;Port Authority

25. If you plan to install OPS facility/ies in your port/terminal, please select what will be the sources
of funding used to carry out the investment/s (multiple choice):
Trieste and
Monfalcone
Ports of Venice &
Chioggia
Port of Monfalcone
La Spezia
Port of Ravenna
Livorno
Ancona
Ortona
Pesaro
Bari e Brindisi

European Commission;National government
European Commission;National government;Port Authority
European Commission;National government
European Commission;National government;Port Authority
European Commission;National government;Port Authority;Terminal
Not defined yet
European Commission;National government;Port Authority;Not defined yet
European Commission;National government;Port Authority;Not defined yet
European Commission;National government;Port Authority;Not defined yet
European Commission
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26. If you already have OPS facility/ies in your port/terminal, please select the qualification of the
team operating it/them (multiple choice):
Livorno

Marine Engineer; Electrical Engineer; Naval architecture; Civil Engineer

27. Please briefly explain what, in your opinion, are the main training needs for OPS operations:
La Spezia

Livorno
Ancona
Ortona
Pesaro
Bari e Brindisi

Security and operational training
Knowledge of vessel handling in port, knowledge of ship docking procedures,
knowledge of electrical loading, knowledge of dockside instrumentation, port safety
and security
safety and security during the operations, maintenance, efficient use
Security, maintenance operations, the efficiency of use
security, maintenance, efficient use
electrical and naval knowledge

E – ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
28. Please feel free to add any additional information that could be useful concerning this
questionnaire:

Ancona
Pesaro

At the Q8, ADSPMAC realizes technical studies to install OPS in a quay dedicated to
the mooring of Offshore Supply Vessels, auxiliary ships providing services to the
offshore platform or dedicated to research activities.
for the ports of Pesaro and Ortona (separate questionnaire), the cruise traffic is
intended as a niche cruise travel for the limited number of passengers

More specifically, the above online survey was conducted to analyse the current technical, legal
and regulatory framework of OPS implementation in Italian ports from a national legislative
perspective. In total, ten (considering Ports of Venice&Chioggia and Port of Bari&Brindisi
together) Italian ports participated in this activity. Out of all questions on the Questionnaire,
unfortunately, several of the questions were not replied to by any participants. Therefore, they are
not discussed below in the conclusion of this section.
As general information about the participated ports to the questionnaire, some of the participating
ports are core ports in the TEN-T. There is a wide variety of cargo traffic in these ports, and
furthermore, they mostly have cargo handling and passenger transport with more than one thousand
ship calls per year. However, the participated ports in this questionnaire indicated that most of
them have some terminals under ten. Even though nine of the ports declared State ownership, for
the type of port governance models, half are public service ports, while the other half are landlord
ports.
With respect to the technical aspect related to the OPS section, the maturity of Onshore Power
Supply was asked, and the replies show that majority of them are in the first ambition (included in
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the strategic plan but with specific plans not defined yet) and secondly planned (or Engineering
studies completed) phases. Regarding the ambitions and/or plans to install OPS facility in their
terminal, cruise and Ro-Ro are the top ones, followed by container terminals. The few of them
already have OPS in use are low-voltage Yachts/pleasure boats, by distance, followed by passenger
terminal, Dry-dock /Shipyard facilities, and Ro-Ro. Regarding the source of provided electricity
for OPS installation in ports, a question has been raised about whether the electricity provided for
OPS is entirely renewable, and most of the ports have not replied. Another question has been about
the main technical/operational/financial difficulties you have faced in planning and implementing
OPS solutions in the port terminal (e.g. cost of installation, implementation decision, cost of
energy, service operator selection, regulation of the service, etc.). The few received answers show
Cost of installation, Electric power supply, the lack of vessels, and the terminal requiring this kind
of supply are the main challenges.
Regarding the regulatory and administrative aspects of OPS, the main barriers at the regulatory
level that may affect the adoption of OPS solutions in ports have been identified at the National
level. In addition, it was asked if there is any mechanism to support emissions reduction in your
port/terminal for OPS (tax exemptions, clean maritime fund, maritime or port mechanism, rebates,
environmental agreements, ESI, etc.), and only two ports of La Spezia and Venice answered yes,
without mentioning what type of mechanism exactly. In two ports with already OPS in service, the
port authority and energy company are managing the OPS service while the port plan for future
OPS installations, they respond to the in-charge will be the port authority and terminal operator.
Half of the responses indicate that the participated ports have an Environmental Impact Assessment
required to build an OPS facility at their port/terminal.
In the other aspects section of the questionnaire, one of the questions was if the ports plan to install
OPS facility/ies in your port/terminal, the sources of funding will be used to carry out the
investments. The replies indicate that the ports rely on the funds from European Commission and;
the national government accordingly. Considering the needed training for OPS operations, the
ports mentioned the points such as Security and operational training, maintenance, electrical and
naval knowledge, and Knowledge of vessel handling in ports.
As a conclusion for the above section, the legislative seems to be one of the main drivers pushing
the EU ports, including the Italian ports, to implement the OPS solutions to reduce the ships'
emissions at berths.
After the presentation of these ports' answers, the matrix below has been drawn in order to provide
a cpmparative analysis between the Italian ports that participated in the questionnair. It gives an
overview for comparing the responses from the Italian ports that participated in the questionnaire,
on different aspects of the OPS implementation in their ports.
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TECHNICAL ASPECT RELATED
TO OPS
maturity level of OPS implementation
in your port/terminal (multiple choice).
Having plan to install OPS facility/ies
in your port/terminal.
already have OPS facility/ies in your
port/terminal.
Having plan or are in the process to
install OPS.
you plan to install OPS facility/ies in
your port/terminal, please indicate
whether the port will have to upgrade
and/or invest in the electricity grid to
meet the expected demand.
SPECIFIC REGULATORY AND
ADMINISTRATIVE ASPECTS
the main barriers at the regulatory level
that may affect the adoption of OPS
solutions in ports.
any mechanism to support emissions
reduction in your port/terminal for OPS
(tax exemptions, clean maritime fund,
maritime or port mechanism, rebates,
environmental agreements, ESI, etc.).
you already have OPS facility/ies in
your port/terminal, please select who is
managing the OPS service.

Trieste

Venice

Monfal
cone

La
Spezia

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Ravenna

Livorno

Ancona

Ortona

Pesaro

Bari

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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you plan to install OPS facility/ies in
your port/terminal, please indicate who
will be managing the OPS service.
indicate whether an Environmental
Impact Assessment is required to build
an OPS facility at your port/terminal.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

OTHER ASPECTS
the sources of funding used to carry out
the investment/s (multiple choice).
you plan to install OPS facility/ies in
your port/terminal, please select what
will be the sources of funding used to
carry out the investment/s (multiple
choice).
you already have OPS facility/ies in
your port/terminal, please select the
qualification of the team operating
it/them (multiple choice).
the main training needs for OPS
operations.

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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4. Onshore Power Supply - general infrastructure and
equipment elements
This section mainly supports the hypothesis developed in the next chapter from a technological
point of view. It introduces various OPS solutions that make installing OPS in different ports and
terminals technically feasible. It helps the ports assess, support, evaluate, and develop Onshore
Power Supply in their terminals. And it introduces a collection of practices to support the port
authorities and administrations in developing a harmonized technical approach to addressing the
OPS interface. However, it also provides information on some general infrastructure and
equipment already used by other ports in this study.
In Figure 21, a general design for OPS facilities is illustrated. An electrical cable is extended from
the pier and plugged into, allowing the ship to shut down the diesel engines that generally drive
the electrical generators. The present section includes general Onshore Power Supply systems
architecture, including identifying the main infrastructure elements and examples of technological
solutions. The below figure comprises the main component blocks(A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, and I)
typically observed in shoreside electrical power infrastructure.

Figure 21 Overview of main component blocks for typical OPS system layout
Source: Extracted from EMSA Guideline and EALING project workshops

The main blocks depicted in Figure 21 are (letters and numbers refer to the letters in the coloured
blocks and blue reference numbers, respectively):
A. MV Supply – Main Voltage Supply (1), power source, from where HV is sourced (can be
either the national/local HV distribution grid, with input voltages of 6,6-36kV AC, or other
voltages AC/DC resulting from local power production, including port shore/offshore power
plants).
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B. Reception Interface where the electricity is transferred into the port area. It may be an element
of cable routing, overhead or underground (2), HV, providing the OPS Central/Port Substation
with the electricity at energy contract characteristics. It is the point at which contractual
electricity supply is verified.
C. OPS Central/ Port Substation, including:
o Circuit Breakers (3)
o Step-down, Step-up or protection transformers (4), (6) to bring HV to either HV/LV for
port/berth distribution voltage. Transformers are fundamental technological enables for
OPS. They allow for voltage adjustment and also provide for isolation.
o Frequency Conversion(5) in Centralized OPS systems (designed for adjusted frequency
supply, depending on ship-specific requirements). Typically, in EU ports, the FC supply to
AC 60Hz to Ships requires FC- In centralized systems, frequency conversion will be
designed for the maximum power expected for multi-point electrical energy supply in
different OPS points.
D. Port Distribution, typically underground, takes the HV/LV lines from the OPS Central/ main
substation to the different Berth OPS modules. The distribution may be done at HV/LV
depending on the best assessment of the distances for cable routing and the efficiencies
associated with the different distribution concepts.
E. Berth OPS Modules may be relatively simple, containing only step-down or isolation
transformers (8), (9). The Frequency Conversion is done for dedicated Berth OPS modules in
de-centralised systems. This is typically when high-power consumers/ships are to be served
by OPS supply infrastructure.
F. Berth Distribution (10), where the electrical energy is distributed directly to OPS supply points
at the berth level.
G. Ship-Shore Interface includes the infrastructure elements relevant to cable handling, either
HV/LV Shore Connection. Manual, semi-automated or fully automated systems may be
deployed. A cable for connection (11) may be provided by the shore-side of the ship-side,
including a cable reel on one of the sides for flexibility in the extension for connection. One
of the essential elements for interconnectivity is located at the ship-shore interface: the
connector, typically of plug-and-socket type (12).
H. Receiving Ship OPS Station (ship-side) where the main ship-side circuit breaker (13) and
switchgear are located.
I.

Receiving Ship Network (ship-side) including main switchboard, onboard generators and
onboard consumers (14).
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The above blocks correspond to an Onshore Power Supply (OPS) solution. Different
configurations and details may be in place for various port-specific solutions. Port authorities and
administrations must consider that OPS infrastructure should meet requirements and expected
berth loads at typical operational usage profiles. Therefore, not all the OPS solutions for ships/ports
may include the same equipment elements.
The below section includes a non-exhaustive reference to the main infrastructure and equipment
elements typically involved in OPS projects. The general OPS diagram is used to locate the
different equipment in specific OPS setups. It should be acknowledged, in particular, that Ports
will see the implementation of various projects depending on power requirements, level of
automation required, available power source(s) and specific ships to be connected.

Table 13 OPS Equipment and technology: general infrastructure element

Source: Retrieved from different literature sources and OPS technology manufacturers
Source: Reproduced from literature, OPS workshops, and (ABS, 2021)
Below is a short review of each system element listed in Table 13. General information and a
review of OPS system equipment and components are provided in order to help develop the
hypothesis in the next chapter of this research. The followings are the typical components from
onshore power supply facilities in ports:
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Power Source
The source of power is the one that supplies the OPS with electrical energy. It is designed to
provide electricity with determined values for parameters such as current, amplitude, phase or
frequency, even if it is a single-phase or a three-phase source.
To allow standardization of the HV shore supply and link nominal voltage in different ports, HV
shore connections shall be provided with a nominal voltage of 6,6 kV AC and/or 11 kV AC
galvanically separated from the shore distribution system, under requirements of IEC/IEEE 800051 (IEC/IEEE, 2019).
There are different practices for the ports in the electricity supply to using OPS installations. The
Source of electricity for Port Onshore Power Supply facilities (as shown in Figure 22), regardless
of the actual layout, can be:
1) National Electricity Grid distribution, feeding substation within/close to the Port Area. It
is essential to consider the need for HV infrastructure routed from an HV substation down
to the Port Area. HV incoming lines may be aerial or underground, depending on the
feasibility, engineering and safety analysis. For ports integrated into urban areas, HV routed
by underground cables, in ducts or tunnels, may represent the most feasible option;
2) Port Generators (shore or floating units) may provide a flexible option to address either 1)
high costs of Grid electricity or 2) requirement for flexibility in the electricity supply;
3) Renewable Energy plants (wind, shore or offshore, PV panels) develop renewable energy
solutions depending on the port location or available area. Renewable energy options will
always be provided in conjunction with electrical energy storage systems (battery modules)
4) Electrical Energy Storage, to be used in conjunction with distributed networks where
irregular energy production is to be accounted for, typically with the introduction of
renewable energy solutions,
5) Emergency backup power units represent, in practice, an option to complement energy
security.
To a greater extent, it is vital to note that OPS projects should be integrated into the broader range
of energy solutions for the whole port area, including various potential consumer units, both fixed
infrastructure and mobile units.
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Figure 22 Power supply sources to the OPS facilities in ports
Source: Retrieved from different sources and reports
The port's connection to utility network supply should follow a specifically agreed project,
following the request of the port, based on specific user requirements. Amongst the different
aspects that have typically to be decided between Port and the utility network supplier, the
following are of central relevance:
o Maximum supply size estimated (in Amps)
o Total installed power to be connected (MVA)
o Location for the reception substation
o Type of Metering and Metering Contract to be agreed

Characteristics, Metering, and Quality
From a standardization perspective, electricity quality is of central relevance. AC electrical supply
is mainly characterized by Voltage and Frequency, as these two parameters relate directly to the
compatibility of shore-ship connection. However, there are other important parameters to monitor
and consider when the quality of electricity is to be addressed. In addition to standardization
aspects, the quality of electricity supplied by Onshore Power Supply is an important topic that port
authorities and administrations need to consider carefully. The electrical faults, blackouts, transient
overvoltage/overcurrent episodes, or electrical equipment breakdown may lead to claims/disputes
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while supplying electricity to ships. Port authorities must give adequate consideration to measuring
and recording electrical power quality.
— Characteristics of Electricity are presented concerning IEC/IEEE 80005 series. Other
standards exist regarding quality criteria (e.g. EN50160) which are not considered the main
reference for OPS electricity quality.
— Metering is highlighted as a function with a two-fold objective (to measure the electricity
supplied for contractual reasons and the quality parameters).
— Electricity quality control is a central functional requirement for OPS compatibility and,
more importantly, for energy security during ship-shore connection.
Depending on ship-side grid demand, electricity may be supplied to ships with different
characteristics. High-Voltage supply currently follows a fairly standardized 6.6/11kV AC rating,
as per IEC/IEEE 80005-1.
Table 14 Characteristics of OPS solutions for ports with different profiles
Parameter

Reference(s)

Voltage

IEC/IEEE 80005-1
IEC/IEEE DIS
80005-3
IACS Unified
Requirements
Electrical (Rev.1
Sept 2005)

Frequency
Frequency
Tolerances

IEC/IEEE 80005-1
IEC/IEEE DIS
80005-3
IACS Unified
Requirements
Electrical (Rev.1
Sept 2005)

High Voltage Shore
Connection (HVSC)
6.6kV
11kV

Low Voltage Shore
Connection (LVSC)
400V
440V
690V
230V is also possible for less
demanding consumption
<50kW

50/60 Hz
DC for Fast DC Charging systems
Continuous tolerance: ±5%

Source: Reproduced from IEC/IEEE 80005-1, IEC/IEEE DIS 80005-3, IACS Unified, and (ABS, 2021)

The different metering and measurement applications serve different objectives. Legal and
contractual obligations are verified by certified equipment. Other applications, such as network
monitoring, also involve certified equipment, aiming for quality assurance and statistical data
treatment in energy reliability and security. Considering the different Metering/ Measurement
Applications, the relevance of all the different functionalities, and the complexity of a maritime
port's typical network grid environment, it is essential to clearly distinguish the various integrated
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functionalities for power monitoring systems. The example presented for demonstration includes
three power monitoring digital modular meters (satellite units), capturing signal data from utility
grid electrical supply, main OPS substation output, and berth module level.

Figure 23 Grid integration for power quality monitoring, functionalities of power monitoring
Source: Adapted from EMSA presentations in Shore-to-ship seminar

Metering and quality of OPS facilities technology, as shown in Figure 23 means everything
necessary for energy management, automation, protection, control and communication with local
and remote interfaces. The monitoring system includes a display for data visualization, network
power monitoring, data communication & interoperability Ethernet, and data storage for many port
OPS facilities. Recently use of a cloud-based power monitoring solution (SIEMENS, 2022).
Metering, measurement and monitoring should be made, primarily where energy custody transfer
occurs, for contractual, billing and liability purposes. Figure 23 illustrates the simplest case where
Port Authorities also take the role of Onshore power FO, with no intermediary Terminal or Service
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Provider. Meter Boxes are suggested at inbound utility connection and berth connection positions
for sub-billing.
Power quality monitoring instruments are essential pieces of the power monitoring plan. They
provide the interface between the power/electrical grid and the data processing environment. They
also allow for sampling a large variety of selected parameters, for the electrical energy, for each of
the three phases and RMS. Depending on the manufacturer and cost, these devices will provide a
combination of relevant metering samples. Table 15 includes a sample list of possible electrical
power parameters that this equipment may capture.
Table 15 Metering equipment – possible parameters for metering equipment
Parameter group

Possible individual parameters to be measured

Energy

• kWh delivered and received
• kWh, kVARh, kVAh net (delivered - received)
• kWh, kVARh, kVAh total (delivered + received)
• kVARh, kVAh delivered and received
• Volt-hours and amp-hours (for DC sources/loads)
• Integration of any instantaneous measurement
All energy parameters represent the total for all three phases. Energy readings
are true RMS.
The meters typically support standard demand calculation methods, including
block, rolling block, and predicted demand. They can measure demand on an
instantaneous value and record peak (maximum) and minimum demand with
the date and time-stamps to the second. Peak demand registers can be reset
manually (password protected) or logged and reset automatically on a
programmed schedule. Measurements include:
• kW, kVAR, kVA demand, min/max
• Amps, Volts demand, min/max
• Demand for any instantaneous measurement
Meters provide a choice of high accuracy, 1 second or high-speed, 1/2 cycle
measurements, including true RMS, per phase and total for:
• Voltage and current
• Active power (kW) and reactive power (kVAR)
• Apparent power (kVA)
• Power factor and frequency
• Voltage and current unbalance

Demand

Time log accuracy

Source: Adapted from Reports and catalogue of ABB, Cavotec, and (PowerLogic, 2007)
Transmission and Distribution Cable lines
The primary functions of transmission HV cables are to transfer electrical power between
designated locations, within prescribed performance, operating and environmental conditions and
to insulate energised components from earthed structures at rated operating voltages and specified
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switching and lightning impulses (ElectraNet, 2018). The below lines explain relevant aspects of
OPS fixed power cables installations, including transmission line infrastructure equipment. Within
the port area, HV electricity infrastructure will depend significantly on the port area layout,
incoming transmission lines, and OPS connection points, at different berth locations, among other
factors. Figure 24 indicates the sections within the OPS infrastructure scope where the fixe
distribution HV system is relevant: Reception Interface, where the HV cables from the utility grid
will be received, either by overhead or underground cables; Port Grid distribution and Berth
distribution.

Figure 24 Transmission and distribution cables

Figure 25 presents different details of HV cable distribution infrastructure elements that may be
considered for installation within the port area. The transmission/distribution via overhead poles
would only be an option for inbound HV transmission in connection with the utility grid or
electrical power distribution between points separated by long distances (e.g. > 5km), provided the
routing line is kept clear of any conflicting overhead machinery mobile equipment and is indicated
as an intra-port power transmission line. However, the underground routing of HV cables within
the port should be preferred (Entec, 2005).
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A) Overhead pole, 33kV – This may be a common
solution for the HV utility supply for ports located
at some distance from urban areas. Overhead
transmission/ distribution presents the advantage
of less infrastructure cost and simplicity but can be
incompatible with onsite area activity. Overhead
HV cabling is typically uninsulated.

B) Underground HV cable routed in a special
concrete pit near-ground before coverage. The
location of HV cables near-surface presents a
more expensive solution when compared to
overhead transmission (due to cable insulation
and protection). Near the surface, routing is also
not preferred due to the potential for mechanical
damage induced by heavy-duty activity within the
port area.

Figure 25 HV power connections (distribution cables) in different types of OPS facilities
Source: Adapted from OPS makers catalogue and reports
A Cable Management System (CMS) may be considered to ensure the safe handling of cables
during connection and disconnection procedures. The position of the CMS is also defined in the
IEC standard.

Protection Systems
Protection Systems are essential elements of all electrical power systems, protecting both
equipment (supply and receiving), installed network and operator. Protection should be provided
for all OPS systems, based on a “Monitoring-Alarm-Trip” principle, supported by fundamental
electrical power parameters (current, voltage, frequency, phase sequence, etc.). Detailed
requirements for electrical Protection Systems are described in IEC/IEEE 80005-1, sections 6.3,
6.5.4, 8.3.3, and 8.5.4 (IEC/IEEE, 2019).
Circuit Breaker: Interlocking can also be considered a protection system with Earthing and fault
monitoring. Not required per existing standards, predictive failure systems can also be regarded as
essential protection systems. It may be considered increasingly relevant for OPS systems in the
future (EMSA, 2020).
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Substations

Figure 26 Relevant substation possible locations – Central OPS and Berth OPS substations
Substations house the most critical and sensitive equipment in the OPS port grid. For this reason,
the layout, location and degree of protection are fundamental for the resilience of the OPS energy
supply to ships at berth. The number of substations is a direct function of the architectural choices
and topologies for the OPS grid, including, but not limited to, the levels of voltage step-down
transformation and/or frequency conversion equipment. HV/LV substations may be built within
the port area, with a preference for locations that allow for a compromise between protection and
ease of access.
Table 16 Different types of substations for OPS in ports
1. Indoor within
a building, in a
dedicated room

2. Outdoor,
fixed, inside a
dedicated
housing
prefabricated or
not
3. Outdoor,
mobile, in
modular
containerised
unit

Substations located inside buildings, purpose-built or
not, which may or may not incorporate other services
within the port. It does not represent a preferred option
due to the lack of flexibility, cooling requirements
demanding dedicated air conditioning, and potential
access difficulties in normal or emergency operation.
Outdoor HV/LV substations have been the preferred
option in OPS installations, mainly due to the
flexibility for installation in suitable locations within
the port area. Also available in pre-fabricated units
allow for an easy “off-the-shelf” modular
configuration. Dry-transformers and SFCs favour Prefabricated units.
In cases where a fixed substation installation is not the
preferred option and where flexibility is a priority, it is
also possible to consider deployment and the use of
modular compact mobile substations. These may
consist of truck-trailer units and be plugged into the
port grid and shipped directly at berth.
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4. Outdoor
without housing

Outdoor substations, without housing, are common
applications in industrial units but not so common for
OPS installations. All equipment IP protection would
have to be weatherproof.

Source: Adapted and reproduced from different sources, and (Curtin University, 2020)

Switchboard
Switchboards are also important components of the OPS system. They are typically metal sheet
covered units containing different elements inserted in modular units. Examples of Switchboard
units are presented below.

Figure 27 Typical key Switchboard locations – Central OPS substation and Berth OPS Module

An electric switchboard is an element that directs electricity from one or more sources of supply
to several consumers or other switchboards. It assembles one or more panels containing switches
that allow electricity to be redirected. A switchboard is divided into interconnected cubicles
consisting of busbars, cable connections, switching devices, and low voltage auxiliary equipment
(IEC 62271-200).
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Circuit Breakers(CBs)

Figure 28 Typical Circuit breakers locations – in a Central OPS substation and Berth Module

The HV and LV standards for Circuit Breakers applicable to OPS systems are different. The table
below refers to switch gears and presents the relevant standards depending on the Shore
Connection type/installation. The main difference between the High Voltage and Low Voltage
Circuit breakers is protection against arcing. HV circuit breakers have vacuum or Sulphur
hexafluoride (SF6) arc quenching enclosures. Other differences can be identified, but the most
remarkable is the voltage rating and distinction between HV and LV.
Shore Connection

HVSC

Standard

IEC 62271-200:2011
High-voltage switchgear and control gear - Part 200: AC
metal-enclosed switchgear and control gear for rated
voltages above 1 kV and up to and including 52 kV

LVSC

IEC 60947-2:2016+AMD1:2019 CSV
Low-voltage switchgear and control gear - Part 2:
Circuit-breakers

Figure 29 Examples of HV and LV Circuit Breakers for Onshore Power Supply facilities
Source: Adapted and reproduced from literature, (Curtin University, 2020), (ABS, 2021)
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There are a large number of CB types, with the integration of electromechanical/ thermal
control/tripping units, commanded by dedicated relays, and, already in a large number of LV/MV
Circuit breakers, microprocessor units that allow for optimized control over the tripping response
of the same circuit breaker, depending on circuit and end-user requirements. For the above Circuit
Breakers, there will be the possibility of tripping coil for remote control in case of Emergency
Switching. For protection aspects, the function of Insulation Fault can be dealt with differential or
overcurrent relays, while the function of Undervoltage possibly is addressed with an Undervoltagetrip coil.
Transformers
Using a much higher level voltage means higher distribution voltages imply lower currents for the
same power. These higher AC transmission voltages and currents can then be reduced to a much
lower, safer and usable voltage level where it can be used to supply electrical equipment; all this
is possible thanks to the transformers (Electronics-Tutorials, 2021).

Figure 30 Possible Transformers locations – in a Central OPS substation and Berth Module
A transformer is an electro-magnetic passive electrical device that works on Faraday’s law of
induction principle by converting electrical voltage from one value to another. The transformer
does this by linking together two or more electrical circuits using a common magnetic circuit
produced by the transformer itself. A transformer operates on the principles of electromagnetic
induction. By induction, a current into a coil of wire magnetically induces a voltage into another
coil located close to it. We can say that transformers work in the magnetic domain, and
transformers get their name because they transform one voltage or current level into another
(Electronics-Tutorials, 2021).
Transformers can either increase or decrease their supply voltage and current levels without
modifying their frequency or the amount of Electrical Power being transferred from one winding
to another via the magnetic circuit. A single-phase voltage transformer consists of two electrical
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coils of wire, one called the Primary Winding, and another called the Secondary Winding. We will
define the primary side of the transformer as the side that usually takes power and the secondary
as the side that generally delivers power. In a single-phase voltage transformer, the primary is
typically the side with the higher voltage (Electronics-Tutorials, 2021).
These two coils are not in electrical contact but are instead wrapped together around a common
closed magnetic iron circuit called the core. This soft iron core is not solid but made up of
individual laminations connected to help reduce the core’s losses. The two coil windings are
electrically isolated but magnetically linked through the common core, allowing electrical power
to be transferred from one coil to another. A magnetic field is developed when an electric current
passes through the primary winding, which induces a voltage into the secondary winding
(Electronics-Tutorials, 2021). When there is no direct electrical connection between the two coil
windings for a transformer, the transformer acts as a galvanic isolator.
It is necessary to know the ratio of the number of turns of wire on the primary winding compared
to the secondary winding. The turns ratio, which has no units, compares the two windings in order
and is written with a colon, such as 3:1 (3-to-1). This means, in an example, that if there are 3 volts
on the primary winding, there will be 1 volt on the secondary winding, 3 volts-to-1 volt. Then we
can see that if the ratio between the number of turns changes, the resulting voltages must also
change by the same ratio, and this is true. Transformers are all about ratios. The ratio of the primary
to the secondary, the ratio of the input to the output, and the turn ratio of any given transformer
will be the same as its voltage ratio. In other words, for a transformer, turns ratio = voltage ratio
(Electronics-Tutorials, 2021).
For OPS facilities, an electrical substation is required to convert the electrical grid's voltage( and
maybe the frequency) to those needed by vessels and specified by relevant standards, including
electrical protection equipment. Two points are considered very important for transformers in
OPS facilities:
–
–

Conditions for Parallel operation of Transformers, and
Safety aspects when working with Transformers.

First, for supplying a load above the rating of an existing transformer, two or more transformers
may be connected in parallel with the current transformer. The transformers are connected in
parallel when the load on one of them exceeds its capacity. The reliability increases with parallel
operation than having a single larger unit (Parmar, 2012). See Figure 31. Unfortunately, two
transformers are more expensive than one with double power (about 50-70%) and require a double
space to be installed. The informative annex of the IEC 60076-1 mentions it should be noted that
while the parallel operation is not unusual, it is advisable that users consult the manufacturer when
paralleling with other transformers is planned and identify the transformers involved.
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33kV, 60Hz

33kV, 60Hz

24MVA

12MVA
11kV, 60Hz

Single connection – Voltage step down
24MVA

12MVA
11kV, 60Hz

Equivalent Parallel – 2 x 12MVA –
Improved redundancy – Optimized operation

Figure 31 Transformers in parallel connection
Source: Retrieved from OPS makers brochures
Second, the temperature of supply-transformer windings shall be monitored. In the event of overtemperature, an alarm signal shall be transmitted to the ship using the data-communication link if
such data-communication link is installed. The alarm signal shall activate an alarm onboard to
warn relevant duty personnel. The circuit-breakers or fuses in the primary circuit and a circuit
breaker in the secondary shall provide short-circuit protection for each supply transformer. In
addition, overload protection shall be provided for the primary and secondary circuits. In general,
two types of transformers are used for OPS systems, as shown in Figure 32 (ABB, 2020).

Figure 32 Transformer types for OPS systems
Source: from (PB-transformer, 2021),& (GBeonline, 2022)& (ABB, 2020), & EMSA Guideline
Dry-type transformers present the most suitable solution when energy distribution requires
optimized safety. These transformers require less maintenance than oil-filled transformers, safer
for the environment and have optimum fire safety. Windings and core are not installed in a tank,
and the insulation of windings is usually made of cast resin. They require less space, about 2/3 of
corresponding oil-filled transformers, and their simple construction allows on-site replacement of
windings. Dry-type transformers are not suitable for outdoor operation due to inadequate IP
protection. The construction limits for dry-type transformers are about: a voltage lower than 36
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kV, maximum power of 20-25 MVA. For that reason, the dry type always requires proper
protection module/container construction (Bolotinha, 2015). Two types of oil-filled transformers
are commonly used: With expansion tank (conservator) and Sealed. In this type of transformer,
windings and core are immersed in oil in a tank with radiators; oil plays both insulating material
and cooling fluid. Oil-filled sealed transformers (without conservator) are mainly used in
distribution networks (MV/LV) and installations up to 52 kV, with a rated power of up to 2.5
MVA, although some manufacturers built this type of transformer up to 30 MVA. The tank's
degree of protection (IP) allows both transformers to be installed outdoors (Bolotinha, 2015).
In OPS installations, compact modular installations with enclosed transformer units are similar to
the module presented in the image below. These units are type-tested assemblies comprising an
all-integrated transforming unit system within an enclosure containing Medium Voltage (MV)
switchgear, Distribution transformers, Low Voltage (LV) switchboards, connections and auxiliary
equipment (DivitEnergy, 2020). These are typical units used for energy transformation in
secondary distribution networks from MV to LV or LV to MV systems. These substations are
typically installed in locations accessible to the public and should ensure protection for all people
according to specified service conditions (ABB, 2022).
Based on different OPS and transformer manufacturers' reports, the preferred Transformers for
OPS applications are Dry-Type transformers. Dry-Type transformers represent the preferred and
widest adopted solution in Onshore Power Supply HV/MV/LV applications:
-

Low fire load due to design with little insulating material,

-

No special fire protection measures are required, and no risks of making the fire more
serious,

-

Measures to protect the ground water are not necessary,

-

Continuous overload capacity up to 120-130 % of the rated power if temperaturedependently controlled radial-flow fans are installed,

-

Utilization of the continuous overload capacity as “hot-standby“ redundancy to increase
the supply reliability,

-

No loss of service life when continuous overload capacity is used (ABB, 2020).

Frequency converter
A frequency changer or frequency converter is an electronic or electromechanical device that
converts the alternating current (AC) of one frequency to the alternating current of another
frequency. The device may also change the voltage, but if it does, that is incidental to its principal
purpose since voltage conversion of alternating current is much easier to achieve than frequency
conversion (Wikimili, 2021).
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The figure below shows the global distribution of AC electrical supply frequencies. The supply of
electricity to ships shall consider converting the frequency using a Frequency Converter to be
designed according to the ships' expected maximum power supply. Frequency Converters may be
static (Static Frequency Converter - SFC), using modern solid-state electronics, or rotating.

Figure 33 Map of countries that use 50Hz and 60Hz as their AC electricity frequency
Source: (SunTransformer, 2022)

As seen from the map above, the electricity frequency produced by the grid across the EU may not
be compatible with the electricity required by ships. The electricity supply in Europe has a
frequency of 50 Hz, however, the electricity frequency used on board ships can be either 50 or 60
Hz. A vessel designed for 60 Hz electricity may use 50 Hz for some equipment, such as domestic
lighting and heating. However, it could not use 50 Hz to operate motor-driven equipment such as
pumps, winches, and cranes. Electricity at 50 Hz would make these motors run at about 83% of
their design speed, likely damaging the equipment. Therefore, a ship using 60 Hz electricity will
require 50 Hz electricity to be converted to 60 Hz by an electricity converter. However, it should
be noted that not all port terminals equipped with OPS solutions need a Frequency Conversion,
depending on the types of ships visiting their port terminals (Nikitakos, 2012).
Most ships produce 60Hz electricity, equipped at ship grid-level with equipment prepared to
operate on that specific frequency. The table below indicates the possibility for some vessels which
may use 50Hz. It would be mostly in domestic operation cases where all ports (e.g. in Europe) are
equipped with a 50Hz supply.
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Figure 34 Global fleet with characteristics of their AC utility electricity frequencies
Source: (ABB, 2017)

As shown in Figure 35 for OPS facilities, generally, there are essentially two types of Frequency
Converters:
1) Rotating and
2) Static, as presented in the figures below.

Rotating Frequency Converter (RFC), composed
of electric motor and generator units (unit
mechanically coupled – shaft. Belt couplings also
possible)

Static Frequency Converter (SFC) is presented in
a standard modular unit.
For different power outputs, the modular feature
may bring several advantages.

Figure 35 Two types of Frequency Converters
Source: Adapted and reproduced from (ABB , 2019) and (ABS, 2021)
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Both IEC/IEEE 80005-1 and 3, for HVSC and LVSC, respectively, both in section 6.5, list relevant
requirements for Shore Connection converter equipment (IEC/IEEE, 2019). In short, a Frequency
Converter (FC) needs to be supplied where the shore grid frequency deviates from the shipboard
frequency. Most ships today operate with an onboard grid frequency of 60hz. Most European shore
grids have a frequency of 50hz; hence, conversion is needed in many cases. An FC is one of the
most expensive components in an onshore power system. The frequency converters segment
accounted for the largest share of the shore power market, by component, in 2019. Frequency
converters allow the shore power system to operate flexibly and supply power to ships with either
50 Hz or 60 Hz frequency, making them essential equipment (ABB , 2019) and (ABS, 2021).
Based on many OPS technology providers, the below points should be noted for the application of
Frequency Converter in an OPS system:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Conditions for Parallel operation of Converters
Types of Frequency Converters
SFC Solid State elements
Input Data for Frequency Converter Selection in OPS
Control Features
Safety Aspects and Faults in Frequency Converters
Requirements for Frequency Converters in IEC/IEEE80005
o Installation configurations
Figure 36 illustrates two OPS systems with typical popular Frequency Converters arrangements:
Centralised VS Decentralised OPS infrastructure –Location of Frequency Converter.

Figure 36 Centralised Vs Decentralised OPS infrastructure –Location of Frequency Converter
Source: (ABS, 2021) and EMSA conference paper
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Energy Storage System (ESS)
The energy storage systems for maritime, subsea and port applications claimed to help reduce fuel
and emissions and save cost. For ships, the maritime energy storage system stores energy when
demand is low and delivers it back when demand increases, enhancing the performance of the
vessel's power plant. For ports, storing energy drives significant cost savings for a smart port. One
option is to use solar energy to generate electricity, storing the excess for use at night. Alternatively,
a smart port can buy power at the lowest rate and store it for use in moments of peak demand
(ABB, 2022) and (ABS, 2021).
In particular, Energy Storage (EES) is crucial in modern power grids of different scales. Ensuring
the possibility to store energy, decoupling Supply and Demand and allowing for the introduction
of renewable energy sources provides flexibility in microgeneration at the port level. However,
this is only one of the advantages that can be provided by energy storage. Power Quality, energy
efficiency, and Security or grid resilience are among the broader aspects that introduce energy
storage elements. The present guidance document focuses explicitly on EES technologies most
suitable for port grid-scale applications, with storage capacities ranging from a few hundreds of
kW up to 10MW (ABB, 2022).
The debate and development of EES are currently associated with the increasing need for grid
resilience, incorporating renewable energy sources, and developing Smart Grid solutions. This is,
however, mainly focused on Utility Grid applications. Port Grid level applications have similar
opportunities for deployment of EES systems, significantly if associated with a broader effort on
electrification, with multiple Port services using the advantages provided by a robust port electrical
grid. OPS services and cargo handling are among the port services with the highest potential to
benefit from EES. Furthermore, ports represent a complex environment where opportunities for
automation and multi-terminal integration are currently being explored for increasingly energyefficient infrastructures, services, and operations. Even acknowledging that ports are very different
in size and complexity, it is essential to note that there are at least one or two vital opportunities in
EES systems (ABB, Energy storage systems, 2022). Figure 37 presents different options for EES
identified explicitly at the Port Grid level, compared to larger and smaller Utility and Ship grids,
respectively, representing different power levels and functional requirements. The present
guidance focuses strictly on the port grid and its interactions as a “customer” of the Utility and
“supplier” of the Ship in the context of OPS services.
In this regard, for each of the Utility grid, Port grid, and Ship grid, the following points are essential
to be considered:
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Figure 37 Energy Storage System (ESS) and grids requirements for Onshore Power Supply
Source: Reproduced from different references, including (ABB, 2022)
When looking at the possible applications of EES, PAAs should consider, in particular, the benefits
for safety, security and sustainability that can be immediately derived from the introduction of
backup power support, grid resilience and renewable sources integration, respectively.

Ship-Shore Connection Equipment

Figure 38 Shore-to-ship connection in OPS facility

There are some essential points for the shore-to-ship connection: Ship-to-shore OPS connection
cable, Cable Management System, Connectors, Interlocking, Earthing Switches and Safety
Functions, Control and Monitoring cable, and Data communication; all should be considered
(IEC/IEEE, 2019). More in detail, the Ship-Shore connection in OPS is an essential component of
the system, composed of the following equipment:
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•

Ship-to-shore OPS connection cable, to ensure the transmission of electricity from shore to
ship, at the specified voltage and current ratings, dimensioned to cope with both electrical
and mechanical requirements for the intended conditions of use.

•

Cable Management System, designed to handle the OPS electrical connection cable and
connectors, ensuring that a mechanical ship-shore connection is viable under different
conditions.

•

Connectors, to allow mechanical plug-in electrical connection between shore and ship.

•

Interlocking, Earthing Switches and Safety Functions ensure essential electrical safety
functions in the ship-shore connection. This point covers emergency Shutdown functions.

•

Control and Monitoring cable, whenever some degree of automation is involved, is also an
aspect under the umbrella of the ship-shore connection.

•

Data communication covers the exchange of relevant data, including power quality,
operation logging data and alarm notifications (with or without ESD action).

Listed equipment works together in the Ship-Shore interface to ensure a safe OPS connection and,
ideally, all elements should be part of one assembled system, resulting from the design of one
system integrator, ensuring that all elements are part of one single safety concept, working
adequately together with minimum systems barriers/interfaces. All equipment in the Ship-Shore
interface used to ensure OPS connection represents critical elements for interconnectivity and
interoperability. Applicable international standards should be mandated for the certification and
operation of Ship-Shore connection equipment and systems (IEC/IEEE, 2019). Ship-Shore
connection standardization for interconnectivity and interoperability is not fully ensured for all
possible situations and system configurations, with a direct relation, as expected, between
experience and maturity of systems and operation and international agreed standardization.
Harmonising connectivity solutions and operations is fundamental to supporting the development
of OPS projects and ensuring adequate support for the safe operation of OPS-connected ships.
Being a system of central relevance in the OPS, the Ship-Shore Connection has to be able to meet
several roles and the primary role of electricity supply. The diagram below presents these roles in
the ship-shore connection. The Cable Management System (CMS) location on both ship and shore
sides is noted. Depending on the ship type5, the CMS will be located only on one or the other side.
(See Figure 39).

5

Annexes to IEC/IEEE 80005-1 and 3 include the detailed standardization aspects for OPS ship-shore connection for
different ship types, for High Voltage and Low Voltage, respectively.
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Figure 39 Functions at the OPS Ship-Shore Connection
Source: Adapted and reproduced from literature review
The Communication role incorporates active operational communications and automated data
exchange. Ideally, all functions should be provided with the minimum number of connections
possible. The ideal case would be to integrate all functions into a single cable/single-point
connection. However, this is not always practicable, and unless an alternative approach is followed,
the Annexes of both standards IEC/IEEE 80005-1/3 should be followed. Not all ship types are
covered, but it is possible to get a reasonably well-defined harmonization within each ship type for
HV and LV, respectively.
For Ship-to-Shore connection cable: Technical Specifications for shore connection cable should
follow Annex-A of both IEC/IEEE 80005-1 and 3 for:
a. Rated Voltage
b. General Design aspects
c. Testing requirements
The Cable Management System (CMS) is one of OPS installations' most essential and challenging
elements. There is currently no single design CMS; even for different ship types, the existing
standardized references follow different configurations. The CMS has a fundamental role in
ensuring the physical interface between the shore and ship sides. This role is of particular relevance
because of the size of the power cables, their weight per unit length and the need to ensure timeeffective and safe operation.
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Connectors are standardized for all ranges of OPS voltage ratings, both for Low Voltage and High
Voltage connections. The table below indicates the correspondence of the different standards that
shore-power connectors should observe to ensure interconnectivity and electrical safety:
Table 17 Shore Power Connector – Standards for interconnectivity
Shore
Connection
type

OPS Standard

Relevant Standard for
connectors.

Ship types

General, functional,
electrical safety and
dimensional
requirements

IEC/IEEE 80005-1

IEC 62613-1

IEC/IEEE 80005-3

IEC 60309-1 for general
requirements
IEC 60309-5 for
technical requirements
and geometry/
dimensions
IEC 60309-1,2

HVSC

LVSC

(Otherwise not covered
in IEC80005-3), in
particular as applicable
to small craft and
pleasure boats, house
boats
EN 15869-1:2019
IEC 60364-7-709:2007
+AMD1:2012 CSV

Cruise ships, RO-Pax,
Tankers, Containerships, LNG
carriers
Service Ships (OSV, other),
Containerships, Tankers
Rating 690V, 50/60Hz, 350A
rated standard

All ships, inland waterway
vessels, and pleasure craft,
otherwise not covered by
IEC/IEEE 80005-3, with low
power demand and rating
requirements in the range
voltage: <50 to 690 Volt AC
and 50 to 250 Volt DC;
current: 16 to 125A;

Source: (IEC/IEEE, 2019), (IEC/IEEE, 2016), and (ISO, 2016)
Below the shore connection for HVSC of Containerships is an example of the Plug and Socket
connection arrangement, interlocked by Pilot Contactors.

Connection – Sockets
A typical socket for the OPS connection is shown in Figure 40. The HVSC shore connection type
is IEC/IEEE 80005-1, and the relevant Standard for connectors Is IEC 62613-1. The HVSC Socket
connection is mainly used for Cruise ships, RO-Pax, Tankers, Containerships, and LNG carriers.
However, the applicable standard for the LVSC shore connection type is IEC/IEEE 80005-3. The
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relevant Standard for connectors is IEC 60309-1 for general requirements and IEC 60309-5 for
technical requirements and geometry/ dimensions. However, LVSC connections are not covered
in IEC80005-3, particularly as applicable to small craft and pleasure boats and houseboats with
relevant standards for connectors of IEC 60309-1,2. This latest category is more related to inland
waterway vessels, and pleasure craft, otherwise not covered by IEC/IEEE 80005-3, with low power
demand and rating requirements in the range: of voltage: <50 to 690 Volt AC and 50 to 250 Volt
DC; current: 16 to 125A (IEC/IEEE, 2019) (IEC/IEEE, 2016).

Figure 40 An example of socket connection to ship in a port OPS facility
Source: Retrieved from manufacturers' catalogues and (ABS, 2021)

There are future considerations for OPS development, based on studies and reports from main
actors in this area, are:
- Ship/Shore safety checklist and flow chart
- IEC/IEEE DIS 80005-3 aspects of low voltage
- Semi-automatic and fully automatic OPS processes
- Safety precautions before maintenance for both ship and shore
- Documentation requirements for shoreside
- Amendments to IMO's SOLAS convention chapters II-1 and II-2
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5. Onshore Power Supply - A case study of northwest Italian
Ports
Onshore Power Supply technology is an essential tool and part of the solution for lowering shipping
emissions at berths. However, it should be noted that finding funds and high capital costs are still
the main barriers for the majority of the ports. According to a report from World Health
Organization in 2018, in Italy, local authorities, such as Regions or municipalities, have the
responsibility to plan activities for assessing and managing air quality despite the global nature of
the air pollution issue. Therefore, in the last years, the Ministry of the Environment has promoted
a series of initiatives to strengthen coordinated actions with the Regions to make interventions
more homogeneous, particularly during emergency periods when pollutant limits are exceeded
(WHO, 2018).
The revised EU Directive of Alternative Fuels Infrastructure Directive(AFID) encourages and
obliges the Member States, including Italy, to the best available and cost-effective technology to
reduce emissions at berth, including the deployment of OPS where viable. With technological
advancements, primarily by leading market players, more significant deployment of OPS is
currently possible to provide OPS through either mobile or fixed installations for both High
Voltage and low voltage demands. Some ports in Italy are taking steps to deploy more OPS
facilities in their terminals and docks, while some others are in the feasibility study, design phase,
or considered OPS in their port's strategic plans (see Figure 41).

Figure 41 Shoreside Electricity supply projects Life cycle structure breakdown
Currently, the Italian ports support more OPS installations where it makes sense. Mainly, there are
funding mechanisms (fully or partly) from European Commission, National Government, Regional
sources, or tax-exemption (fully or partly) on provided electricity to the port OPS facilities.
Furthermore, in Italy's case, one of the essential attractions for the Italian ports to use OPS solutions
to reduce negative environmental impacts is that EU Commission, in October 2021, authorises the
Italian ports for reduced taxation on electricity supply. Italy has requested that the measure applies
for the maximum allowed six years, to be long enough to encourage port operators and electricity
suppliers to make the necessary investments in shore-side electricity installations. The Italian
authorities envisaged that the reduced tax rate of EUR 0.50 per MWhs equal to the EU minimum
level of taxation for electricity for business use under Article 10 of Directive 2003/96/EC
(EuropeanCommission, 2021).
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Regarding all the above, Italy expects the measure to positively impact its environmental goals,
particularly reducing emissions and improving local air quality in port cities. For this research,
some ports are selected in the northwest of Italy. Some of the chosen ports already use Onshore
Power Supply facilities, while the author developed the hypothesis proposed for the rest. Figure
42 shows the geographical locations of this study's targeted ports on the Italy map.

Figure 42 Locations of the northwest Italian ports - case studies for this research
Source: Reproduced and adapted from google maps
Furthermore, Table 18 gives detailed descriptions of the selected port terminal for this study, all
located in northwest Italy. However, it should be noted that some of these ports are already
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equipped with OPS installation. While the rest of them are the ports in feasibility studies, the design
planning phase, or the hypothesis proposed by the author for OPS installation, as per this research.
Table 18 Summary of the case-study ports descriptions of this research in northwest of Italy

Port

Terminal /berth

Description of the supply of onshore power

Genova

Ship Repair
docks

The onshore power works on 14 berths of dry and wet
docking areas. All types of ship 11/10 / 6.6kV 690 / 440V
50 / 60Hz 400v 50Hz, 14 berths, 9 transformer cabins, 1
frequency converter 50/60 Hz 10 MW, 2 frequency
converters 50/60 Hz 1 MW, entered service 2018.

Genova

Container Prà

The onshore power supply has been supposed to be in
service and work since the end of 2021 at the PSA
container terminal. It includes 4 MOORINGS, 2 SHIPS,
2 frequency converters of 6 MW, 6.6 kV 60 Hz,
apparently entered into operation in 2021.

Savona

Ferry

It includes 2 fast ferry berths with long-term mooring
(winter) 1.5 MW 400V 50Hz in operation since 2014.

Genova

Fincantieri
shipyard

The onshore power supply works from 2017 at Genova
shipyard Sestri Ponente. It includes ships under
construction 690 / 440V 60Hz 4.4 MW in operation since
2017.

Genova

Tugs

Genova

Cruise Ferry

For this proposal, Genoa 2 cruise berths include 4 ferry
berths, 11kV / 60 Hz 20 MW, 2 converters, 20 MW, as
tender published. PD and CDS completed

Savona

Cruise

The onshore power supply is planned for 2023 (bill in
2021) at the cruise terminal berth. It will be including 2

The onshore power supply works from 2010 at the berth
of Ponte Canepa in Genova and Molo Occidentale in
Prà. The Ttugboats' berth (Rimorchiatori) includes 7
tugboat berths 400V 50Hz , in operation.
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cruising berths, 11kV 60 Hz 10 MW, announcement
published. PD and CDS completed
The onshore power supply is planned by the author at
cruise and container terminals. It includes 1 cruise berth,
1 container port berth, 11 / 6.6 kV 20 MW (author's
hypothesis, construction cost estimates based on similar
experiences).
The Livorno cruise e ferry will be 2 cruise berths, 4 ferry
berths, 11kV / 6.6kV 60 Hz 20 MW, 2 converters, 20
MW (author's hypothesis, construction cost estimates
based on similar experiences).
The Livorno Container terminal will include 4 berths, 2
ships, 2 frequency converters of 6 MW, 6.6 kV 60 Hz,
(author's hypothesis, construction cost estimates based on
similar experiences).

La
Spezia

Cruise

Livorno

Cruise Ferry

Livorno

Container

Piombino

Ferry

The onshore power supply is planned by the authors at
ferry terminal. It will include 5 ferry berths, 11kV / 6.6kV
60Hz, 1 converter of 10 MW, (author's hypothesis,
construction cost estimates based on similar experiences)

Ferraio

Ferry

The onshore power supply is planned by the authors at
ferry terminal. It will include 6 ferry berths, 11kV / 6.6kV
60Hz, 1 converter of 10 MW, (author's hypothesis,
construction cost estimates based on similar
experiences).

Source: Data and information is collected from port authorities
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5.1 The Italian ports in the northwest already have Onshore Power Supply in service
As also shown on the map of Figure 42, the targeted ports for the case study of this research are all
geographically located in the northwest of Italy. Some of them are under the same port authority,
making it easier for the writer to collect and analyse the information needed to interview port
authorities. It is worth mentioning that some of the selected ports and berths of this research are
located in the Liguria region under the Western Ligurian Sea Port Authority. The Ports of Genoa is
a multi-service port that boasts a wide selection of specialised terminals, managed by top private
terminal operating companies, equipped to accommodate all classes of ships, and cater for all key
commodity sectors: container, general cargo, perishable goods, steel, forest products, solid and
liquid bulk, petroleum products and cruise and ferry passengers (PortsofGenova, 2019). The
Energy and Environmental Planning Document of the Port System (DEASP), adopted by the Port
System Authorities (Autorità di sistema portuale (AdSP)), responds to changes in the framework
of current and prospective aiming to identify the measures and interventions necessary to improve
energy sustainability and the reduction of CO2 emissions. It can be one of the drivers for more
implementation of OPS solutions in the port terminals of the region (Ports Of Genova, 2020).
For this research, three docks in the port of Genova are targeted as case studies: Ferries and Cruise
Terminal in Porto Antico, Tugboat berth, and ship-repair docks (see Figure 43).

Figure 43 Genova-ship repair docks, tugboat berth, and Cruise-Ferry terminals
Source: Ports of Genova

To have a reference term, the average annual power for all households in the City of Genoa is
around 75 MW (Istat data indicate a per capita energy consumption for domestic use in Genoa of
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about 1100 kWh / year). The electrification of the quays, therefore, entails a significant increase in
the power that must be made available on a territory, that of Genoa and Savona, characterized by
chronic difficulty in building new transformer stations (see Fig. 10). The electrification of the Dry
Docks in Genoa led Enel to build a new primary transformer substation at the Genova Fair from
which to power, at 15 kV, provides onshore power supply to the docks. To power the Maersk
platform in Vado Ligure, the Port Authority acquired the former Vetrotex high voltage substation
to be able to use the existing 132 kV overhead line. To meet the expected load increases in the Port
of Prà, the Port Authority requested e-Distribuzione for a high voltage connection with a nominal
power of 40 MW.

Port of Genova – Ship Repair docks/areas
The shipyard industry is a strategic sector for the ports. Ship repairs and shipbuilding have always
been a segment of extraordinary importance for the port's economy: know-how and innovation
have attracted international operators who have the port to build, equip and repair their ships. The
ship repair dock area is suitable for applying OPS because of its adjacency to the urban area.

Figure 44 The locations of OPS facilities in the ship repair areas of Genova
Source: A survey on ports by author
In addition, there are other advantages such as a ship stay of 7 days, more flexibility (noncompulsory regulation, absence of passengers on board), and switching off the cooling water
recirculation system that is needed for machinery such as generators (see Figure 43 and Figure
45)For these ship-repair areas, the onshore power works on 14 berths of dry and wet dock area.
All types of ship 11/10 / 6.6kV 690 / 440V 50 / 60Hz 400v 50Hz, 14 berths, 9 transformer cabins,
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1 frequency converter 50/60 Hz 10 MW, 2 frequency converters 50/60 Hz 1 MW, entered into
service 2018 based on the information obtained from the Port of Genova through interview. The
positions of some of these facilities are indicated in Figure 44 , and photos of two electrical stations
of these OPS facilities are shown in Figure 45.

Figure 45 The stations and sub-stations of OPS facilities for ship repair areas in Genova
Source: Through the survey on targeted ports by the author

Port of Genova – Tugboats' berth (Rimorchiatori)
There is a tugboat berth in the Port of Genova and Prà. The tugboat services are carried out by
Rimorchiatori Riuniti Porto di Genova Srl company and are active 24 hours a day and in all marine
weather conditions.

Figure 46 Port of Genova - tugs berth
Source: Ports of Genova – interview
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A strong point of the tugboats' reality in the port of Genoa is the modern fleet of tugs equipped
with Voith Schneider double azimuth propellers and equipped with fire and anti-pollution systems
(see Figure 43 and Figure 46 ). The onshore power supply works from 2010 at the berth of
Ponte Canepa in Genova and Molo Occidentale in Prà. The Tugboats' berth (Rimorchiatori)
includes 7 tugboat berths of 400V 50Hz in operation.

Port of Genova - Prà Container terminal
The Port of Pra' (previously Port of Voltri) originates from a large land reclamation project
implemented by the Port Authority of Genoa in the 1970s' to accommodate ultra-large container
vessels. With state-of-the-art facilities and direct on-terminal road and rail connections, container
throughput has increased rapidly through Prà since the inauguration of Voltri Terminal Europa in
1994, which today handles approximately 1.6 million TEUs (Ports of Genova, 2019).

Figure 47 Container Terminals at the port of Prà
Source: Ports of Genova - interview
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The onshore power supply is supposed to work from the end of 2021 at the PSA container
terminal. It includes 4 Moorings, 2 frequency converters of 6 MW, 6.6 kV 60 Hz, and expected
entry into operation by the end of 2021. The electrical load, mainly linked to the cranes and the
reefer power park consumption, is approximately 8-10 MW and up to 10 MW for onshore power
supply. Two 15 kV cable lines guarantee power supply to the port from the Enel substation in PràBranega. Inside the port, several MV/LV substations are powered through two rings of
underground MV cables. The eastern ring powers the C2 substation where the two 7.5 MVA
frequency converters and the 6.6 kV, 60 Hz distribution panel are installed. (See Figure 48).

Figure 48 Port of Prà Container termina in Genova
Source: Ports of Genova - interview

As shown in Figure 47, there are supply points for four ships plus one for the future, positioned in
a way as to be close to the container ships' interface panel. Each point includes a socket group
buried in the quay and equipped with a mobile cover.
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Figure 49 Port of Pra terminal shoreside - insertion of the power supply points on the quay
Source: Ports of Genova – interview

It is a solution developed by Cavotec suitably adapted to be inserted inside the quay structure,
minimizing the impact on pre-existing civil works (See Figure 49).

Port of Genova – Fincantieri
Fincantieri is one of the world's largest shipbuilding groups. The Fincantieri shipyard based in
Genoa (Sestri Ponente neighbourhood) has been dedicated to the construction of cruise liners (see
Figure 50). After building several vessels for important shipowners such as Costa Crociere and
Oceania Cruises, the shipyard has been constructing ultra-luxury cruise ships in recent years.
Fincantieri aims at a drydock dedicated to ship repairs and conversions within the Port of Genoa.
At this dock in Genoa, Fincantieri can provide a full range of services through a selected network
of subcontractors dedicated to naval vessels, mega-yachts, passenger, and merchant ships
(Fincantieri, 2021). The onshore power supply works from 2017 at Genova shipyard Sestri
Ponente. It includes vessels under construction 690 / 440V 60Hz 4.4 MW in operation since 2017.

Figure 50 Fincantieri shipyard in Genova for cruise ship construction
Source: Ports of Genova - interview
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Savona - Ferry Terminal
Port of Savona (Italian: Porto di Savona) is a port in the city of Savona, Italy. It is one of the top
five cruise ports by the number of passengers in Italy, with 1,300,000 people in 2013. Adjacent to
the historic centre of Savona, the port of Savona has been active since the Middle Ages and has
always been crucial for the economy of the regional capital and its hinterland. A major terminal
for ferries, there are ferry links to Corsica and Sardinia through the companies Corsica Ferries and
Saremar (Corsica-ferries, 2013).
Savona offers weekly ferry services operated by Grimaldi Lines to Spain and Morocco
(PortsOfGenova, 2022). Furthermore, the Savona-Bastia route provides up to 2 departures per day
in the high season (Corsica-Ferries, 2022). For this study, the information shows that it includes
2 fast ferry berths with long-term mooring (winter) 1.5 MW 400V 50Hz, in operation since
2014.

Figure 51 Port of Savona - the ferry terminal
Source: Ports of Genova - interview
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5.2 Hypothesis for OPS installations in some Italian port terminals in northwest
The proposed hypothesis for installing OPS in the suggested Italian terminals and ports (see Table
18) is based on the in-depth literature and also the lessons learnt from other OPS projects in Italian
ports. As the name “hypothesis “indicates, it is a supposition or proposed technical explanation
based on limited evidence as a starting point for further detailed investigations or feasibility studies.
An important point of the hypothesis cases proposed by the author is that the focus has been on the
electrical energy demands for berthed ships and technical feasibility at the targeted port terminals
rather than providing economic feasibility studies, including installation costs.
In a workshop with the dominant players of the OPS market, the OPS technology providers like
ABB, CAVOTEC, SIEMENS, and WARTSILA, all admitted that onshore power supply solutions
for every port are different from another port. They added that OPS solutions are complex systems
with various components and elements that affect capital investment. In this sense, evaluating the
costs for each proposed OPS solution in targeted Italian ports will be difficult in the scope of this
research. It can be developed in a further study with the contribution of OPS manufacturer(s).
Therefore, this study has made efforts to calculate emissions in the port terminals and not propose
cost-benefit analyses for the proposed hypothesis.
The hypothesis developed in this thesis can also support the Port Authorities and the
administrations with reference elements to assist planning, technical and operational decisionmaking on Onshore Power Supply in a further study. It should be noted that the assumption for
using OPS facilities is 50% of the visiting ships. It is because of the lessons learned from the other
Italian port terminals already equipped with OPS installation and use it. Furthermore, the important
point is that not all the ships visiting these targeted ports are capable (old ships with retrofits/or
newly built with appropriate equipment) or willing to connect to port OPS facilities to use it.
It is worth mentioning that the hypothesis also involves three port terminals with already the
documents of PD6 and/or CDS 7 provided to their port authorities, as shown in Table 18. This way
makes it easier for the author's technical assessment for the final goal of quantifying externality
costs in targeted port terminals of this case-study research. For the smaller ports, the hypothesis
entirely is the proposal of this study.
The idea of developing a proposal for OPS implementation in these five port terminals is based on:
I.
The extensive literature review on various OPS technology configurations and solutions
(including the OPS General infrastructure and equipment elements) for ports terminals with
different profiles (widely discussed in chapters 2 and 4 of this research),

6
7

Pre-Design
Construction Documents
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II.

The lesson learnt from the other OPS installations already in service in the northwest Italian
ports (as reported by port authorities or obtained through interviews with port managers),

III.

The familiarization of the author with OPS technology for both shore and ship sides
(personal practical experience of working ten years onboard different types of ships, in
addition to 5 years of contribution as a researcher to some European port projects).

IV.

The survey (desktop analysis and online port questionnaire) was conducted by the author
on the National Italian regulatory framework for OPS to get more in-depth knowledge and
understanding of the installation and operation of Onshore power Supply in Italian ports.

They all helped explore and investigate the proposed hypotheses' technical possibilities.
One of the essential points to consider when planning or doing a feasibility study for OPS projects
or research is optimizing the cost-effectiveness of OPS use. The cost-effectiveness of
environmental measures is given by the ratio between their costs and benefits. In the case of
suggested OPS, the cost-effectiveness can be improved by taking measures to reduce costs and/or
by opting for cleaner electricity. In this respect, to clarify the cost-effectiveness of the proposed
OPS implementation in the suggested terminals, the author has considered some criteria to define
where OPS makes the most sense in the Italian ports. The extensive literature review in chapter 2,
surveys in chapter 3 of this study, and the existing OPS deployment plans in some other Italian
ports have been referenced for determining the criteria.
The following criteria should be considered altogether as part of a general evaluation.
-

-

-

The initial point is that OPS can be a feasible solution unless individual port cases warrant an
alternative equivalent or another emission reduction solution.
Vessel types and OPS readiness of vessels, as certain types of ships and docks are more OPS
ready than others. These vessel types and segments should be prioritized, with vessel types
most suited for OPS. Passenger vessels, cruise ships, and specific container segments could
be considered at first;
Vessel minimum time at berth is a necessary criterium, as for OPS to be viable, vessels must
spend a minimum of time at a particular berth. The time spent by the ships at berth versus the
time required to connect and disconnect OPS is crucial. The time for connecting differs
significantly between ship types. It can be 1-2 hours for a container vessel to connect or
disconnect, while Ro-Ro ships need less time;
Frequent and repeated calls by the same vessels, as OPS is more feasible for ports berths that
serve regular ship calls and connections by the same ships;
For the minimum occupancy rate of the berth to be worth the investment, a berth should be
used regularly and frequently. It means the higher the number of total hours an OPS system is
used per year; the earlier will be the recovery of the investment.
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-

If no frequency converter is needed, investment costs may be 10 % to 30 % lower,
depending on the local situation.
Not necessarily to equip all port terminals with OPS but to restrict it to a limited number of
berths and ensure these berths have high occupancy.

The defined criteria for this hypothesis lead to a more detailed scope for suggesting the Onshore
Power Supply to the targeted Italian ports. Therefore,
What is considered for the hypothesis:
o
o
o
o
o

Concepts and technology
Regulatory Framework/ standards
Terminal-specific aspects and photos
Power demand calculations
Environmental emissions reductions

What is Not considered for the hypothesis:
o
o
o
o

Utility grid aspects
System-specific details
Operational aspects
Cost/ financial valuation of projects

Description of the selected port terminals of the hypothesis
Port of Genova – Cruise terminal and ferry
On 2 July 2019, the publication of the pantry “Cold Ironing in the Ports of the Western Ligurian
Sea” was presented at Palazzo San Giorgio building in Genova, finding considerable interest from
many operators. The power supply project for ships in the cruise and ferry terminal is very
similar to that for ship repairs in that there are power supplies at different voltage and frequency
levels. The Port of Genova has areas used by liner ships (i.e., ships that systematically stop in the
port) and regions used by vessels that occasionally land. The duration of the stops can vary from a
few hours to long-term moorings in winter. Usually, the berths last about 6 hours for ferries and
about 10 hours for cruise ships. The terminal is very close to the city, and there are numerous
problems due to the noise generated by the onboard generators heard by the urban population,
especially at nights. In addition, these cruise ships are like a small town that should provide
electricity in cases for up to 5000 persons onboard, which needs the onboard engines to work for
days and nights continuously.
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Figure 52 Cruise and ferry terminals with proposed OPS for the Port of Genova
Note: green line shows the source of electricity from the city grid substation, continued by the red line
(port electrical grid) to the OPS facilities in targeted terminals.

Source: By author
It exposes the local people of the port and the city to a massive amount of air pollution from the
emissions of these running engines onboard berthed ships. The cruise and ferry terminals are an
excellent place from the energy point of view to profitably implement the projects to reduce the
gaseous and acoustic emissions in the port of Genoa. Because of the high number of passenger
ship-berths, with a capacity of moving around 1,000,000 cruise passengers and about 3,000,000
ferry passengers, demand a significant amount of onboard energy production when
accommodating at the port. From an operational point of view, the choice of the terminal to be
powered presents a new challenge as, on the ground, the operations are to be carried out with
consideration of the limited spaces available (see Figure 43 and Figure 52). For this proposal, in
Genova, two cruise berths include 4 ferry berths, 11kV / 60 Hz 20 MW, 2 converters, 20 MW,
as a tender has already been published. As shown in the red below figure, a part of cabling is
considered undersea cable laying per the proposed tender to the Genova port authority.
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Port of La Spezia – Cruise and container terminals
La Spezia is a major port city on the Ligurian Sea in northern Italy. Located midway between Pisa
and Genoa, La Spezia is one of Italy’s principal commercial and military harbours. The port of La
Spezia is situated at the centre of the coast between Genoa and Leghorn and serves the markets of
the Padana Plain, Switzerland, Austria, and Bavaria (CruiseMapper, 2021). Rail transport connects
it with the most critical intermodal centres of North Italy for intermodal transport. In 2017, the
cruise port handled 153 ship calls and around 520,000 passengers (See Figure 53).

Figure 53 Port of La Spezia – hypothesis of OPS for Cruise and container terminals
Note: green line shows the source of electricity from the city grid substation, continued by the red line
(port electrical grid) to the OPS facilities in targeted terminals.

Source: By author
The author plan the onshore power supply at cruise and container terminals. It includes 1
cruise berth, 1 container port berth, 11 / 6.6 kV 20 MW (author’s hypothesis, construction cost
estimates based on similar experiences).

Port of Ferraio – ferry terminal
The port of Portoferraio, located on the northern coast of the island, within the large bay of the
same name in a well-protected position, is the prominent landing place on the island of Elba. It is
made up of two distinct parts: the actual port and the bay, the basin of which is 2000 meters wide
and is well protected in adverse weather conditions. Its use is closely linked to scheduled ferry
traffic with Piombino, cruise traffic, and leisure traffic. The Darsena Medicea is today the
privileged landing point for pleasure craft. The dock area is intended to land pleasure boats for
about 150 berths. After the Darsena Medicea, the Calata Depositi and the Alto Fondale quay can
be seen. They, through a connecting quay, joins, without interruption, the Calata Italia, which
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extends to the extreme south of the port area and from which three piers branch off Pontile G.
Massimo, Pontile n.3 and Pier n.1, intended as a terminal for the ferries that connect the island
with the port of Piombino (ADSP, Porto di Portoferraio, 2022).
The onshore power supply is planned by the author at the ferry terminal. It will include 6
ferry berths, 11kV / 6.6kV 60Hz, and 1 converter of 10 MW (the author’s hypothesis is that
construction cost estimates are based on similar experiences). See Figure 54.

Figure 54 Port of Ferraio – ferry terminal with proposed Onshore Power Supply
Source: By author
Note: green line shows the source of electricity from city grid substation,continued by red line (port
electrical grid) to the OPS facilities in targeted terminals.

Port of Piombino - ferry terminal
The port of Piombino is a multifunctional port dedicated to domestic and international markets and
passenger/commercial traffic. The current functional structure of the port is conditioned mainly by
the presence of the large steel industries that have sprung up in the areas adjacent to the port;
therefore, the port has developed according to its vocations, industrial and tourist ferry. The port
operates mainly in the solid bulk and ro-ro goods sector in the cargo sector. At the same time, for
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passengers, the activity is closely linked to connections with the islands of Elba, Sardinia, and
Corsica (ADSP, 2021)
The onshore power supply is planned by the author at ferry terminal. It will include 5 ferry
berths, 11kV / 6.6kV 60Hz, and 1 converter of 10 MW (the author's hypothesis is that construction
cost estimates are based on similar experiences). See Figure 55.

Figure 55 Port of Piombino with proposed Onshore Power Supply
Source: By author
Note: green line shows the source of electricity from the city grid substation, continued by the red line
(port electrical grid) to the OPS facilities in targeted terminals.

Port of Livorno - cruise berths and ferry berths
The port of Livorno overlooks the Upper Tyrrhenian Sea and is in the northwestern part of
Tuscany. The multi-purpose port of Livorno is classified as a core port within the Trans-European
Transport Networks (TEN-T) on the Scandinavian-Mediterranean TEN-T corridor. The port is
equipped with infrastructures that accommodate different ships to handle traffic like LO-LO, RORO rolling stock, liquid bulk, solid bulk, cars, cruises, ferries, etc. The infrastructural endowment
of the port allows the connection to the main national road and railway arteries and the airport
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areas of Pisa and Florence. Thanks to its relatively large hinterland, consisting mainly of Tuscany,
Emilia Romagna, Umbria and Marche, very active from an entrepreneurial and industrial point of
view, the Port of Livorno handles a large quantity of goods. Livorno is an important cruise and
container port (see Figure 56).

Figure 56 Port of Livorno- locations of cruise and container terminals
Source: Reproduced by the author on Google map
For Livorno cruise and ferry (see Figure 57), it will be 2 cruise berths, 4 ferry berths,
11kV/6.6kV 60 Hz 20 MW, 2 converters, 20 MW. Livorno Container terminal (see Figure
57) will include 4 berths, 2 ships, 2 frequency converters of 6 MW, 6.6 kV 60 Hz, (for both
cases, author's hypothesis, construction cost estimates based on similar experiences).
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Figure 57 Port of Livorno Container(left) and Cruise(right) terminals with proposed OPS
Source: By author
Note: green line shows the source of electricity from the city grid substation, continued by the red line
(port electrical grid) to the OPS facilities in targeted terminals.

Port of Savona - Cruise Terminal
The development of the Port of Savona has been linked to the city. The Port of Savona mainly has
three docks used by Costa Crociere ships, with calendar regularity, with short stops (in the order
of 10 hours per Berth). See Figure 58.
The two main berths are close to the city centre; there are problems regarding the gaseous
emissions. While the noise generated by the onboard generator sets follows, this is marginal due
to the very constitution of the cruise ship in general (PortsofGenova, 2021). The onshore power
supply is planned for 2023 (bill in 2021) at the cruise terminal berth. It will be including 2cruising berths, 11kV 60Hz 10MW, announcement published. See Figure 59.
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Figure 58 The connection of the Port of Savona - Cruise Terminal- to the electrical grid
Source: By author
Note: green line shows the source of electricity from city grid substation,continued by red line (port
electrical grid) to the OPS facilities in targeted terminals.
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Figure 59 Port of Savona – proposed OPS to the Cruise Terminal
Source: By author
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6. Socio-Economic benefits of OPS in northwest Italian Ports
6.1 A review of ship emissions and the regulatory framework
Ship emissions
Air pollution has been a significant cause of premature death and disease in recent decades and is
Europe's single most enormous environmental health risk. The latest estimates by the European
Environment Agency (EEA) show that fine Particulate Matter PM2.5 continues to cause the most
substantial health impacts (European Environment Agency, 2021). The International Agency for
Research on Cancer (IARC), working under the World Health Organization (WHO), has classified
air pollution in general (and PM in particular) as a leading cause of cancer (WHO, 2013).
Furthermore, it reports that both short- and long-term exposure of children and adults to air
pollution can reduce lung function, respiratory infections, and aggravated asthma. Maternal
exposure to ambient air pollution is associated with adverse impacts on fertility, pregnancy,
newborns, and children.
Moreover, WHO provides evidence of links between exposure to air pollution and type 2 diabetes,
obesity, systemic inflammation, Alzheimer’s disease, and dementia. A recent global review found
that chronic exposure can affect every organ in the body, complicating and exacerbating existing
health conditions (European Environment Agency, 2021). See Figure 60.

Figure 60 Health impacts of air pollution
Source: (European Environment Agency, 2021)
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Urban outdoor air pollution is globally responsible for an estimated 1.4% of premature deaths and
0.5% of disability-adjusted life years lost (WHO, 2004). Studies furthermore indicate that PM is
responsible for increased mortality and morbidity. Approx. Cardiovascular and respiratory diseases
cause 3% of adult deaths, and approximately 5% of lung and trachea cancers are attributable to PM
pollution (Cohen, 2005). Air pollution is a major cause of premature death and disease. It is also
one of the most significant environmental health risks in Europe (European Environment Agency,
2021). Heart disease and stroke are the most common reasons for premature death attributable to
air pollution, followed by lung diseases and lung cancer (Turner, 2020). The International Agency
for Research on Cancer has classified air pollution in general and PM as a separate component of
air pollution mixtures as carcinogenic (Turner, 2020). Both short- and long-term exposure of
children and adults to air pollution can reduce lung function, respiratory infections, and aggravated
asthma. Maternal exposure to ambient air pollution is associated with adverse impacts on fertility,
pregnancy, and newborn children (WHO, 2013). There is also emerging evidence that exposure
to air pollution is associated with new-onset type-2 diabetes in adults, and it may be linked to
obesity, systemic inflammation, ageing, Alzheimer's disease, and dementia (Dimakakou, 2018).
In general, pollutants emissions are 'primary' or 'secondary'. Primary pollutants are pollutants
present in the state that they were emitted, whilst secondary pollutants are not emitted as such but
formed in the atmosphere through chemical reactions between one or more pollutants. For
example, SO2 is a primary pollutant because it is emitted as SO2 from various combustion
processes, while Ozone is not a primary pollutant because it is not emitted but forms through the
reaction of precursor species, NOx and VOCs.
Pollutants from berthed ships are selected based on the EMEP/EEA air pollutant emission inventory
guidebook 2019 (EMEP/EEA, 2019):
▪
▪
▪
▪

SO2 (Sulphur Dioxide): through effects of SO2 and sulphate aerosols on health and SO2
and acidity on materials
NOx (Oxides of Nitrogen): through effects of nitrate aerosols on health and ozone on health
and crop production
VOCs (Volatile Organic Compounds): through the impact of ozone on health and crop
production
PM (Particulate Matter, particles with a specific aerodynamic diameter in micrometres):
through effects on health

However, the exhaust emissions from marine diesel engines comprise nitrogen, oxygen, carbon
dioxide (CO2), carbon monoxide (CO), oxides of sulphur (SOx), nitrogen oxides (NOx),
hydrocarbons, water vapour, and smoke. Monoxide Carbon is also considered in this research.
Sulphur Oxides (SOx)
The Sox formation in exhaust gases results from oxidation of the sulphur in the fuel into SO2 and
SO3 during the combustion process. The amount of SOx formed is a function of the sulphur content
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of the fuel used; therefore, the only effective method of reducing SOx is by reducing this.
Unfortunately, low-sulphur fuels are more expensive. There is a practical lower sulphur limit
desired as desulphurisation of fuel lowers the lubricity of the fuel, which can lead to increased wear
and tear on fuel pumps and injectors (Fiadomor, 2009). The regulations of SOx are predominately
a regional issue; however, international pressure is growing for the oil producers to reduce the
sulphur content of all fuels to control this problem at the source. Special Areas have been set up,
such as the Baltic, North Sea, and the English Channel, where extra low sulphur fuels are
mandatory. If required, wet scrubbing can achieve the desulphurisation of diesel exhaust gases.
The flue gas is first passed through a quencher cooled down to saturation temperature. The SOx is
subsequently washed out with a neutralising agent in a scrubber. SOx formed from diesel exhaust
is corrosive and is neutralised by an engine lubricating oil that is typically base. However, SOx
combines with moisture in the atmosphere to create H2SO4, which falls as acid rain and is linked
to environmental damage.
Nitrogen Oxides (NOx)
While SOx is predominately a regional issue, NOx is a global issue, and the new MARPOL
regulations have undoubtedly had a significant impact on ship owners and shipbuilders. NOx is
formed during the combustion process within the burning fuel sprays and is deemed one of the
most harmful to the environment and contributes to acidification, ozone formation, nutrient
enrichment, and smog formation, which has become a considerable problem in most major cities
worldwide. The amount of NOx produced is a function of the maximum temperature in the
cylinder, oxygen concentrations, and residence time. At cylinder temperatures, nitrogen from the
intake air and fuel becomes active with the oxygen in the air, forming nitrogen oxides. Increasing
the combustion temperature increases NO amount by as much as threefold for every 100C increase.
NO is created first in the cylinder, followed by NO202 and N2O, typically at 5% and 1%,
respectively. NOx is soluble and washed out by rain, which increases the soil's acidity level. As
noted by the report, the best way to reduce NO2 generation is to reduce peak cylinder temperatures,
and there are some ways that this can be done. However, all methods cause an inevitable loss in
engine efficiency (Fiadomor, 2009).
Carbon Dioxide (CO2)
CO is one of the primary products of combustion, and O2 is considered by many to be the main
contributor to global climate change. Although diesel engines are one of the most efficient engines
for the combustion of fossil fuels, the only way to reduce CO2 is to either reduce the amount of
fuel burned or increase thermal efficiency. Alternative low carbon to hydrogen ratio fuel could be
used, but this is unlikely to be a viable solution on board ships before 2010. Currently, diesel
engines meet the CO2 guidelines; however, meeting stricter regulations on the permissible
production of CO2 is theoretically possible, but practically achieving these standards would be
difficult. CO2 is not toxic but is linked to the ‘greenhouse effect’ and global warming.
Carbon Monoxide (CO)
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CO emissions are a product of the incomplete combustion of carbon in the fuel. CO is formed due
to the incomplete combustion of organic material where the oxidation process does not have
enough time or reactant concentration to occur completely. In diesel engines, the formation of CO
is determined by the air/fuel mixture in the combustion chamber. As diesel engines have a
consistently high air-to-fuel ratio, the creation of this toxic gas is minimal. Nevertheless,
insufficient combustion can occur if the fuel droplets in a diesel engine are too large or if low
turbulence or swirl is created in the combustion chamber (Komar & Lalić, 2014).
Particulate Matters (PM)
Exhaust from marine diesel engines contains a mixture of gases and solid particles. These solid
particles are known as diesel particulate matter (PM). In other words, Particulate Matter is a generic
term for the microscopic particles resulting from incomplete combustion and/or the combination
of things like dust in the air combined with carbon, oxygen and other elements during the
combustion process. Soot is an example of particulate matter. Diesel PM includes hundreds of
different chemicals, most of which are harmful to human health. The highest levels of diesel PM
are near ports, rail yards and freeways (Majewski & Jääskeläinen). Ambient particulate matter is
divided by most authors into the following categories based on their size; among them, as listed
below, the first two ones are more at the focus of attention for diesel engine emissions:
-

Coarse particles or PM10—particulates of an aerodynamic diameter ≤ 10 µm
Fine particles or PM2.5—particles with a diameter ≤ 2.5 µm
Ultrafine particles of diameters below 0.1 µm or 100 nm
Nanoparticles are characterised by sizes less than 50 nm (DieselNet, 2002).

Different emissions occur from a given engine with age, but these are often difficult to quantify
and are dependent on individual shipboard service and maintenance routines. For a larger fleet
where older ships are continually being replaced, however, the introduction of new engines with
improved fuel consumption and following new emission legislation, e.g. IMO Technical NOx
Code, 1997, has had an impact on the emissions, similarly to the implementation of emission
reduction technologies (e.g. selective catalytic reduction, scrubber, for reducing NOx) (SMED,
2004).

Carbon Dioxide (CO2)
Carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is a major greenhouse gas. Like other internal combustion
engines, the diesel engine converts chemical energy contained in the fuel into mechanical power.
Marine Diesel fuels are a mixture of hydrocarbons that—during an ideal combustion process—
would produce carbon dioxide (CO2).
International shipping accounts for almost 3% of the world's annual carbon emissions (IMO, 2014),
and pressure is intensifying on the industry to reduce that pollution to contribute to the international
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goal of net-zero carbon emissions by 2050 (IMO, 2018). On the ships, the CO2 reductions are
achieved by reduced fuel consumptions.
Carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases act like a blanket or a cap, trapping some heat that
Earth might have otherwise radiated out into space. When sunlight reaches Earth, the surface
absorbs some of the light’s energy and reradiates it as infrared waves, which we feel as heat. These
infrared waves travel up into the atmosphere and will escape back into space if unimpeded
(Columbia Climate School, 2021). See Figure 61.

Figure 61 Carbon dioxide absorbs the infrared energy, re-emitting some of it back toward Earth
Source: (Columbia Climate School, 2021)
Another reason carbon dioxide is vital in the Earth's system is because it dissolves into the oceans
like the fizz in a soda. It reacts with water molecules, producing carbonic acid and lowering the
ocean's pH (raising its acidity). Since the start of the Industrial Revolution, the ocean's surface
waters' pH has dropped dramatically, which is called ocean acidification (Lindsey, 2021).

Regulatory framework on ship emissions
In 1997, the International Maritime Organization(IMO) added a new annex to the International
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL). The Prevention of Air
Pollution from Ships (Annex VI) regulations seek to minimize airborne emissions from ships (SOx,
NOx, ODS, VOC shipboard incineration) and their contribution to local and global air pollution
and environmental problems. Annex VI entered into force on 19 May 2005, and a revised Annex
VI with significantly tightened emissions limits was adopted in October 2008, which entered into
force on 1 July 2010 (IMO, 2021).
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IMO is the leader among entities that set international regulations to limit the ships' emissions.
Pollutant emissions can be controlled by two mechanisms: control of the combustion technology,
combined with exhaust gas treatment, and control of the fuel quality. Both these measures are used.
In 2005 the International Marine Organisation’s (IMO’s) Marine Environment Protection
Committee adopted guidelines on exhaust gas cleaning, CO2 indexing, and minor amendments to
Marpol (short for ‘marine pollution, International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from
Ships) Annex VI. The principal legislative instrument Marpol Annex VI controls:
➢ Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) limits [Regulation 13];
➢ Ozone-depleting substances [Regulation 12];
➢ Sulphur Oxides, through sulphur in fuel [Regulation 14];
➢ Sulphur Oxides further through the designation of Sulphur Dioxide Emission Control
Area (SECA), [Regulation 14];
➢ Volatile Organic Compounds from tankers [Regulation 15].

Regarding CO2, in 2011, IMO adopted mandatory technical and operational energy efficiency
measures, which are expected to reduce the amount of CO2 emissions from international shipping
significantly. These mandatory measures: the Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) and the
Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan (SEEMP), entered into force in 2013. IMO has adopted
important guidelines to support the implementation of mandatory measures to increase energy
efficiency and reduce GHG emissions from international shipping (IMO, 2019). Furthermore, IMO
in 2018 put more stringent emission reduction requirements to reduce annual emissions by at least
50% by 2050.
Regarding SOx, from 1 January 2020, IMO has set the limit for the sulphur content of fuel oil for
ships operating outside designated emission control areas: 0.50% m/m (mass by mass). There is an
even stricter limit of 0.10% m/m in effect in emission control areas (ECAS) established by IMO.
The four ECAS are the Baltic Sea, the North Sea area; the North American area; and the United
States Caribbean Sea. According to IMO, countries bordering the Mediterranean Sea like Italy are
currently out of ECAS, however, they should consider the possibility of applying to designate the
Mediterranean Sea as an ECA under the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution
from Ships(MARPOL) Annex.VI (IMO, 2021).
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Table 19 legislations on marine fuel quality and Sulphur content

Source: EMPE Guidebook 2019
For SOx emissions, concerning the sulphur content in marine fuels on the ship, Table 19 shows
the current legislation for ships visiting the Italian ports. Furthermore, EU Directives related to
sulphur content in marine gas oil (EU-Directive 93/12 and EU-Directive 1999/32) and the sulphur
content in heavy fuel oil used in SECA (EU Directive 2005/33) are shown in Table 19.
Table 20 Tiers for NOx emission limits from ship engines (as per MARPOL Annex VI)

Source: (IMO, Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) – Regulation 13, 2022)
Regarding NOx emissions, the control of diesel engine NOx emissions is achieved through the
survey and certification requirements leading to the issue of an Engine International Air Pollution
Prevention (EIAPP) Certificate. This regulation addresses the marine diesel engines with a power
output higher than 130 kW and, in general, installed on a ship after 1 January 2000 (for a purpose
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other than emergency generators). Different levels (Tiers) of control apply based on the ship's
construction date, and within any particular Tier, the actual limit value is determined from the
engine’s rated speed in revolution per minute (see Table 20).
Tier III controls apply only to the specified ships when operating in Emission Control Areas (ECA)
established to limit NOx emissions. Outside such areas, Tier II controls apply. A marine diesel
engine that is installed on a ship constructed on or after the following dates and operating in the
following ECAs shall comply with the Tier III NOx standard:
• 1 January 2016 and operating in the North American ECA and the United States
Caribbean Sea ECA; or
• 1 January 2021 and operating in the Baltic Sea ECA or the North Sea ECA (IMO,
2021).
Based on the regulations mentioned above of IMO regulations in MARPOL Convention Annex
VI, the Mediterranean sea is out of SOx Emission Control Areas (SECA) for SOx. Therefore the
0.5% Sulphur-content fuel oil is used on board ships to produce electricity by generators in Italian
ports. Furthermore, the Mediterranean sea is not included in the NOx emission Control Area
(NECA) to comply with Tier III regulations for NOx emissions.
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6.2 Methodology for quantifying avoided emissions from ships in this research
Summary of the bottom-up methodology applied in this research
A methodology for calculating the socio-economic cost reductions with implementing OPS
solutions in case study ports is used to quantify Onshore Power Supply's social benefits in the
Italian case-study ports (with OPS in use, or proposed OPS). As explained in general in section 1.3
Research Methodology, the following Figure 62 is a cropped version of the research methodology
flow-chart shown in Figure 4 to describe how to estimate and calculate the social benefit of OPS
implementation because of reducing external costs of emissions in ports.

Figure 62 Methodology for chapter six to quantify socio-economic benefits of OPS in ports
In fact, the methodology applied in this chapter and roughly shown in Figure 62 is adopted from
the EU Handbook of external costs for transport-2019. More in detail, the methodology of this
chapter to quantify the socio-economic benefits from avoided emissions because of using OPS in
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the targeted Italian ports are explained below in two main steps and as well illustrated in Figure 63
based on the EU Handbook of external costs for transport-2019.
Step 1. Estimating the reduced pollutant emissions (NOx, SOx, PMs, VOC) and greenhouse
gas emissions (CO2) in the targeted ports because of implementing the OPS. This step includes
and needs the followings:
▪ The emission factors for each of the pollutants emitted from berthed ships [Reference: The
European Environment Agency (EMEP) Guidebook 2019],
▪ The emission factors for each of the pollutants emitted from land powerplants in Italy
[Reference: Italian Institute for Environmental Protection and Research (ISPRA )],8
▪ Electrical power demands for the targeted Onshore Power Supply facility per year
[collected data and information by interviewing the port authorities of targeted ports].
Step 2. Estimation of the relevant economic advantages due to the reduction of externalities.
▪ Air pollution external costs estimation (cost factor per unit of each pollutant emission from
Handbook of the external cost of transport 2019),
▪ Climate change external costs estimation (cost factor per unit of each pollutant emission
from Handbook of the external cost of transport 2019).

Figure 63 Method for calculation of socio-economic benefits of avoided emissions
Source: EU Handbook of external costs for transport-2019

8
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6.3 Estimation of the avoided emissions in the targeted ports of this research
Step 1. Estimating the reduced pollutant emissions (NOx, SOx, PMs, VOC, CO) and
greenhouse gas emissions (CO2) in the targeted ports because of implementing the OPS.
This step includes and needs the followings:
1. The emission factors for each of the pollutants emitted from berthed ships [Reference: The
European Environment Agency (EMEP) Guidebook 2019],
2. The emission factors for each of the pollutants emitted from land powerplants in Italy
[Reference: Italian Institute for Environmental Protection and Research (ISPRA9)],

3. Electrical power demands for the targeted Onshore Power Supply facility per year
[collected data and information by interviewing the port authorities of targeted ports].
4. Calculation of emissions avoided with the use of OPS at the targeted ports/terminals

To better understand the emission reduction from berthed ships connected to the OPS facilities in
the targeted ports, it is needed to know the electrical power demands in those terminals. Secondly,
it is necessary to know the emission factors of each emitted pollutant in order to calculate the total
pollutant emissions per year for each port/terminal. See the below formula.

Pollutant emission [t/year] = Emission factors [g/kWh] * Energy demand per year [kWh/year]
Equation 1 Annual pollutant emission calculation

Pollutant emission reduction (avoided) [t/year] = the difference of onboard and land
Emission factors [g/kWh] * Energy demand per year [kWh/year]
Equation 2 Pollutant emission reduction [t/year] for each type of air pollutants

9
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6.3.1 Emission factors for pollutants emitted from the ships
As explained previously, atmospheric emissions from ships in terms of specific emissions (grams
of emission/kWh) are essentially linked to the age of the vessels (engine technology, engine power,
engine load, ship activity (time), and emission factors. But it is hard to obtain the four values, even
though some studies like Cooper have dealt with it to some extent. Figure 64 illustrates summarized
categories of bottom-up and top-down approaches that transformed from the activity-based model
(You & Lee, 2022). As previously explained in section 6.2, the methodology for this research is a
bottom-up approach (as also used by EMEP/EEA in the Air pollutant emission inventory
guidebook 2019).

Figure 64 Approaches to evaluating pollutant emissions from ships
Source: (You & Lee, 2022)

The Emission Factors (EF) are expressed in terms of the mass of pollutant per power unit (g/kWh)
or mass of pollutant per mass of fuel [g/g fuel]. EFs depend upon various parameters considerably
on the engine's load factor (main and auxiliary) and factors such as type of fuel, speed, etc.
However, emissions are greatly dependent on engine loads. Emission factors are constant, down
to about 20 % load (Saenz, 2019).
Most bottom-up studies use activity-based methodologies and emission factors derived from
literature or European projects and studies. A few of these studies modify emission factors reported
in the literature based on different considerations (Toscano & Murena, 2019), while others measure
emissions on board using technologies that have costs (E.Merico, et al., 2017). Two references
have been examined and used to identify the emission factors for each pollutant from ships: the
European Monitoring and Evaluation Programme/European Environmental Agency(EMEP/EEA)
and the DINAV study of the University of Genova (which incorporates data from the Cooper
study).
For ships’ emissions factors, the following studies are referenced in this research:
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▪

CO2 and VOC: Specific emissions from ships in operation have been measured by some
researchers. Cooper's measures refer to new ships using relatively refined fuels. Cooper's
measures, processed by DINAV to obtain easily usable data, are shown in Table 21 (left
side of the table). Other information, referring to a larger sample of ships, was processed
by DINAV, obtaining the emission factors as shown on the right side of Table 21. For this
research, the elaboration of the DINAV study with various sources is the reference for
emission factors of CO2 and VOC.
Table 21 Emissions factors from DINAV elaborated with various sources
Emissions and specifications (DINAV
elaboration from Cooper 2004)
Emission Factors [gr/kWh]

Emissions and specifications (DINAV
elaboration from various sources)
Emission Factors [gr/kWh]

Load 50%
Load 100%
NOx
14,6
11,7
NOx
12,47
CO
0,72
0,44
CO
1,3
CO2
688
671
CO2
720
VOC
0,14
0,23
VOC
0,40
PM
0,29
0,10
PM
0,80
Sources: (ISPRA, 2021) & (Altosole, Borlenghi, Capasso, & Figari, 2007)

▪

SOx: For the calculation of SOx emission, the above DINAV Table will not be credited
for this study, as according to the International Maritime Organization (IMO) at MARPOL
Convention Annex VI: from the 1st January 2020, the content of Sulphur content of the
onboard fuels of the ships in non-special areas like Mediterranean sea region will be less
than 0.5 % m/m. However, the Mediterranean Sea is a candidate to be designated as the
SOx emission control area. On the 10th of December 2021, at the UNFCCC Conference
Of the Parties(COP)22 of the Barcelona Convention, 22 signatory governments agreed to
designate the Mediterranean Sea a sulphur emission control area (SECA) from 1 Jan 2025.
Therefore, it makes sense to consider the 0.5% sulphur content of fuels for the ships visiting
the Italian ports. To calculate the SOx (SO2) Emission Factor, two below sources are
referred to that show similar results:
— The first approach is the one that was initially introduced by Entec in 2002 and used
as a base for many later studies. For SOX emissions from both marine Gasoil and
Marine Diesel Oil, EMPE Guidebook updated version 2021 has used the below
formula, based on the Lloyd’s Register (1995) report: ‘Marine Exhaust Emissions
Research Programme and also verified by the Entec study that shows the same figure
(Entec, 2002). See Equation 3, where S is the content of sulphur in fuel, and specific
fuel consumption is in grams per kW.hour.
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SOx (specifically SO2) emission Factor = 20 * S (sulphur content in fuel in
percent) * Specific Fuel consumption of Diesel Engine [gr/kW.h]
Equation 3 Calculation of SOx Emission Factor
Therefore, SOx (specifically SO2) emission Factor = 20*0.5*193 ≈ 1.93 [gr/kWh]
Where: S is 0.5 % sulphur content in fuel, and the specific fuel consumption of
medium diesel engines for Tier 2 is 193 gr/kW.h.
— The second approach is the formula used and addressed in a peer-reviewed article by
the European GeoScience Union - Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics in 2009
(J.P.Jalkanen, et al., 2009). The procedure for calculating the SOx emission factor from
fuel sulphur content is below. The units are given in parenthesis.

Equation 4 Calculating the SOx emission factor from fuel sulphur content
Where:
SFOC = Specific Fuel Oil Consumption (g/kWh)
SC = Sulphur content of fuel (mass-%)
M(S) = Molar mass of sulphur (g/mol)
M(SO2) = Molar mass of sulphu dioxide (g/mol)
n(S) = number of moles of sulphur (mol)
n(SO2) = number of mols of sulphur dioxide (mol)
m(S) = mass of sulphur (g) m(SO2) = mass of sulphur dioxide (g)

n(S) = [200 gr/kWh*0.005] / 32.0655 g/mol = 0.03 mol/kWh
m(SO2) = M(SO2) * n(SO2) = 0.03 mol/kWh * 64.06436 g/mol ≈ 1.93 g/kWh

▪ PM2,5, PM10, NOx , and CO : For these emissions, the source is the EMEP/EEA Air
Pollutant Emission Inventory Guidebook of 2019 is referred. The MDO/MGO mediumspeed diesel of IMO NOx regulation in TIER II is used (see Table 23 and Table 22). As
previously explained in section 6.1, Tier III obligatory regulations apply only to the
specified ships operating in Emission Control Areas (ECA) established to limit NOx
emissions. Outside such areas, Tier II controls still apply. In this respect, the Mediterranean
sea (which interfaces the Italian ports) is outside the NOx emission control areas designated
in the convention of MARPOL AnnexVI, therefore, the Mediterranean sea is under Tier II.
In this respect, recently built ships must all comply with the limits imposed internationally
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by the IMO, which concern NOx emissions between 7.7 g/kWh -14.4 g/kWh (see Table
22).
Table 22 Tiers for NOx emission limits from ship engines (as per MARPOL Annex VI)

Source: (IMO, Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) – Regulation 13, 2022)
Table 22 presents Tier 2 emissions for various pollutants in kg/tonne of fuel and Specific
Fuel Oil Consumption factors (in the gram of fuel/kWh ). However, for this study, the
Specific fuel consumption of Diesel Engines in Tier 2 of NOx regulation, consuming 0.5%
sulphur content DO/MGO, are addressed and used. The more up-to-date one is Table 24
rather than Table 23.
Table 23 Tier II emission factors for pollutants and specific fuel consumption for
different engine types/fuel combinations in Europe

Source: (EMEP/EEA, 2019)
Table 24 Tier II emission factors for pollutants and specific fuel consumption for different
engine types/fuel combinations in Europe
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Source: (EMEP/EEA, 2021)
One question may arise: Why is the primary reference for emission factors the European
Environment Agency (EMEP) Guidebook 2019? It can be because:
—
EMEP/EEA Guidebook 2019 is an EU official publication and very highly
credited,
—
EMEP/EEA Guidebook 2019, compared to other popular publications, like ENTEC
2002, is the most recent and the most up-to-date one in the calculation of emission factors
from ships, with the latest update version of DEC 2021
—
EMEP/EEA Guidebook 2019 method is based on the basic concepts (EMEP/EEA,
2019).
The EMEP/EEA air pollutant emission inventory guidebook 2019 (from the European
Environmental Agency) has considered that the emission factors for NOx, PM2.5, PM10
emissions from the range of Medium-speed diesel engines in the scope of Tier 2 of IMO
emissions for almost all marine diesel engines producing the onboard-electricity from
Marine Diesel Oil(MDO)/Marine Gasoline Oil(MGO).10
The referred Tier 2 emission factors for NOx, VOC and PM and specific fuel consumption
(gram of fuel/kWh) are shown in Table 22. Tier 2 emission factors for various pollutants in
kg/tonne of fuel and specific fuel oil consumption in gram. fuel/kWh are presented.
Regarding the above, the equation below shows the formula for calculating the Emission
Factor for medium-speed Diesel Engines that consume MDO / MGO onboard ships.

10

Marine gasoil (MGO) describes marine fuels that consist exclusively of distillates, those components of crude oil
that evaporate in fractional distillation and are then condensed from the gas phase into liquid fractions. Marine gasoil
usually consists of a blend of various distillates. Marine gasoil is similar to diesel fuel, but has a higher density. Unlike
heavy fuel oil (HFO), marine gasoil does not have to be heated during storage. https://www.marquardbahls.com/en/news-info/glossary/detail/term/marine-gasoil-mgo.html
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Emission Factor [kg/ton] * Specific Fuel Consumption= Emission Factor [gr/kWh]

Equation 5 Calculation of Emission Factor for medium-speed diesel engines

Therefore, the Emission Factors for NOx, PM2.5, PM10 (based on Table 24) will be:
NOx EF = 57.9 * 193 ≈ 11.20 [gr/kWh]
PM2.5 EF = 0.911 *193 ≈ 0.18 [gr/kWh]
PM10 EF= 1.07 *193 ≈ 0.20 [gr/kWh]
CO EF = 4.45 *193 ≈ 0.86 [gr/kWh]

Table 25 summarised the results of the above discussions on the Emission Factors for emissions
from ships at berth with Diesel Engines in Tier 2 of NOx emission and fuel of 0.5% Sulphur
content.

Table 25 Emission Factors for emissions from ships at berth
Emissions

Emission Factors for Ship with fuel of 0.5%
Sulphur (Gasoline/ Diesel Oil fuel) [gr/kWh]

NOx

11.20

SOx

1.93

VOC

0.40

PM 2,5

0.18

PM 10

0.20

CO

0.86

CO2

720.00
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Uncertainty
EMEP/EEA air pollutant emission inventory guidebook 2019-version 2021, based on the Entec
(2002) estimates of uncertainties for emission factors(see Table 26).
Table 26 Estimated uncertainties related to the emission factors according to EMEP/EEA

Source: (Entec, ‘Quantification of emissions from ships associated with ship movements, 2002)

Note: Estimated uncertainties at the 95% confidence interval are given as a relative percentage of
the emission factors (in g/kWh or kg/tonne fuel). For example, the NOx emission factor at sea has
a 20 % relative uncertainty assigned, meaning that 95 % of ships’ emissions will lie within ± 20 %
of the given factors (Entec, 2002).
Much of the uncertainty in the activity data for water-borne navigation emission estimates is related
to the difficulty of distinguishing between domestic and international fuel consumption. With
complete survey data, the uncertainty may be low (say ±5 percent), while for estimations or
incomplete surveys, the uncertainties may be considerable (say ±50 percent). The uncertainty will
vary widely from country to country and is difficult to generalise. Global data sets may be helpful
in this area, and reporting is expected to improve for this category in the future.
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6.3.2 Emissions factors for pollutants emitted from Italian land powerplants
The Electricity sector involves the generation, transmission, and distribution of electricity.
According to the Eurostat report in 2022, Renewables and biofuels have a considerable percentage
of the Italian Gross electricity production, approximately 41.5% (EuroStat, 2022). See Figure 65.
Not similar to regional/local levels, at the national level, the intention of reducing the emissions in
ports by utilizing OPS facilities makes sense, where a high percentage of national electricity
production is from a renewable source. In this respect, Italy is one of the potential countries to
apply the OPS solutions in ports. Italy is one of the European countries with the highest
percentage/contribution of Renewables in total energy production.

Figure 65 Italy - Gross electricity production by fuel, GWh
Source: (EuroStat, 2022)
It is needed to obtain the emission factors for the Italian power plants regarding all the above. For
this purpose, the official reports of the Italian Institute for Environmental Protection and Research
(ISPRA: Istituto Superiore per la Protezione e la Ricerca Ambientale) annual report in 2020 are
referenced, as also shown in Table 27, and in detail in Appendix III at the end of this paper.

Table 27 Emissions Factors of atmospheric contaminants of land electricity powerplant for gross
production of electricity and heat
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2005

2010

2015

Atmospheric contaminants

2016

2017

2018

2019

mg/kWh*

Nitrogen oxides - NOx

368.44

288.07

253.12

237.66

226.91

218.40

210.71

Sulfur oxides - SOx

524.75

222.46

95.41

71.72

63.31

58.42

48.08

Non-methane volatile
organic compounds NMVOC
Particulate matter - PM10

52.97

73.26

81.69

86.78

85.62

86.54

90.65

16.91

8.03

4.12

3.54

3.31

2.91

2.66

Carbon dioxide
(g/kWh)
CO

450.39

379.66

312.89

304.62

299.86

282.19

266.330

05.49

101.11

94.31

96.29

97.60

93.38

94.74

-

CO2

Source: (ISPRA, 2020), detailed in Appendix III at the end of this paper.
Therefore, considering the results of sections 6.3.1 (Emission Factor for Ships) and 6.3.2 (Emission
Factor for Italian powerplants), the difference between Emission Factors [gr/kwh] can be
calculated at this stage. See Table 28 Difference between Emission Factors of ship diesel engines
and land powerplant.
Table 28 Difference between Emission Factors of ship diesel engines and land powerplant
Emissions Emission Factor for Ships
with Gasoline/ diesel fuel
[gr/kWh]
NOx
SOx
VOC
PM 2,5
PM 10
CO2
CO

11.20
1.93
0.40

0.18
0.20
720.00
94.70

Emission Factor for
Difference between Emission
Italian Powerplant Factors of ship diesel engines and
[gr/kWh]
Italian powerplant
[gr/kwh]
11.00
0.21
1.88
0.048
0.31
0.09
0.18
0.00
0.20
0.003
454.00
266.00
93.84
0.86

To calculate the emission avoided in the targeted ports(due to use of OPS facilities for the berthed
ships), it is necessary to know the approximate electrical demands in these port terminals. As
previously explained at the beginning of section 5.2, it should be noted that the assumption for the
use of OPS facilities is 50% of the visiting ships; it is because of the lesson learned from the other
Italian port terminals already equipped with OPS installation and use it. Furthermore, due to the
critical points, not all the ships visiting these targeted ports are cable (old ships with retrofits/or
newly built with appropriate equipment) or willing to connect to port OPS facilities to use it.
Table 29 shows the collected information on annual electrical energy demand from the targeted
ports using OPS facilities; it includes estimating electricity demand in the terminals with proposed
OPS as a hypothesis based on the collected data by port officials from the berthed vessels at the
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targeted terminals. The detail of the collected information and data from the targeted ports of this
study is attached in Appendix II, at the end.

Table 29 Electricity demand estimation in the port terminals of this study

Source: collected via interview and communication with port authorities
The formula below is followed to calculate the avoided tones of each pollutant's emissions.
Avoided tones of each pollutant emissions [in tones] = Difference between Emission Factors of
ships & Italian powerplants(for each emission) [gr/kwh] * Energy demand per year [MWh/year]
Equation 6 Calculation of the avoided tones of each emission because of OPS use

Below, Table 30 gives detailed information on the calculations for each of the emissions (in
tonnes- according to Equation 6) at the targeted port terminals of this study.
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Table 30 Pollutants’ emissions (and CO2) from berthed ships for the annual energy demands
Ships in Port

Genova

Genova

Emission
Ship
Repair
Area

Emission

8880

11

Difference between Emission
Factors of ship diesel engines
and Italian powerplant
[gr/kwh] for VOC
Difference between Emission
Factors of ship diesel engines
and Italian powerplant
[gr/kwh] for PM 2.5
Difference between Emission
Factors of ship diesel engines
and Italian powerplant
[gr/kwh] for PM10
Difference between Emission
Factors of ship diesel engines
and Italian powerplant
[gr/kwh] for CO2

Emission

Genova

Genova
Emission

Laspezi
a

Livorn
o

Emission

Emission

Cruise

Cruise

Emissio
n Cruise

Savona

Piombino

Ferraio

Avoide
d

Emission

Emission

Emission

Emisions

Ferry

Ferry

in tones

13563

3734

5832

4662

73030

93500

149188

41074

64152

51282

803

8742

15980

25498

7020

10964

8765

137

4185

1442

2635

4204

1158

1808

1445

23

40

2430

837

1530

2441

672

1050

839

13

2323

486

29700

10230

18700

29838

8215

12830

10256
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479424

479424

100243

6129000

2111100

3859000

6157375

1695236

2647728

2116548

33156

99095

99095

20720

1266840

436356

797640

1272705

350399

547275

437482

6853

7377

1056

97680

81146

1.88

16694

0.31

Emission

Tugs

Cruise
Ferry

1056

221

13500

4650

8500

11616

11616

2429

148500

51150

13869

1985

1985

415

25380

2753

2287

327

327

68

0.18

1598

1328

190

190

0.2

19536

16229

2323

454

4031520

3349113

833299

692248

Difference between Emission
Factors of ship diesel engines 93.84
and Italian powerplant
[gr/kwh] for CO

Livorno

Container

Emission

Fincanti
eri

Energy demand per year
[M Wh/year]
Difference between Emission
Factors of ship diesel engines
and Italian powerplant
[gr/kwh] for NOx
Difference between Emission
Factors of ship diesel engines
and Italian powerplant
[gr/kwh] for SOx

Genova

Ferry

Emissions in berth (harbour):

Contain
er Prà

Savona

Ferry

Note: The above results for ports are calculated in kg (grey colour cells); however, in total (blue cells) are mentioned in tones.
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6.4 Economic benefits resulted from avoided emissions, as proposed in this research
It is interesting to note the heterogeneity of publications regarding the costs of emissions and their
variability depending on the authors and the places where the studies were carried out. Three
reference studies were identified:
▪

AEA CAFE publications for NOx and VOC, the year 2010,

▪

Entec, for PM and SOx, the year 2000,

▪

DG MOVE Handbook on External Costs of Transport 2014,

▪

Handbook on the external costs of transport 2019 (with an update of 2021), of the
European Commission,

This latest study was used as a reference publication because:
a) is more up to date
b) considers the marginal costs more precisely than the number of inhabitants in the emission area.
The concept of external costs 11
External costs, also known as externalities, arise when the social or economic activities of one
(group of) person(s) have an impact on another (group of) person(s) and when that impact is not
fully accounted for or compensated for, by the first (group of) person(s). In simple words, an
external cost (externality) occurs due to an activity that affects a third party who did not choose to
incur that cost (EuropeanCommission, 2018).
External costs of transport are generally not borne by the transport user and hence not considered
when they make a transport decision. External costs of transportation refer to the difference
between social costs (i.e., all costs to society due to the provision and use of transport
infrastructure) and private costs of transport (i.e., the costs directly borne by the transport user).
An external cost (externality) occurs due to an activity that affects a third party who did not choose
to incur that cost (Hofbauer & Putz, 2020). For example, ships are valuable forms of transport and
contribute to noise and air pollution. These impacts on health; therefore, the health risk is an
externality of ships in economic terms (EuropeanCommission, 2018).
As the market does not provide an incentive to transport users to take external costs into account,
they only take part of the social costs into account when taking a transport decision, resulting in
sub-optimal outcomes.
11

The words 'costs', 'damages', 'externalities' and 'external costs' may be used interchangeably in this
document, reflecting common usage.
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Total, Average, and Marginal External Costs in general
Different types of external costs are distinguished in the EU Handbook on External Costs of
Transport 2019, which is the primary reference for this section, as explained briefly below:
• Total External Costs refer to all external costs within a geographical boundary (e.g., EU28 or
a country) caused by (a specific mode of) transport. Total external costs are usually presented
in billions or millions of Euros.
• Average External Costs are closely related to total costs, as they express the costs per transport
performance unit3. In this study, average external costs are generally presented in €-cent/pkm,
€-cent per tkm and/or €-cent/vkm. Alternative units are used in transport modes/externalities,
e.g., €-cent/LTO (aviation) or €-cent per port call (maritime transport).
• Marginal External Costs are additional costs occurring due to further transport activity. In the
short run, these costs are linked to constant infrastructure capacity, whereas long-run marginal
costs take other traffic infrastructure into account. It implies, for example, that short-run
marginal congestion costs are generally higher than long-run marginal congestion costs. Shortrun marginal cost figures are more relevant for internalisation purposes, so they focused on the
EU Guideline Handbook in 2019. Generally, marginal external costs are presented in the same
units as average external costs (e.g., €-cent/pkm, €-cent/tkm, €-cent/vkm).
As explained in the previous sections, some emissions from the berthed ship and land powerplants
were considered and compared. Regarding the land powerplants, it was assumed that they are in
rural areas for marginal cost.
Concerning ship emissions, the emissions emitted in the "city-port" area were considered without
considering possible mitigating or amplification effects such as wind direction or any other
patterns of dispersion of substances.
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6.4.1 Air pollution external costs
Transport activities, including shipping, can considerably affect air quality, and any cost-benefit
analysis for investments in this area should integrate the economic cost of air pollution reduction
(EuropeanCommission, 2014). Many literature studies have mentioned the main externalities of
air pollution include three categories of economic costs, environmental costs, and social costs(see
Figure 66), as Rodrigue (2020) also explains in “The Geography of Transport Systems” book :
o Economic Costs include externalities like damage to buildings, infrastructures, and loss
of productivity of people and crops. For instance, buildings often amortized over 20-30
years may lose from one to five years of useful life (Rodrigue, 2020). air pollutants can
cause damage to buildings and materials in two ways: i) soiling of building surfaces by
particles and dust; ii) degradation of facades and materials through corrosive processes due
to acidifying pollutants (NOx,SO2). In addition, there are crop losses: ozone as a secondary
air pollutant (formed due to the emission of CO, VOC and NOx) and acidifying substances
(NOx, SO2) cause crop damage. This means an enhanced concentration of these substances
leads to a decrease in the quantity of crops (EuropeanCommission, 2014).
o Social Costs (mainly health costs) of air pollutants have physiological impacts on human
health, primarily but not limited to respiratory and cardiovascular diseases. The primary
source of illnesses is particles (PM10, PM2.5, and CO). Some of their effects are clear, like
as carbon monoxide, however, others are far more indirect, like hydrocarbon emissions
(from incomplete combustion of hydrocarbon fuels) and VOCs. It would be difficult, for
instance, to attribute a case of lung cancer to general air pollution, and extract the transport
contribution to it. Considering that most of the population lives in urban areas near ports
are continually exposed to air pollution emissions, berthed ships in these ports account for
one of the significant sources of social costs. Medical costs associated with air pollution,
and the burden of related diseases on society, such as the loss of life expectancy, can also
be a general measure if it is possible to weigh the contribution of air pollution (Rodrigue,
2020).
o Environmental Costs include general damage to ecosystems through the atmosphere. The
environmental costs are the most difficult, if possible, to evaluate and quantify. It could
refer to biological diversity and sustainability, which air pollutants are highly likely to
affect. Many pieces of research show that ecosystem damage is caused by air pollutants
leading to acidification(NOx, SO2), and also eutrophication (NOx, NH3), both with mainly
negative impacts on biodiversity (EuropeanCommission, 2014).
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Figure 66 Air pollution Externalities
Source: (Rodrigue, 2020)
Among all three mentioned externality costs of air pollution, social costs (mainly health costs) are
primarily the focus of this research. Social costs occur because of an activity that affects a third
party who did not incur that cost(pollution emission). For example, ships at ports are means of
transport and contribute to air pollution. These impact health; therefore, the health risk is an
externality of ships at ports in economic terms.
Air pollution external costs
Air pollution costs are one of the external cost categories analysed the most, and many international
studies and research projects have been conducted, particularly at the European level. However,
not many international studies have covered the entire impact pathway from emission to impact.
The external costs of air pollution, in general, vary according to environmental factors, including
overall levels of pollution, geographic location of emission sources, the height of emission source,
local and regional population density, meteorology, and so on. Therefore, it is difficult and
complicated to calculate the entire impact pathways (Netcen, 2009). According to the European
Handbook on the external transport costs in 2019, the total and average air pollution costs are
calculated by a bottom-up approach, and Figure 67 illustrates the methodology used. The emission
of air pollutants can lead to different types of damage. Most relevant and probably best analysed
are the health effects due to air pollutants. However, other damages are also relevant, as mentioned
above, such as building and material damages, crop losses and biodiversity loss. A bottom-up
approach calculates total and average air pollution costs.
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Figure 67 Methodology total and average costs of air pollution
Source: Adapted and reproduced from (EuropeanCommission, 2019)

In the above figure, it is worth mentioning that the emissions factors and the total emissions are
calculated previously in section 6.3.2. There is only a need to find out the Cost Factor.

Cost Factors – for Air pollution
The method used for damage cost estimation in this research is the same approach as the Handbook
of Environmental Prices (CE-Delft, 2018). This book gives a damage cost estimation for over
2,500 pollutants. It is based on a combination of two models:
— Economic damage cost estimates, as performed in NEEDS (2008).
— Lifecycle Assessment, as performed in RECIPE (2013).
Both models have been adjusted to the most recent insights. This study refers to the first model,
the NEEDS model, which is more relevant. The core of the NEEDS project is an Impact-Pathway
model that estimates the relationship between emissions and eventual impacts (see Figure 4). This
model reflects the most recent insights on the relationship between emissions and damage
(EuropeanCommission, 2019). This approach has been used in several international research
projects initiated by the European Commission since the mid-1990s. The starting point of the
quantification of the cost factors is the NEEDS (2008) results. As shown in Figure 68, within the
NEEDS model, the impact-pathway approach is followed, in which an emission – through
dispersion – results in an intake at receptor points. (EuropeanCommission, 2019).
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Figure 68 The impact pathway approach for calculating air pollution costs
Source: (CE-Delft, 2018)

In this model, a given activity leads to emissions. In the case of transport emissions, these
emissions are primarily emissions to the air. These emissions are subsequently transported through
the atmosphere to other regions, adding to existing emission concentrations. This concentration
then leads to changes in ‘endpoints’ relevant to human welfare, such as human health. The changes
can be monetarily valued by quantifying the amount of damage caused at the endpoints (CE-Delft,
2018). Since 2009 there has been no further development of NEEDS and neither of the rival model
of the Clean Air For Europe (CAFE) Programme - cost-benefit analysis.
The emissions emitted in the "city-port" areas have been considered without possible mitigating or
amplification effects such as wind direction or any other patterns of dispersion of substances. This
bottom-up approach is based on an impact-pathway method in “Guide to Cost-Benefit Analysis of
Investment Projects“ (EuropeanCommission, 2014). Such approaches have been made for NOx, SO2
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and particle matter (PM) emissions from transports since the early 1980s, particularly in Europe
(Tichavska & Tovar, 2017).

The cost factors per pollutant are of interest: Cost factor [€/t] is the external cost [€] due to a
quantity [t] of pollutant emission. The starting point of the quantification of the cost factors is the
NEEDS (2008) results. Within the NEEDS model, the impact-pathway approach is followed, in
which an emission — through dispersion — results in an intake (emission) at receptor points. At
this step, the primary reference of the data is the EU Handbook on the external costs of transportVersion 2019 (EuropeanCommission, 2019). Table 31, extracted from the EU Handbook on
External Costs of Transport-Version2019, as mentioned earlier, summarises the cost factors for air
pollution. It includes the cost factors per country for pollutants emitted in road, rail, and inland
waterway transport. Because ship emissions in the ports are like road transport, the following
values can be adopted for our purpose. In Table 31, all effects: health effects, crop loss, biodiversity
loss, and material damage are considered as mentioned above.
Table 31 Cost Factor for Air pollution for average damage costs [€/kg] in Europe

Source: EU Handbook on External Costs of Transport -version 2019
The marginal costs are virtually the same as the average costs for air pollution costs. According to
epidemiological studies, this is mainly because the dose-response relationships between the
emissions of air pollutants and health effects (or other damages) are nearly linear. Therefore, the
present chapter also covers average air pollution costs (EuropeanCommission, 2019).
It is noted that the contribution of PM2.5 to public health problems weighs a lot in relation to the
number of inhabitants in the emissions area ( see footnote of Table 31). The inhabitants were
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considered, regarding the neighbouring municipalities for some production areas. In this regard,
only Genova has a population above half a million people, therefore, to be regarded as a Metropole
city (according to the definition of Metropole in EU Handbook of external costs 2019). For the
rest of the ports, Cost Factors of the pollutants (Table 31) are considered transport emissions in
the city area (as per populations shown in Table 32, not categorised as the metropole, except
Genova).
Table 32 Population of the port cities of this research
City

Population

Genova

583,000

Savona

61000

Vado Ligure

8400

Albissola Marina

6000

Quiliano

7000

Albissola Superiore

10000

Savona-Totale

92,400

La Spezia

94000

Follo

6000

Lerici

10000

Porto Venere

3000

Vezzano Ligure

7000

Arcola

10000

Riccòdel Golfo

3000

Laspezia-Totale
133,000
Livorno
160,000
Piombino
35,000
Porto Ferraio
15,000
Source: Wikipedia
Unfortunately for the emitted CO (Carbon Monoxide), no Cost Factor is found in the EU Handbook on
the External Costs of Transport for the following calculations.

Calculations
As already explained, the formula below is used to calculate the external costs of air pollution
(consisting of mentioned pollutant emissions of SOx, NOx, PM10, PM2.5, and VOC).
Avoided Air pollution average damage costs in [EUR/kg] = Pollutant Emission Cost Factors
[€/kg ] * Avoided tones of pollution from Table 30 [tones or kilogram]
Equation 7 Calculation of Average Air pollution External Costs
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In this respect, for the case of targeted ports of this study, we have the below inputs are into
Equation 9:
o
o

Avoided tones of emission per each of SOx, NOx, PM10, PM2.5, and VOC pollutants, due
to OPS use, are listed in Table 30.
Cost Factors of each pollutant from Table 31 [€/kg]

Therefore,
Air pollution average damage cost of SO2 in [EUR/kg]= 12.7 [€/kg] * 137 [tones] = 1,739,900
[€/year]
Air pollution average damage cost of PM10 [EUR/kg]= 27 * 161 [€/tones] =4,347,000 [€/year]
Air pollution average damage cost of VOC [EUR/kg]= 1.1 [€/kg] * 23 [tones] = 25,300 [€/year]
Air pollution average damage cost of NOx [EUR/kg]= 25.4 * 803 [tones] = 20,396,200 [€/year]
Air pollution average damage cost of PM2.5 for Genova terminals and docks [EUR/kg]= 409 *
(1.598+1.328+0.19+0.004+2.43) [tones] = 2,269,950 [€/year]
Air pollution average damage cost of PM2.5 in the rest of the ports(except Metropole Genova)
[EUR/kg] = 132* (0.190+0.837+1.53+2.441+0.672+1.05+0.839)[ tones] = 997,788 [€/year]

i = index of number (of air pollutants of SO2,PM10,VOC,NOx, …)
n = upper limit of summation( six figures here)

Equation 8 Summation formula for calculated air pollutions' costs
Total avoided Air Pollution Costs in the targeted port terminals of this research is: 29,776,138
[€/year]
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6.4.2 Climate change external costs
Transport results in Greenhouse Gases (mainly CO2 and other N2O and methane) emissions that
contribute to climate change. Since the effects of climate change are global, long-term, and have
risk patterns that are difficult to anticipate, identifying the costs associated with these effects is
highly complex (EuropeanCommission, 2019).
Total and average climate costs are calculated using a bottom-up approach. The figure below
illustrates the corresponding methodology for road, rail, inland waterway, aviation and maritime
transport. Using Global Warming Potentials (GWP), the emissions of the three GHG gases can be
added together to achieve the total CO2 equivalent GHG emissions. This is then multiplied by the
climate change costs per tonne CO2 equivalent to reach the total climate change costs per mode.
Comparing CO2 emissions with non-CO2 emissions is to use the concept of Global Warming
Potential (GWP), and the GWP of CO2 is standardised to 1 (EuropeanCommission, 2019). For
ship emissions, CO2 is the dominant GHG in exhaust gas emissions from diesel engines, and for
this study, the other very minor GHS gases that may exist, such as N20, are not considered
(DieselNet, 2021).12

Figure 69 Methodology total and average climate change costs
Note:GWP is Global Warming Potential, Source:

Adapted from (EuropeanCommission, 2019).

Cost Factor– for Climate Change
There are two significant ways that climate change costs can be monetised: either using a damage
cost approach or an avoidance cost approach. Like in the previous versions of the Handbook, the
12

The major anthropogenic source of N2O are emissions from agricultural fertilizers, but nitrous oxide can be also
produced from fossil fuel combustion.
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avoidance cost approach was adopted. 13 The GHG emission reductions agreed in the Paris
Agreement are based on preventing temperature rises above 1.5-2.0 degrees Celsius. Exceeding
this level is too risky for future generations. Therefore, it makes sense to formulate climate change
costs as avoidance costs based on the target agreed in the Paris Agreement. A wide range of
literature on avoidance costs is available. The avoidance costs used in the Handbook are based on
an analysis of recent literature, which revealed that the central value for the short-and-medium-run
costs (up to 2030) is € 100/tCO2 equivalent (€2016) (EuropeanCommission, 2019). See Table 33.
Table 33 Climate Change Avoidance Costs in €/t CO2 equivalent (€2016)

Source: EU Handbook on External Costs of Transport, (EuropeanCommission, 2019)
The central costs for the short and medium run (up to 2030) is adopted hereafter to calculate the
social benefit of Onshore Power Supply as a concern for reducing greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions.

Calculations
The Average Climate Costs for berthed ships in ports are calculated by multiplying the emission
factors (in gram CO2 equivalent per unit) by the avoidance costs of CO2. These emission factors
are already provided in section “6.3.1 Emission factors for pollutants emitted from the ships”.
Avoided Average Climate Costs for berthed ships in targeted ports = CO2 Emission Factors [€/t]
* Avoided CO2 emission due to use of OPS[in tones]
Equation 9 Calculation of Average Climate External Costs
In this respect, for the case of targeted ports of this study, we have the below inputs into Equation
9:
o Avoided CO2 emission due to use of OPS (as per Table 30): 33156 Tones per year
o Avoidance costs of CO2(Central & short-medium term as per Table 33): 100 [€/t CO2]
Therefore,
Average Climate Costs for berthed ships = 33,156 [tones/year] * 100 [€/tones] = 3,315,600
[€/year]

13

The avoidance cost approach determines external cost valuation factors by determining the cost to achieve a
particular policy target (e.g. EU CO2 reduction targets)
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To conclude for chapter 6, the total socio-economic benefits quantified from the avoided emissions
from the berthed ships at targeted ports will be the summation of both avoided Air pollution cost
and avoided climate change cost: 29, 776, 138 (€/year)+ 3,315,600 (€/year), that is equal to
33,091,738 (€/year) in total, rounded to €33,000,000.00 – thirty three million euros- per year.

--------------------------------------Discussion on the robustness of data and further comments from the EU Handbook on
External Costs of Transport
As concern data from the "EU Handbook of external costs of transport -Edition 2019 &2021", air
pollution costs generally have a long history of research. They are therefore investigated and
analysed in a very detailed way. For example, the scientific knowledge on dose-response
relationships for diseases induced by air pollutants is profound. Hence, compared to other cost
categories, the cost factors for air pollution costs can be regarded as robust.
According to the most recent and high-quality evidence and methods, climate change costs have
also been calculated. Nonetheless, a few aspects merit a point of discussion regarding the
robustness of the results presented in this chapter. Firstly, the avoidance costs have been used,
rather than damage costs, to monetise the costs of climate change. The literature review confirmed
that avoidance costs are superior to using damage costs. However, uncertainties will always
remain. It has been attempted to remove some uncertainty by providing high and low case climate
change costs, which can be used as a sensitivity analysis. Furthermore, political reasons are related
to distributional or competitiveness aspects, which lead to political decisions to apply different
mitigation costs in various sectors (EuropeanCommission, 2019).
Data from the EU Handbook can be considered robust enough for the present work. As concern
data from Port Authority in the following tables, it must be noted that:
•
•

There is a good agreement with other references as concern emissions due to energy
produced onboard ships berthed at ports.
The modern Italian electrical mix production & land powerplants allow reduced emissions
compared to those reported in the table.
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7. Conclusion
Ports and terminals are facing augmented pressure to strengthen environmental measures, protect
and preserve marine ecosystems, and safeguard coastal communities’ health. According to the
European Sea Ports Organization, among all the negative externalities of European ports on their
cities, air quality because of energy-consuming activities has been the top environmental concern
during the last decade. In Europe, many ports are characterised by the geographical concentration
of energy demand/supply activities because of their proximity to power generation facilities and
metropolitan regions. Therefore, better understanding and monitoring of energy-related activities
to improve air quality have also gained more attention.
Many credited international and European researchers have identified air pollution as a significant
cause of some types of illnesses. The latest estimates by the European Environment Agency show
that fine Particulate Matter PM2.5, also emitted from berthed ships, continues to cause harmful
health issues, like premature death. In addition, the International Agency for Research on Cancer
has classified air pollution as a leading cause of cancer while reporting that both short- and longterm exposure of children and adults to air pollution can reduce lung function, respiratory
infections, and aggravated asthma. Other related health problems are identified, like adverse
impacts on fertility, pregnancy, newborns, and children if exposed to ambient air pollution. These
health problems are heightened, particularly in port cities, where berthed vessels introduce more
emissions from fossil fuel combustion to produce electricity on board. In this respect, port
authorities are under pressure to reduce or eliminate the ships’ emissions at berths and to achieve
it, the implementation of new technologies has gained more interest.
The uptake in the port sector of innovative technologies to address air pollution emissions and the
increasing development of renewable energy installations have called for more attention to
Onshore Power Supply. This technology is an essential tool and part of the solution for lowering
ship emissions at berths by shutting down the onboard diesel generators and connecting to ports
grids' onshore electric power supply. Onshore Power solutions have benefits for both shore and
ship sides. It eliminates air and noise pollutions in ports while reducing ships’ vibration and
generators’ maintenance costs. These benefits positively impact port growth and help them
demonstrate that they are local environmental leaders and responsible to the citizens. It supports
countering the port's perception as “dirty neighbours” to cities and can prove ports’ commitments
to address environmental issues at the heart of their communities.
However, despite all the advantages mentioned above, there are still myths about the Onshore
Power Supply. One of the main myths is that Onshore Power Supply is an unproven technology,
lacking technical standards for it. In this study, many ports mentioned have already OPS solutions
in service while highlighting that North America and Europe are globally leading. In addition, the
market analysis indicated that the key OPS solution providers are primarily European, giving the
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European ports a comparative advantage in developing OPS solutions. It is not true about the lack
of technical standards as the IEC/ISO/IEEE 80005 family standards provide details technical
requirements for shore to ship electricity. Under this family standards, the IEC/ISO/IEEE 800051:2019[Part 1] is for general requirements and describes high voltage shore connection systems
onboard the ship and onshore. The IEC/ISO/IEEE 80005-2:2016[Part 2] contains data
communication for monitoring and control, while the IEC/ISO/IEEE 80005-3:2016[Part 3] put
standards regulating low voltage shoreside electricity. Therefore, there is almost no technical
concern in applying the OPS solutions in ports.
The literature review conducted in this research also shows that the European Commission is
reviewing the Alternative Fuels Infrastructure Directive and the TENT Regulations to accelerate
the deployment of zero- and low-emission vehicles and vessels. Therefore, the use of alternative
fuels such as green electricity to berthed ships in ports is the focus of attention in the transport
sector in the EU. Moreover, this study listed and described some EU regulations and
recommendations affecting OPS implementation in European Ports, and this policy framework is
considered a strength in the SWOT analysis for the European port. The analysis has indicated that
the anticipated growth in battery-hybrid or fully battery-powered ships would likely increase the
demand for onshore power that could be used to charge such systems. The analysis concluded that
the use of onshore power systems witnessed growth, and it will be more due to integrating OPS
systems with offshore wind, solar plants, and other renewables.
There are different technological, policy, and economic drivers for the Italian ports to push them
to invest more in OPS solutions in their terminals. This research’s online survey highlighted some
essential points related to OPS implementation in Italian ports. Some Italian ports such as Genova,
Livorno, and Ancona have already been equipped with OPS facilities and paved the way for other
ports to utilise this technology solution. There are feasibility studies and plans for onshore power
supply in some other Italian ports. Italian ports support more OPS where it makes sense. OPS
solution has a high potential for improving air quality in Italy as almost 41% of the Italian national
grid electricity comes from renewable sources. However, there are still barriers, mainly the high
capital costs. In Italy, local authorities like regions or municipalities are responsible for planning
activities for assessing and managing air quality despite the global nature of the air pollution issue.
Therefore, in recent years, the Italian Ministry of the Environment has promoted a series of
initiatives to strengthen coordinated actions with the regions to make interventions more
homogeneous, particularly during emergency periods when pollutant limits are exceeded. And it
is one of the reasons that motivated this study's online survey to collect information from Italian
ports at regional and local levels. The survey clarifies that most participating Italian ports rely on
the support of funding mechanisms from the European Commission, the national government, or
regional financial sources.
Furthermore, the desktop analysis was intended to get more in-depth knowledge about OPS
development's maturity and readiness level in Italian Ports. Italy has adopted a national strategic
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framework for developing the alternative fuels market in the transport sector and creating
associated infrastructure for promoting electricity production via renewable energy sources.
Additionally, Italy has legislated incentives for electricity produced by renewable sources other
than photovoltaic and is enabled to apply a reduced rate of taxation to electricity directly supplied
to vessels. From a short-term perspective, Italy is to adopt a national plan on OPS to boost
shoreside electricity infrastructure development in Italian ports. Italy also transposed the primary
related EU Directives on Alternative Fuels Infrastructure and the Environmental Impact
Assessment procedures for developing electrical installations into national legislation. Despite all
the above, desktop analysis shows gaps, such as the need for a more active contribution of all
stakeholders in discussions and decision-making before investments in Onshore Power Supply in
Italian ports. It paves the way for the ports’ end-users by issuing regulations applied to all Italian
ports and incentivising them with tax exemptions or reduced tax rates for the consumed electricity
for the ships calling them.
In this study, the main question has been: “How much does the use of Onshore Power Supply in
the northwest Italian ports of this case study improve air quality and reduce health costs? “. In
this respect, several ports located northwest of Italy have been selected as case studies. It should
be noted that some of these ports are already equipped with OPS installation. At the same time,
the rest of them are the ports in the stage of feasibility studies, or design planning phase, or the
hypothesis proposed by the author of this research. The hypothesis includes, but is not limited to,
three ports with already the documents of Pre-Design and/or Construction Documents provided to
the port authorities. The hypothesis cases focus on the electrical energy demands for berthed ships
and technical feasibility rather than cost-benefit analysis.
To answer the above research question, qualitative and quantitative methods have been applied to
merge and interpret quantifying the emissions reductions from berthed ships and consequently the
related socio-economic benefits of avoided emissions within the Italian case-study ports of this
research. The basic premise of a mixed methodology is that such integration allows a more
complete and synergistic utilisation of data than separate qualitative and quantitative data
collection and analysis. This methodology was explained in two main steps: step one, which
estimated the reduced(avoided) pollutant emissions (NOx, SOx, PMs, VOC) and greenhouse gas
emissions (CO2) in the targeted ports because of implementing the OPS. For this part, credited
data and info on needed electricity consumption at targeted ports were obtained through interviews
with officials in the targeted ports, mainly from the Western Ligurian Sea Port Authority. While
step.2 has focused on estimating the relevant economic advantages due to reducing (avoidance of)
emission externalities, mainly air pollution and climate change costs. For this second step, the
credited European publication of “Handbook on the external costs of transport 2019 (with an
update of 2021)” was referenced.
The final results show an avoided air pollution cost for berthed ships in this research’s targeted
Italian northwest ports can be estimated at around 30 million €/year. In addition, results also
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indicate an avoided climate cost for berthed ships in this research’s targeted Italian northwest ports
is around 3 million €/year. Therefore, the total avoided externality costs from emissions of berthed
ships in the targeted Italian northwest port terminals will be the sum of avoided air pollution cost
(with local impacts) and avoided climate cost (CO2 emission as GHG with global impacts), equal
to the significant amount of about 33 million Euros per year, to be considered in terms of socioeconomic benefit.
The Italian government seems to have clear ideas concerning the reforms of the Italian port system,
setting priorities. A proof can be the implementation of the PNRR, the National Recovery and
Resilience Plan, after the positive start of 2021. Among the essential reforms being planned, there
are certain interventions concerning the Italian ports. One of them is simplifying the authorisation
procedures for Onshore Power Supply facilities in the ports, taken as a reference for the
modernisation of infrastructures. Action to reduce emissions includes pollutants and
environmental sustainability, such as projects for the electrification of the quays (Onshore Power
Supply), for which the incredible budget of 700 million Euros has been earmarked.
Furthermore, at the end of 2021, the European Commission published a proposal for a Council
implementing decision allowing Italy to apply a reduced tax rate to electricity directly supplied to
vessels other than private pleasure craft at berth in a port. Italy has requested that the measure
applies for the maximum allowed six years, to be long enough to encourage port operators and
electricity suppliers to make the necessary investments in shoreside electricity installations. The
Italian authorities envisaged that the reduced tax rate of EUR 0.50 per MWh equals the EU
minimum taxation level for electricity for business use. However, the recent increase in the
electricity price, higher than the corresponding increase in the fuel price, makes the shore supply
an expensive option for ship owners than the cost of self-generation onboard. Therefore further
regulatory actions are necessary to reduce the price gap of electricity versus fuel to obtain a
widespread use of shore supply. The points mentioned earlier make sense and encourage further
investments in the Onshore Power Supply solutions in the Italian ports as a proven and privileged
technology.
The OPS solutions for ports are complex and involve different players and issues. This research
has tried to analyze the complex regulatory, technical, and environmental framework for using
OPS in some Italian ports while having a long-term environmental vision. To achieve such a
multicriteria analysis, the selected methodology fetches qualitative and quantitative information,
integrating the information and data flows. Supported with appropriate surveys and desktop
analysis, the adding value of the research is the introduction of a method for quantifying the socialeconomic benefits of using OPS in ports. In addition, the findings for the case-study ports in
northwest Italy are accessible and usable.
This thesis allows thinking outside the box. It goes beyond the research limits about OPS
installation in ports that traditionally consider only the economic benefits of selling electricity to
ships in the OPS projects. The innovation in calculating the externality cost reduction and
considering it as a part of the benefits can be used in any future cost-benefit analysis for the OPS
port project. Last but not least, the research introduces a new perspective on the onshore power
supply at ports from an environmental point of view.
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Appendix I The results of online questionnaire
Time and Date

Company name:
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4:20:48 pm EET
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2021/05/26
2021/05/27
11:32:55 am EET 2:52:32 pm EET 10:09:04 am
EET
Port Network
North Adriatic
Port Network
ADSP Mar Ligure
Authority of the Sea Port
Authority of the Orientale
Eastern Adriatic Authority
Eastern Adriatic
Sea
Sea

2021/05/27
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2:00:13 pm EET 11:13:15 am
EET
AutoritÃ di
AdSP Mar
Sistema
Tirreno
Portuale del
Settentrionale
Mare Adriatico
centro
settentrionale
Project officer Employee

2021/06/03
11:45:18 am
EET
CentralAdriatic
Ports Authority

2021/06/17
1:07:59 pm
EET
Central
Adriatic Ports
Authority

2021/06/18
11:43:51 am
EET
Central
Adriatic Ports
Authority

Head of unit
development,
promotion,
statistics,
communication
and EU projects

La Spezia

Port of Ravenna Livorno

Ancona

Head of unit
development,
promotion,
statistics,
communicatio
n and EU
projects
Ortona

Head of unit
Energy
development, Manager
promotion,
statistics,
communicatio
n and EU
projects
Pesaro
Bari e Brindisi

Italy

Italia

Italy

Italy

Italy

Position:

Project Manager Head of Project Project Manager Economic
research and
Analysis &
development unit
Statistics

Port/Terminal involved:

Trieste and
Monfalcone
Italy

Country:
Website address:
1.Type of port (Multiple choice):

www.porto.tries
te.it
Core
port;Comprehen
sive port
Container
traffic;Dry bulk
traffic;General
Cargo
traffic;Petroleu
m traffic;Ro-Ro
traffic;Cruise
traffic;Yatchs/pl
easure boats

Ports of Venice & Port of
Chioggia
Monfalcone
Italy
Italy

Core port

Italy

www.porto.tries www.adspmarli www.port.raven
te.it
gureorientale.it na.it
Comprehensive Core port
Core port
Core port
port

Container
General Cargo
traffic;Dry bulk traffic
traffic;General
Cargo
traffic;Petroleum
traffic;Ro-Ro
traffic;RoPax/Passenger
traffic;Cruise
traffic;Fishing
traffic;Yatchs/ple
asure
boats;Drydock
/Shipyard
facilities

Container
traffic;General
Cargo
traffic;Other
liquid
traffic;Cruise
traffic;Yatchs/pl
easure
boats;Drydock
/Shipyard
facilities

Container
traffic;Dry bulk
traffic;General
Cargo
traffic;Petroleu
m traffic;Other
liquid traffic;RoRo traffic;Cruise
traffic;Fishing
traffic;Yatchs/pl
easure boats

State

3.NÂ° of ship calls per year:

1,001 - 2,500

2,501 â€“ 5,000

500 â€“ 1,000

500 â€“ 1,000

4.Number of terminals:
5.Port ownership:
6.Port governance model

06-Oct

> 20

01-May

01-May

State

State

State

State

Others

State

Landlord port

Landlord port

Landlord port

Landlord port

Landlord port

7.Please select the maturity level of OPS
implementation in your port/terminal
(multiple choice):

Planned

Ambition
Planned
(included in your
strategic plan but
with specific
plans not defined
yet)

Public Service Public Service
port
193port
Availability in Ambition
some
(included in
terminals
your strategic
plan but with
specific plans
not defined

Ambition
Planned
(included in your
strategic plan
but with specific
plans not
defined

Italia

www.porto.an www.porto.an www.porto.an www.adspma
cona.it
cona.it
cona.it
m.it
Core port
Other
Other
Core
port;Compreh
ensive port
Container
Dry bulk
RoContainer
traffic;Dry bulk traffic;General Pax/Passenger traffic;Dry bulk
traffic;General Cargo
traffic;Cruise traffic;General
Cargo
traffic;Petrole traffic;Drydock Cargo
traffic;Petroleu um
/Shipyard
traffic;Petrole
m traffic;Ro-Ro traffic;Cruise facilities
um
traffic;Rotraffic
traffic;Other
Pax/Passenger
liquid
traffic;Cruise
traffic;Ro-Ro
traffic;Fishing
traffic;Rotraffic;Yatchs/p
Pax/Passenger
leasure
traffic;Cruise
boats;Drydock
traffic;Fishing
/Shipyard
traffic;Yatchs/
facilities
pleasure
boats;Drydock
/Shipyard
facilities
1,001 - 2,500
Less than 500 Less than 500 2,501 â€“
5,000
> 20
01-May
01-May
> 20

Container
traffic;Dry bulk
traffic;General
Cargo
traffic;Petrole
um
traffic;Other
liquid
traffic;Ro-Ro
traffic;RoPax/Passenger
traffic;Cruise
traffic;Fishing
traffic;Yatchs/
pleasure
boats;Drydock
/Shipyard
facilities
2,501 â€“ 5,000 5,001 â€“
7,500
> 20
Nov-20

2.Type of traffic (Multiple choice):

2021/06/21
9:49:53 am
EET
AutoritÃ di
Sistema
Portuale del
Mare Adriatico
Meridionale

State

State

State

Public Service
port
Ambition
(included in
your strategic
plan but with
specific plans
not defined

Public Service
port
Ambition
(included in
your strategic
plan but with
specific plans
not defined

Public Service
port
Engineering
studies
completed

traffic;Yatchs/ple
asure
boats;Drydock
/Shipyard
facilities

3.NÂ° of ship calls per year:

1,001 - 2,500

2,501 â€“ 5,000

500 â€“ 1,000

500 â€“ 1,000

4.Number of terminals:
5.Port ownership:
6.Port governance model

06-Oct

> 20

01-May

01-May

Pax/Passenger
traffic;Cruise
traffic;Fishing
traffic;Yatchs/
pleasure
boats;Drydock
/Shipyard
facilities
2,501 â€“ 5,000 5,001 â€“
7,500
> 20
Nov-20

> 20

Pax/Passenger
traffic;Cruise
traffic;Fishing
traffic;Yatchs/
pleasure
boats;Drydock
/Shipyard
facilities
Less than 500 Less than 500 2,501 â€“
5,000
01-May
01-May
> 20

State

State

State

State

Others

State

State

State

State

State

Landlord port

Landlord port

Landlord port

Landlord port

Landlord port

7.Please select the maturity level of OPS
implementation in your port/terminal
(multiple choice):

Planned

Ambition
Planned
(included in your
strategic plan but
with specific
plans not defined
yet)

Public Service
port
Availability in
some
terminals

Public Service
port
Ambition
(included in
your strategic
plan but with
specific plans
not defined
yet);Engineerin
g studies
completed

Public Service
port
Ambition
(included in
your strategic
plan but with
specific plans
not defined
yet)

Public Service
port
Ambition
(included in
your strategic
plan but with
specific plans
not defined
yet)

Public Service
port
Engineering
studies
completed

8.If you plan to install OPS facility/ies in your
port/terminal, please select in which type(s)
of terminal(s) will you make the investment
(multiple choice):

Container
terminal;General
Cargo
terminal;RoRo;Cruise
terminal

Container
General Cargo
terminal;Roterminal
Ro;RoPax/passenger
terminal;Cruise
terminal;Yachts/
pleasure boats
Yachts/pleasure
boats

RoPax/passenger
terminal;Cruis
e terminal

Ro-Ro;RoPax/passenger
terminal;Tugbo
ats/pilots

Dry bulk
Roterminal;Gene Pax/passenger
ral Cargo
terminal
terminal;Cruis
e terminal

Ro-Ro;RoPax/passenger
terminal;Cruis
e terminal

No, we have
not

No, we have
not

No, we have
not

No, we have
not

Yes, we have
OPS and we
will send the
info (do not
forget to use
the Excel file,
please)
No, we have
not

9.If you already have OPS facility/ies in your
port/terminal, please indicate on which
type(s) of terminal(s) the solution/s has/have
been implemented (multiple choice):

No, we have not No, we have not
10.If you have OPS installed in your
port/terminal or you plan or are in the
process to install OPS in your port (regardless
of power) please breakdown the status of
OPS.

11.If you already have OPS facility/ies in your
port/terminal, please indicate the
characteristics of the different OPS points.

No, we have not No, we have not

12.If you already have OPS facility/ies in your
port/terminal, is the electricity provided for
OPS completely renewable?

Unknown

No difficulties in
13.Please indicate the main
technical/operational/financial difficulties you the planning
phase
face/d in planning and implementing OPS
solutions in your port/terminal (e.g. cost of
installation, implementation decision, cost of
energy, service operator selection, regulation

facilities

Ambition
Planned
(included in your
strategic plan
but with specific
plans not
defined
yet);Planned;En
gineering
studies
completed
Container
Ro-Ro;Cruise
terminal;Cruise terminal
terminal

traffic;Yatchs/p
leasure
boats;Drydock
/Shipyard
facilities

1,001 - 2,500

RoDry-dock
Pax/passenger /Shipyard
terminal;Cruis facilities
e terminal
Yes, we have
No, we have not
OPS and we will
send the info
(do not forget
to use the Excel
file, please)
No, we have not

No

Cost of
installation,
implementation
decision,
electrical power
supply and
choice of

easure boats

Yes, we have
OPS and we
will send the
info (do not
forget to use
the Excel file,
please)
Yes, we have
OPS and we
will send the
info (do not
forget to use
the Excel file,
please)

No, we have
not

Unknown

Main difficulties
that we met
during the
planing were
the lack of
vessels requiring
this kind of

n.a.
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We have
planned the
OPS and after
installation the
energy will be
partially
renewable
cost of
installation
and
regulation/aut
horization

please)

12.If you already have OPS facility/ies in your
port/terminal, is the electricity provided for
OPS completely renewable?

Unknown

No

Unknown

Main difficulties
that we met
during the
planing were
the lack of
vessels requiring
this kind of
supply &
regulation of
the service that
will be provided
in terms of
economic costs

We have
planned the
OPS and after
installation the
energy will be
partially
renewable
cost of
installation
and
regulation/aut
horization

No difficulties in
13.Please indicate the main
technical/operational/financial difficulties you the planning
phase
face/d in planning and implementing OPS
solutions in your port/terminal (e.g. cost of
installation, implementation decision, cost of
energy, service operator selection, regulation
of the service, etc.):

Cost of
installation,
implementation
decision,
electrical power
supply and
choice of
terminal to be
equipped with
ops

14.If you already have OPS facility/ies at your
port/terminal, please indicate the estimated
emission reduction achieved (for example in
terms of CO2 emissions reduced) through the
implementation of these facilities (compared
to the same scenario without the
implementation):

NA

n.a.

15.If you already have OPS facility/ies in your
port/terminal, please indicate whether this
installation is part of the general port energy
grid or if it is separated from it:

It is integrated
into the general
port energy grid

It is integrated
into the
general port
energy grid

16.If you already have OPS facility/ies at your
port/terminal, please indicate whether the
port had to upgrade and/or invest in the
electricity grid to meet the expected demand:
Yes
Yes
17.If you plan to install OPS facility/ies in
your port/terminal, please indicate whether
the port will have to upgrade and/or invest in
the electricity grid to meet the expected
demand:
18.If you already have OPS facility/ies in your No, we have not No, we have not
port/terminal, please provide the
information.
EU level
19.Please select what, in your opinion, are
the main barriers at regulatory level that may
affect the adoption of OPS solutions in ports:

National level

20.Please indicate if there is any mechanism No
to support emissions reduction in your
port/terminal for OPS (tax exemptions, clean
maritime fund, maritime or port mechanism,
rebates, environmental agreements, ESI, etc.):

Yes

21.If you already have OPS facility/ies in your
port/terminal, please select who is managing

Energy company

National level

No

n.a.

No

Yes

No

No

No, we have not No, we have not Yes, we have No, we have
OPS and we
not
will send the
info
National level Unknown
Regional level National level

Yes

No

No

No
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Port Authority

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, we have
not

No, we have
not

No, we have
not

National level National level Adding to

No

No

regolatory level
barriers there
are also
authorization
barriers at local
and regional
level
These
mechanism will
be evaluated
inside DPEASP
review

your port/terminal, please indicate whether
the port will have to upgrade and/or invest in
the electricity grid to meet the expected
demand:
18.If you already have OPS facility/ies in your No, we have not No, we have not
port/terminal, please provide the
information.
EU level
19.Please select what, in your opinion, are
the main barriers at regulatory level that may
affect the adoption of OPS solutions in ports:

National level

20.Please indicate if there is any mechanism No
to support emissions reduction in your
port/terminal for OPS (tax exemptions, clean
maritime fund, maritime or port mechanism,
rebates, environmental agreements, ESI, etc.):

Yes

21.If you already have OPS facility/ies in your
port/terminal, please select who is managing
the OPS service:
Unknown
22.If you plan to install OPS facility/ies in
your port/terminal, please indicate who will
be managing the OPS service:
23.Please indicate whether an Environmental Yes
Impact Assessment is required to build an OPS
facility at your port/terminal:
24.If you already have OPS facility/ies in your
port/terminal, please select what were the
sources of funding used to carry out the
investment/s (multiple choice):

Energy company

25.If you plan to install OPS facility/ies in
your port/terminal, please select what will be
the sources of funding used to carry out the
investment/s (multiple choice):

26.If you already have OPS facility/ies in your
port/terminal, please select the qualification
of the team operating it/them (multiple
choice):

European
Commission;Nat
ional
government

National level

No

No, we have not No, we have not Yes, we have No, we have
OPS and we
not
will send the
info
National level Unknown
Regional level National level

Yes

No

No

No

No, we have
not

No, we have
not

No, we have
not

National level National level Adding to

No

No

regolatory level
barriers there
are also
authorization
barriers at local
and regional
level
These
mechanism will
be evaluated
inside DPEASP
review

Port Authority

Unknown

Terminal
operator

Port Authority

Unknown

Port Authority Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

probably a
private subject

No

Unknown

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

European
Commission;N
ational
government;
Port
Authority;Not
defined yet

European
European
Commission; Commission
National
government;
Port
Authority;Not
defined yet

European
Commission

European
Commission;
National
government; Port
Authority

European
Commission;Nat
ional
government

European
Commission;
National
government;
Port Authority

European
Commission;
National
government;
Port Authority;
Terminal

No

National
government;R
egional
government;P
ort Authority
Not defined
European
yet
Commission;Na
tional
government;
Port
Authority;Not
defined yet
Marine
Engineer;Electr
ical
Engineer;Naval
architecture;Ci
vil Engineer
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Appendix II Collected information on energy consumption of ports
Excel sheet of the details of collected information and data on electrical energy consumption, via interviews, at the targeted ports of this study.
porto

GENOVA

impianto
stato

GENOVA

SAVONA

GENOVA

GENOVA

area Riparazioni terminal
Navali
container Prà

ferry

fincantieri

rimorchiator
i
cruise ferry

ultimato

ultimato

ultimato

ultimato

ultimato

GENOVA

PD e CDS
ultimati

previsione pubblicazione bando

SAVONA

LASPEZIA

LIVORNO

LIVORNO

cruise

cruise e term
contenitori

cruise ferry

container tosc
loren
ferry

ferry

nn

nn

nn

n.n.

n.n.

n.n.

PD e CDS
ultimati

Apr-21

tipo nave

varie

container
370
200

ferry
1168
1000

rimorchiator
i
cruise

cruise
2
200

2
100

7
9

CDS da avviare nn

Apr-21
cruise

230
7400

n.n.
cruise

195
7000

cruise
152
7700

PIOMBINO

container

FERRAIO

SOMMA

ferry inverno ferry inverno

numero toccate
potenza media nave

n
kW

332
5500

876
550

180
1400

540
550

ore accosto medio

h

giorni accosto
energia

giorni
kWh

tipo nave
numero toccate

n

1800

876

3037

potenza media nave

kW

2100

1000

1700

1200

ore accosto medio

h

4.5

24

3.8

10

10

giorni accosto

giorni

0.19

1

0.16

0.42

0.42

energia

kWh

17,010,000

21,024,000

19,619,020

8,640,000

5,760,000

240

24

2640

5280

3504

10

10

10

10

18.6

12

12

10.00
17,760,000

1.00
28,032,000

110.00
1,056,000

220.00
1,056,000

146.00
220,752

0.42
17,020,000

0.42
13,650,000

0.42
11,704,000

0.42
18,260,000

0.78
8,961,480

0.50
3,024,000

0.50
3,564,000

ferry

container

ferry

ferry estate ferry estate
720
720
800

totale

17,760,000

28,032,000

1,056,000

1,056,000

220,752

34,030,000

13,650,000

32,728,000

37,879,020

8,961,480

11,664,000

9,324,000

energia navi all'ormeggio all'anno
kWh
energia navi all'anno alle prese (alcune
banchine del terminal non hanno la
kWh

17,760,000

28,032,000

1,056,000

1,056,000

220,752

34,030,000

13,650,000

32,728,000

37,879,020

8,961,480

11,664,000

9,324,000 187,037,252

17,760,000

14,753,684

1,056,000

1,056,000

220,752

27,000,000

9,300,000

17,000,000

27,125,000

7,467,900

11,664,000

9,324,000 134,403,336

0.5

0.5

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

7,376,842.1 1,056,000.0

1,056,000.0

220,752.0 13,500,000.0 4,650,000.0

8,500,000.0

13,562,500.0

3,733,950.0

5,832,000.0

4,662,000.0

fattore di utilizzo (navi non
predisposte, tempi di connessione non
compatibili con servizio nave ecc)
energia erogata alle navi prevista
all'anno

kWh/anno

8,880,000.0
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68,368,044

Appendix III Emission factors for the production of electricity in Italy
Emission factors for the production and consumption of electricity in Italy (update to 2019 and preliminary estimates for 2020). Edition 2020. n.
317/2020.
Fattori di emissione per la produzione e il consumo di energia elettrica in Italia (aggiornamento al 2019 e stime preliminari per il 2020). Edizione
2020. n. 317/2020.
Fattori di emissione della produzione elettrica, produzione di calore e dei consumi elettrici. 2020 stime preliminari.
Produzione
Produzione
Produzione
Produzione
Produzione di
Produzione
termoelettrica lorda termoelettrica
termoelettrica elettrica lorda2
elettrica lorda e
calore3
1
1,3
2,3
(solo combustibili
lorda
lorda e calore
calore
Anno
fossili)

Consumi
elettrici

g CO2/kWh
1990
1995
2000
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

709.3
682.9
640.6
585.2
575.8
560.1
556.5
548.2
546.9
548.5
562.8
556.0
575.5
544.4
518.3
492.7
495.0
462.2
454.6

709.1
681.8
636.2
574.0
564.1
548.6
543.7
529.9
524.5
522.4
530.4
506.6
514.0
489.2
467.4
446.9
445.6
415.5
404.6

709.1
681.8
636.2
516.5
508.2
497.0
492.8
480.9
470.1
461.0
467.8
438.8
439.5
425.3
409.3
394.5
389.7
367.4
361.9

593.1
562.3
517.7
487.2
478.8
471.2
451.6
415.4
404.6
395.6
386.8
338.2
324.4
332.7
322.5
317.4
297.2
277.6
263.4

1

comprensiva della quota di elettricità prodotta da bioenergie

2

al netto di apporti da pompaggio

3

considerate anche le emissioni di CO2 per la produzione di calore (calore convertito in kWh)

246.7
256.7
256.3
252.0
260.5
247.3
227.8
227.1
218.2
206.9
218.9
220.2
215.3
209.5
211.8
222.2

593.1
562.3
517.7
450.4
443.5
437.8
421.8
392.4
379.7
367.7
361.3
317.8
304.6
312.9
304.6
299.9
282.2
266.3
256.5

577.9
548.2
500.4
466.7
463.9
455.3
443.8
399.3
390.1
379.1
374.3
327.6
309.9
315.2
314.3
309.1
282.1
268.6
258.3
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Fattori di emissioni di contaminanti atmosferici dal settore elettrico per la produzione lorda di energia elettrica e calore.
2005
2010
2015
2016
2017
Contaminanti atmosferici
mg/kWh*
368.44
288.07
253.12
237.66
226.91
Ossidi di azoto - NOx
524.75
222.46
95.41
71.72
63.31
Ossidi di zolfo - SOx
Composti organici volatili non metanici - COVNM
52.97
73.26
81.69
86.78
85.62
Monossido di carbonio - CO
105.49
101.11
94.31
96.29
97.60
0.63
0.61
0.67
0.57
0.50
Ammoniaca - NH3
16.91
8.03
4.12
3.54
3.31
Materiale particolato - PM 10

2018
218.40
58.42
86.54
93.38
0.46
2.91

2019
210.71
48.08
90.65
94.74
0.33
2.66

* energia elettrica totale al netto dai pompaggi + calore in kWh
p - stime provvisorie
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